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FOREWORD

The basic law governing the operation of cemeteries in New York State is set forth in Article 15 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law. The intent of the law is to ensure that cemeteries remain financially self-sustaining in perpetuity and that they be operated on a nonprofit basis in the public interest. The State Cemetery Board, consisting of the Secretary of State as Chair, the Attorney General and the Commissioner of Health, has the duty of ensuring that cemeteries subject to its jurisdiction are operated in compliance with applicable law, and promulgating necessary rules and regulations for the proper administration of the law. The Division of Cemeteries administers the law and the rules and regulations promulgated by the Cemetery Board.

This booklet has been prepared to assist the dedicated citizens who have taken on responsibility for the management and administration of cemeteries, as well as the general public. It contains the provisions of Article 15 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, rules and regulations of the Cemetery Board, and other laws that pertain to the operation of cemeteries. The laws reproduced herein are current through the 2004 session of the New York State Legislature. This booklet should be used for general guidance and not as a substitute for seeking qualified legal advice when necessary.

Cemeteries corporations are also subject to the general provisions of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, which are not included in this booklet.

The Cemetery Board exists to serve the public by ensuring the proper operation and administration of the cemeteries under its jurisdiction. It carries out this function in a spirit of cooperation with the individuals who directly manage and operate the cemeteries. With that goal in mind, staff of the Division of Cemeteries regularly meet with representatives of the cemeteries and advise the Cemetery Board on matters that need to be addressed.
NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION LAW ARTICLE 15

§ 1501. Declaration of policy

The people of this state have a vital interest in the establishment, maintenance and preservation of public burial grounds and the proper operation of the corporations which own and manage the same. This article is determined an exercise of the police powers of this state to protect the well-being of our citizens, to promote the public welfare and to prevent cemeteries from falling into disrepair and dilapidation and becoming a burden upon the community, and in furtherance of the public policy of this state that cemeteries shall be conducted on a non-profit basis for the mutual benefit of plot owners therein.

§ 1502. Definitions

As used in this article:

(a) The term "cemetery corporation" means any corporation formed under a general or special law for the disposal or burial of deceased human beings, by cremation or in a grave, mausoleum, vault, columbarium or other receptacle but does not include a family cemetery corporation or a private cemetery corporation.

(b) The term "lot owner" or "owner of a lot" means any person having a lawful title to the use of a niche, crypt, lot, plot or part thereof, in a cemetery, mausoleum or columbarium.

(c) The term "cemetery board" means the cemetery board in the division of cemeteries in the department of state.

(d) A public mausoleum, crematory or columbarium shall be included within the term "cemetery".

(e) The sale of a lot, plot or part thereof, grave, niche or crypt shall mean the sale of the right of use thereof for burial purposes.

(f) The term "monuments" means a memorial erected in a cemetery on a lot, plot or part thereof, except private mausoleums.

(g) The term "interment" means the permanent disposition of human remains by inurnment, entombment or ground burial.

§ 1503. Application

Except as otherwise provided in subdivision (c) of section fifteen hundred seven and subdivision (m) of section fifteen hundred ten this article does not apply to (1) a religious corporation, (2) a municipal corporation, (3) a cemetery corporation owning a cemetery operated, supervised or controlled by or in connection with a religious corporation or (4) a cemetery belonging to a religious or a municipal corporation, or operated, supervised or controlled by or in connection with a religious corporation unless any officer, member or employee of any such corporation shall receive or may be lawfully entitled to receive any pecuniary profit from the operations thereof, other than reasonable compensation for services in effecting one or more of the purposes of such corporation or as proper beneficiaries of its strictly charitable purposes or unless the organization of any such corporation for any of its avowed purposes be a guise or pretense for directly or indirectly making any other pecuniary profit for such corporation, or for any of its officers, members or employees, and unless any such corporation is not, in good faith, organized or conducted exclusively for one or more of its stated purposes.

§ 1504. Cemetery board and general administration

(a) A cemetery board is hereby created within the division of cemeteries in the department of state, subject to the following requirements: (1) The members of such board shall be the secretary of state, the attorney general and the commissioner of health, who shall serve without additional compensation. (2) The secretary of state, attorney general and commissioner of health may each, by official order filed in the office of his respective department and in the office
of the board, designate a deputy or other representative in his department to perform any or all of the duties under this section of the department head making such designation, as may be provided in such order. Such designation shall be deemed temporary only and shall not affect the civil service or retirement rights of any person so designated. Such designees shall serve without additional compensation. (3) The secretary of state shall be chairman of such board, provided that in his absence at any meeting of the board the attorney general or the commissioner of health, in such order, if either or both be present, shall act as chairman. When designees of such officers, in the absence of all such officers, are present at any meeting of the board, the designee of the secretary of state, if present, and in his absence one of the other designees present, in the same order of preference as provided for the officer appointing him, shall act as chairman. (4) Technical, legal or other services shall be performed in so far as practicable by personnel of the departments of state, law and health without additional compensation but the board may employ and compensate within appropriations available therefor such assistants and employees as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section and may prescribe their powers and duties. (5) Two members of the board shall constitute a quorum to transact the business of the board at both regular and special meetings. (6) The board shall meet at least once a month, shall keep a record of all its proceedings and shall determine the rules of its own proceedings. (7) Special meetings may be called by the chairman upon his initiative, and must be called by him upon receipt of a written request therefor signed by another member of the board. Written notice of the time and place of such special meeting shall be delivered to the office of each member of the board. (8) The board shall have the duty of administering the provisions of this chapter which deal with cemetery corporations other than the cemeteries and cemetery corporations enumerated in section fifteen hundred three and shall have all the powers herein provided and such other powers and duties as may be otherwise prescribed by law.

(b) Director of the division of cemeteries. The cemetery board shall appoint a director of the division of cemeteries who shall hold his office for a term of six years. He shall receive an annual salary to be fixed by the board within the appropriations available to the board. Subject to the supervision, direction and control of the board, the director of the division of cemeteries shall be responsible for the administration of this article and he shall exercise and perform such duties and functions of the board as it may assign or delegate to him from time to time.

c) Powers and duties of the cemetery board. With respect to any cemetery or cemetery corporation, the cemetery board shall have the following duties and powers: (1) To adopt such reasonable rules and regulations as the cemetery board shall deem necessary for the proper administration of this article. (2) To order any cemetery corporation to do such acts as may be necessary to comply with the provisions of this article or any rule or regulation adopted by the cemetery board or to refrain from doing any act in violation thereof. (2-a) To adopt reasonable rules and regulations to exempt those cemetery corporations from the provisions of paragraph (h) of section fifteen hundred ten of this chapter which because of a limited number of paid employees or appropriate resources are unable to carry out such provisions. (2-b) To adopt reasonable rules and regulations to extend the time period mandated by the provisions of paragraph (h) of section fifteen hundred ten of this chapter when necessary because compliance by a cemetery corporation within such time period is impossible. (3) To enforce its orders by mandamus or injunction in a summary proceeding or otherwise. In connection with such action or proceeding, the attorney general is authorized to take proof, issue subpoenas and administer oaths in the manner provided in the civil practice law and rules. (4) To impose a civil penalty upon a cemetery corporation not exceeding one thousand dollars, after conducting an adjudicatory hearing pursuant to the provisions of the state administrative procedure act, for a violation of or a failure to comply with any provisions contained in this article or any regulation, directive or order of the board, and without the need to maintain a civil action pursuant to subdivision five of this paragraph. (5) To maintain a civil action in the name of the people of the state to recover a judgment for a money penalty imposed under the provisions of this article.

d) Judicial review. Any order or determination of the cemetery board made pursuant to this article shall be subject to review by the supreme court in the manner provided by article seventy-eight of the civil practice law and rules; provided, however, that an application for review of such order or determination must be made within one hundred twenty days from the date of the filing of such order or determination, and provided further that no stay shall be granted pending the determination of the matter except on notice to the cemetery board and for a period not exceeding thirty days. Proceedings to review such order shall be entitled to a preference.
§ 1505. Special requirements of incorporation

(a) Certificate of incorporation; additional contents. In addition to the requirements of section four hundred two (Certificate of incorporation; contents), the certificate of incorporation of a cemetery corporation shall be filed in the office of the clerk of each county in which any part of the cemetery is proposed to be, or is, situated, and shall state: (1) each city, village or town, and county, in which any part of the cemetery is or is proposed to be situated; and (2) the time of the annual meeting.

(b) Cemetery board endorsement. Every certificate of incorporation of a cemetery corporation, except those within the exclusionary provisions of section fifteen hundred three, shall have endorsed thereon or annexed thereto the approval of the cemetery board as required in subdivision (e) of section four hundred four of this chapter.

(c) Type of corporation. A cemetery corporation is a Type B corporation under this chapter.

(d) Lot owners in unincorporated cemeteries may incorporate. (1) Not less than three owners of lots in an unincorporated cemetery may cause a notice to be posted in at least six conspicuous places in the city, town or village in which such cemetery is located, and to be published once in each week for three successive weeks in a newspaper, if any, published in such municipality, stating that at a time and place specified, a meeting of the lot owners will be held to determine whether such cemetery shall be incorporated, pursuant to this chapter. (2) The meeting shall be held at a convenient place in the city, town or village in which the cemetery is located, not less than twenty-five nor more than thirty days after the first posting and publication of the notice of the meeting. At such meeting every lot owner shall be entitled to one vote in person or by proxy for each lot owned by him. The persons entitled to vote at such meeting shall select a chairman and secretary, and determine by ballot whether or not the lot owners shall incorporate pursuant to this chapter. (3) If a majority of the ballots are in favor of incorporation, the persons entitled to vote at such meeting shall select three lot owners to incorporate and the provisions of this chapter shall be applicable, except that three persons may incorporate, and the corporation shall not be required to have more than three directors. Upon such incorporation, the lot owners shall be members of the corporation, and it shall be vested with the title to such cemetery and the personal property appertaining thereto. If the title to the cemetery has prior to such incorporation vested in the town, pursuant to section two hundred and ninety-one of the town law of section one of title seven of chapter eleven of part one of the revised statute, the supervisor of such town shall on request of the directors of such corporation, execute to it a deed of such cemetery lands releasing all interest of the town therein, and thereafter the title shall be vested in the corporation.

§ 1506. Cemetery lands

(a) Purchase of land; notice to board and court approval. No cemetery corporation, in purchasing real property hereafter, shall pay or agree to pay more than the fair and reasonable market value thereof. The terms of the purchase, including the price to be paid and the method of payment, shall be subject, upon notice to the cemetery board, to approval by the supreme court in a district where any portion of the land is located. In determining the fair and reasonable market value, the court may take into consideration the method by which the purchase price is to be paid.

(b) Consent of local authorities. (1) No cemetery shall hereafter be located in any city or village without the consent of the local legislative body of such city, or the board of trustees of such village. (2) No cemetery shall hereafter be located in any town, outside of an incorporated village in Suffolk county, without the consent of the town board of such town.

(c) Cemeteries in Kings, Queens, Rockland, Westchester, Nassau, Suffolk, Putnam and Erie counties. A cemetery corporation shall not take by deed, devise or otherwise any land in the counties of Kings, Queens, Rockland, Westchester, Nassau, Suffolk, Putnam or Erie for cemetery purposes, or set apart any ground therefor in any of such counties, unless the consent of the board of supervisors or legislative body thereof, or of the city council of the city of New York, in respect to Kings or Queens county, be first obtained. Such consent may be granted upon such conditions and under such regulations and restrictions as the public health and welfare may require. Notice of application for such consent shall be

*So in original. [Evidently should read entitled.]
published, once a week for six weeks, in the newspapers designated to publish the session laws and in such other newspapers published in the county as such board or body may direct, stating the time when the application will be made, a brief description of the lands proposed to be acquired, their location and the area thereof. Any person interested therein may be heard on such presentation. If such consent is granted the corporation may take and hold the lands designated therein. The consent shall not authorize any one corporation to take or hold more than two hundred and fifty acres of land. Nothing contained in this subdivision shall prevent any religious corporation in existence on April fifteenth, eighteen hundred fifty-four, in any of said counties from using as heretofore any burial ground then belonging to it within such county. Such board or body, from time to time, may make such regulation as to burials in any cemetery in the county as the public health may require.

(d) Limitation on the acquisition of land by rural cemetery corporations. It shall not be lawful for any rural cemetery corporation hereafter to acquire or take by deed, devise or otherwise, any land in any county within the state of New York, having a population of between one hundred and seventy-five thousand and two hundred thousand, according to the federal census of nineteen hundred, or set apart any ground for cemetery purposes therein, where there has already been set apart in any such county, five hundred acres of land for rural cemetery purposes, and the consent of the board of supervisors of any such county shall not be granted where there has already been granted five hundred acres of land, or upwards, within such county, to rural cemetery corporations. But nothing herein contained shall affect any lawful consent or grant hitherto made by the board of supervisors of any such county.

(e) Limitations on the acquisition of land for cemetery purposes in certain counties. (1) It shall not be lawful for any corporation, association or person hereafter to set aside or use for cemetery purposes any lands in any county within the state erected on and after January first, eighteen hundred ninety, adjoining a city of the first class and having a population of between eighty thousand and eighty-five thousand according to the federal census of nineteen hundred ten, but nothing herein contained shall prevent cemetery corporations formed prior to January first, nineteen hundred seventeen, which own in such county a cemetery in which burials have been made prior to such date, from setting apart and using for burial purposes lands lying contiguous or adjacent to such cemetery which lands have been heretofore acquired by a recorded deed of conveyance made to such a cemetery corporation either for burial purposes, or for the purposes of the convenient transaction of its general business, which lands shall have been acquired with the consent of the board of supervisors; nor to prohibit the dedication or use of land within such county for a family cemetery as provided in subdivision (c) of section fourteen hundred one of this chapter. (2) The provisions of this subdivision shall not operate to prevent any such cemetery corporation located in Nassau county from using for burial purposes contiguous or adjacent land acquired by it prior to January first, nineteen hundred forty-eight provided that such acquisition shall have consisted of less than five acres, and provided further that such use shall be consented to by the board of supervisors.

(f) Conveyance by religious corporations or by trustees. A cemetery corporation may accept a conveyance of real property held by a religious corporation for burial purposes, or by trustees for such purposes if all such trustees living and residing in this state unite in the conveyance, subject to all trusts, restrictions and conditions upon the title or use. Lots previously sold and grants for burial purposes shall not be affected by any such conveyance; nor shall any grave, monument or other erection, or any remains, be disturbed or removed without the consent of the lot owner, or if there be no such owner, without the consent of the heirs of the persons whose remains are buried in such grave.

(g) Certain conveyances to cemetery corporations authorized. Upon approval of the cemetery board first having been obtained, a cemetery corporation which maintains and operates a cemetery may accept a conveyance of title to the fee of or to burial rights in lands within the confines of said cemetery and it shall be lawful for any cemetery or business corporation to make such conveyances. Lots previously sold and grants previously made for burial purposes shall not be affected by such conveyance. The cemetery corporation, in consideration of the conveyance to it of burial rights in lands within the confines of said cemetery, may, with the approval of the cemetery board, issue participating certificates of the kind and nature provided for in paragraph three of subdivision (e) of section fifteen hundred eleven of this article. In making its determination the cemetery board shall consider and may condition its approval on the purposes of this section.

(h) Acquisition of property by condemnation. If the certificate of incorporation or by-laws of a cemetery corporation do not exclude any person, on equal terms with other persons, from the privilege of purchasing a lot or of burial in its cemetery, such corporation may, from time to time, acquire by condemnation, exclusively for the purposes of a cemetery,
not more than two hundred acres of land in the aggregate, forming one continuous tract, wholly or partly within the county in which its certificate of incorporation is filed or recorded, except as in this section otherwise provided as to the counties of Erie, Nassau, Suffolk, Putnam, Kings, Queens, Rockland and Westchester. A cemetery corporation may acquire by condemnation, exclusively for the purposes of a cemetery, any real property or any interest therein necessary to supply water for the uses of such cemetery, and the right to lay, relay, repair and maintain conduits and water pipes with connections and fixtures, in, through or over the lands of others and the right to intercept and divert the flow of waters from the lands of riparian owners, and from persons owning or interested in any waters. But no such cemetery corporation shall have power to take or use water from any of the canals of this state, or any canal reservoirs as feeders, or any streams which have been taken by the state for the purpose of supplying the canals with water. A cemetery corporation may acquire, otherwise than by condemnation, real property as aforesaid and additional real property, not exceeding in value two hundred thousand dollars, for the purposes of the convenient transactions of its business, no portion of which shall be used for the purposes of a cemetery.

(i) Sale or disposition of cemetery lands. (1) No cemetery corporation may sell or dispose of the fee of all or any part of its lands dedicated to cemetery use, unless it shall prove to the satisfaction of the supreme court in the district where any portion of the cemetery lands is located, either: (A) that all bodies have been removed from each and every part of the cemetery, that all the lots in the entire cemetery have been reconveyed to the corporation and are not used for burial purposes, and that it has no debts and liabilities, or (B) that the land to be sold or disposed of is not used or is not physically adaptable for burial purposes and that the sale or disposition will benefit the cemetery corporation and the owners of plots and graves in the cemetery, and (C) that the sale or disposition is not to a funeral entity as defined in paragraph (c) of section fifteen hundred six-a of this article. (2) If the sale or disposition is made pursuant to subparagraph (A) of subdivision one of this paragraph, the cemetery shall satisfy the court that it is in the public interest to dispose of such cemetery land in the manner proposed; that the subject land is not suitable for cemetery purposes or is no longer needed by the community for such cemetery uses or purposes; and that the subject land is being sold for its current market value. (3) If the sale or disposition of the land is made pursuant to subparagraph (B) of subdivision one of this paragraph, the court shall order that the consideration received by the cemetery corporation, less the necessary expenses incurred, shall be deposited into the permanent maintenance fund established by the cemetery corporation pursuant to paragraph (a) of section fifteen hundred seven of this article. (4) Notice of any application hereunder shall be given to the cemetery board, to the holders of certificates of indebtedness and land shares of the cemetery corporation, and to any person interested in the proceeding pursuant to section five hundred eleven of this chapter (Petition for leave of court).

(j) Conveyance by cemetery corporation to city or village. A cemetery corporation may convey and transfer its real property held for burial purposes, together with its other assets, to a city having a population of less than one million inhabitants in which such real property is located, or to a village, provided such real property is located within such village or wholly within three miles of the boundaries thereof, or to a town, in which such real property is located, if all the directors and trustees of such cemetery corporation living and residing in the state of New York unite in the conveyance and transfer. Such conveyance and transfer shall be subject to all agreements as to lots sold and all trusts, restrictions and conditions upon the title or use of such real property and assets. Lots previously sold and grants previously made for burial purposes shall not be affected by such conveyance, nor shall any grave, monument or other erection be disturbed or removed except in accordance with law. No such conveyance shall be effective unless and until the legislative body of such city, town or village shall by ordinance or resolution accept the same subject to the conditions and restrictions hereinabove imposed, which ordinance or resolution said legislative body is hereby authorized and empowered to adopt by a majority vote of such body. Upon such conveyance and transfer such property shall be and become a municipal cemetery of such city, town or village and such property and assets so conveyed and transferred shall be administered as any other municipal cemetery of such city, town or village and the said cemetery corporation shall be dissolved by the recording of such conveyance and transfer.

(k) Streets or highways not to be laid out through certain cemetery lands. So long as the lands of a rural cemetery corporation organized under the act entitled "An act authorizing the incorporation of rural cemetery associations," constituting chapter one hundred thirty-three of the laws of eighteen hundred forty-seven, and the acts amendatory thereof, shall remain dedicated to the purpose of a cemetery, no street, road, avenue or public thoroughfare shall be laid out through such cemetery, or any part of the lands held by such association for the purposes aforesaid, without the consent of the trustees of such association and the cemetery board.
(l) Exclusive right of cemetery corporation to provide annual care services. Notwithstanding any provision of this article to the contrary, it shall be the right of each cemetery corporation, at its option, to exclusively provide all annual care services to be performed for consideration on all or any part of its lands at rates to be reviewed by the cemetery board. In the event that the cemetery board determines that an excessive, unauthorized or improper charge has been made for such services or that the services have not been properly performed, he or she may direct the cemetery corporation to pay to the person from whom such charge was collected a sum equivalent to three times the excess as determined by the cemetery board, or in the case of work not properly performed, it may direct the cemetery corporation to perform the work properly. Every cemetery corporation that chooses to provide, on an exclusive basis, such annual care services shall include in any contract for the sale of any part of its lands the following notice, in at least ten point bold type:

Notice

The _____________________ (name of cemetery corporation), pursuant to state law, provides annual care services on an exclusive basis. Therefore, the purchaser of the plot or lot being transferred by this agreement may not contract with any outside party for such annual care services. For purposes of this paragraph, the term "annual care" shall mean the maintenance of a lot, plot or part thereof, and may include care of lawns, trees, shrubs, monuments and markers within the plot. The provisions of this paragraph shall not be construed to prohibit a lot owner from placing, or arranging to place, floral or similar arrangements on such cemetery lots or plots.

§ 1506-a. Cemetery corporations; restrictions

(a) No cemetery corporation shall, directly or indirectly:

(1) sell, or have, enter into or perform a lease of any of its real property to a funeral entity, or use any of its property for location of a funeral entity;

(2) commingle its funds with a funeral entity;

(3) direct or carry on its business or affairs with a funeral entity;

(4) authorize control of its business or affairs by a funeral entity;

(5) engage in any sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with a funeral entity;

(6) have or enter into or perform a management or service contract for cemetery operations with a funeral entity; or

(7) have, enter into or perform a management contract with any entity other than a not-for-profit cemetery corporation.

(b) Only the provisions of subdivisions one and two of paragraph (a) of this section shall apply to cemetery corporations with thirty acres or less of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and only to the extent the sale or lease is of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and such cemeteries shall not engage in the sale of funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries, nor shall a majority of the members of the board of directors or trustees of such cemeteries be made up of the representatives of a funeral entity.

(c) For the purposes of this section, "funeral entity" means a person, partnership, corporation, limited liability company or other form of business organization providing funeral home services, or owning, controlling, conducting or affiliated with a funeral home, any subsidiary thereof or an officer, director or stockholder having a ten per centum or greater proprietary, beneficial, equitable or credit interest in a funeral home.
§ 1507. Trust funds

(a) Maintenance and preservation; permanent maintenance fund; current maintenance fund. Subject to rules and regulations of the cemetery board: (1) Every cemetery corporation shall maintain and preserve the cemetery, including all lots, plots and parts thereof. For the sole purpose of such maintenance and preservation, every cemetery corporation shall establish and maintain (A) a permanent maintenance fund, and (B) a current maintenance fund. At the time of making the sale of a lot, plot or part thereof, the cemetery corporation shall deposit not less than ten per centum of the gross proceeds of the sale into the permanent maintenance fund. An additional fifteen per centum of the gross proceeds of the sale shall be deposited in the current maintenance fund. In addition to the foregoing, at the time the cemetery corporation receives payment for the performance of an interment or inurnment, the cemetery corporation shall collect and deposit into the permanent maintenance fund the sum of thirty-five dollars. (2) The permanent maintenance fund is hereby declared to be and shall be held by the corporation as a trust fund, for the purpose of maintaining and preserving the cemetery, including all lots, crypts, niches, plots, and parts thereof. The principal of such fund shall be invested in such securities as are permitted for the investment of trust funds by section 11-2.3 of the estates, powers and trusts law. The income in the form of interest and ordinary dividends therefrom shall be used solely for the maintenance and preservation of the cemetery grounds. In addition, the governing board of the corporation may appropriate for expenditure solely for the maintenance and preservation of the cemetery grounds a portion of the net appreciation, realized (with respect to all assets and unrealized (with respect only to readily marketable assets), in the fair market value of the principal of the trust in excess of its adjusted historic dollar value, as defined in this subparagraph, as is prudent under the standard established by section seven hundred seventeen of this chapter (duty of directors and officers) and as limited by the maximum annual appropriation defined in this subparagraph. For the purposes of this subparagraph, the adjusted historic dollar value of the trust principal shall be the market value of the principal three full calendar years prior to the effective date of the amendments made to this subparagraph, plus all subsequent additions thereto, minus all allowable deductions therefrom, adjusted by the rate of inflation as measured by the applicable consumer price index. The maximum annual appropriation shall be sixty percent of the average of the net appreciation in the fund for the immediately preceding three years, but only to the extent that it exceeds the adjusted historical dollar value of the fund in the current year. Cemetery corporations shall keep complete records of the adjusted historic dollar value of the permanent maintenance fund. In the event that a cemetery corporation seeks to appropriate any percentage of its net appreciation in its permanent maintenance fund in accordance with this subparagraph, the cemetery corporation shall send a notice of such proposed appropriation by certified mail to the cemetery board, setting forth the amount of funds to be appropriated for such expenditure and its effect on the permanent maintenance fund, and certifying that such amount does not exceed the maximum annual appropriation defined in this subparagraph. Such proposed appropriation shall become effective sixty days after receipt of such notice, unless the cemetery board within such sixty-day period notifies the cemetery corporation that the board objects to the proposed appropriation. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this subparagraph, all principal of the permanent maintenance fund shall remain inviolate, except that, upon application to the supreme court in a district where a portion of the cemetery grounds is located, the court may make an order permitting the principal or a part thereof to be used for the purpose of current maintenance and preservation of the cemetery or otherwise. Such application may be made by the cemetery board on notice to the corporation or by the corporation on notice to the cemetery board. Unless the cemetery can clearly demonstrate that it lacks sufficient future revenue to make repayment, any such allowance from the permanent maintenance fund shall be in the form of a loan, and the court shall determine the method for repayment of such a loan by the cemetery to the fund. Any loan from the permanent maintenance fund shall be ignored for the purpose of computing the adjusted dollar value of the fund. In the event that the court determines that an outright grant of principal from the permanent maintenance fund is necessary, the amount of such grant shall be deducted from the adjusted historic dollar value of the trust principal for the purposes of this subparagraph. (3) The current maintenance fund shall be used and applied for the sole purpose of ordinary and necessary expenses of the care and maintenance of the cemetery. When all burial rights in the cemetery have been conveyed, the fund remaining on deposit or to the credit of the current maintenance fund shall be transferred into the permanent maintenance fund. (4) The percentage of the proceeds of sales required to be deposited in the permanent maintenance fund or current maintenance fund by a particular cemetery corporation may be increased or diminished by order of the supreme court in a district where any portion of the cemetery is located. Such application may be made by the cemetery board on notice to the corporation or by the corporation on notice to the cemetery board.

(b) Perpetual care of lots. (1) Upon the application of a prospective purchaser of any lot, plot or part thereof and upon payment of the purchase price and the amount fixed as a reasonable charge for the perpetual care of any lot, plot or part thereof, every cemetery corporation shall include with the deed of conveyance an agreement perpetually to care for such lot, plot, or part thereof, to the extent that the income derived by the corporation from such amount will permit. (2) Such corporation also, upon the application of an owner or of the executor or administrator of a deceased owner of any lot and upon the payment of the amount fixed as a reasonable charge for the perpetual care of such lot, shall, and upon the application of any other person and the payment of such amount, may enter into a like agreement with him. Such agreement shall be executed and may be recorded in the same manner as a deed. (3) Any corporation organized under or
subject to the provisions of this section may enter into an agreement in writing with any executor or executors, trustee or trustees, under a last will and testament to whom there has heretofore been, or may hereafter be, bequeathed a sum for the perpetual care of any lot, plot or part thereof in any such cemetery or with any administrator or administrators with the will annexed under any such will perpetually to care for such lot, plot or part thereof under the provisions of the terms of such last will and testament, and subject in all cases to the approval of the surrogate's court having jurisdiction over such trust estate. Such approval may be evidenced by the written endorsement of the surrogate on a duplicate original of such agreement filed in the surrogate's court. In case the surrogate shall approve such agreement any such executor, trustee or administrator with the will annexed thereupon shall pay over to the treasurer of such perpetual care fund of such cemetery corporation any moneys remaining or being in his hands belonging to such trust, and upon making such payment and accounting therefore to the surrogate's court may be discharged from said trust as such executor, trustee or administrator with the will annexed.

(c) Perpetual care fund. (1) Every cemetery corporation and every religious corporation having charge and control of a cemetery which heretofore has been or which hereafter may be used for burials, shall keep separate and apart from its other funds, all moneys and property received by it, whether by contract, in trust or otherwise, for the perpetual care and maintenance of any lot, plot or part thereof in its cemetery, and all such moneys or property so received by any such corporation are hereby declared to be, and shall be held by the corporation as trust funds. Any moneys and property so received, unless otherwise provided in the instrument under which such moneys or property were received, shall be kept in a separate fund to be known as the perpetual care fund.

(2) The principal of such funds, whether kept in the perpetual care fund or otherwise, and unless already so invested when received, shall be invested within a reasonable time after receipt thereof, and kept invested, in such securities as are permitted for the investment of trust funds by sections 11-2.2 and 11-2.3 of the estates, powers and trusts law. The income arising therefrom shall be used solely for the perpetual care and maintenance of the lot or plots or parts thereof for which such income has been provided.

(3) The corporation may, for the purpose of investing and reinvesting such funds, add the same to any similar trust fund or funds and apportion shares or interest to each trust fund, showing upon its records at all times every share or interest.

(4) The corporation may accept in trust for the perpetual care of a lot, plot or part thereof in its cemetery, property not made eligible for the investment of trust funds under the foregoing provisions of this subdivision and may retain such property in the form in which received, separate and apart from the perpetual care fund, if directed so to do by the instrument under which such property is received, so long as such property remains in the form in which it was received; but whenever such property is sold or otherwise disposed of, the proceeds of such sale or other disposition shall be invested in the manner heretofore provided in this subdivision for the investment of trust funds. The exchange of stock or evidences of indebtedness issued by a corporation for stock or evidences of indebtedness of the same corporation, or for stock, evidences of indebtedness, warrants or script received as a result of merger, consolidation or reorganization of such corporation, or the receipt of additional stock or evidences of indebtedness of such corporation, as a distribution by such corporation, shall not be deemed to be a disposition of the property originally received in trust, and such exchanged or additional property may be retained in place and stead of the property originally received, and under the same conditions. The corporation shall keep accurate accounts of all funds for the perpetual care and maintenance of cemetery lots, plots or parts thereof, separate and apart from its other funds. A copy of the record pertaining to each such perpetual care fund shall be at all times available at the office of the corporation during usual business hours, for inspection and copy by any owner of an endowed lot or his representative.

(d) Perpetual care fund; allocation of income and cost of care and maintenance. On or before the fifteenth day of March in each calendar year the officers of every cemetery corporation shall fix and determine that portion of the income on the investment of the principal of the perpetual care fund during the calendar or fiscal year immediately preceding, to be apportioned to each separate lot or part thereof for which a perpetual care agreement has been made. The cost during such previous calendar or fiscal year of the care of each lot or part thereof shall be allocated and charged against the income so apportioned to it. Any excess of the income so apportioned over and above the allocated cost of the care and maintenance of such lot or part thereof shall be credited to such lot or part thereof, to be used in any future years to make up the deficiency if the income apportioned to such lot or part thereof should, in any year since September first, nineteen
hundred forty-nine, or in any future year, fall, or have fallen, below the cost of care thereof.

(e) Designation of fiduciary corporation by directors or trustees of cemetery corporation to act as custodians of funds. Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the directors or trustees of cemetery corporations are hereby authorized to designate a bank or trust company to act as custodian and trustee of any or all of the respective funds of such cemetery corporation received by it for the perpetual care of lots in the cemetery thereof pursuant to subdivision (b), of this section, the permanent maintenance of such cemetery pursuant to subdivision (a) of this section, and for special purposes pursuant to subdivision (f) of this section. Such corporate trustee shall be designated by a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors or trustees and approved by a justice of the supreme court of the judicial district in which the cemetery of said corporation is located; and the directors or trustees of such cemetery corporation may, with the approval of the justice of the supreme court, revoke such trust, and either take over such trust fund or name another trustee to handle the same, but if not so revoked, such trust shall be perpetual. Any bank or trust company accepting any such cemetery fund shall keep the same separate from all other funds, except that it may, irrespective of any provision contained in this article invest the same in a legal common trust fund or in shares of a mutual trust investment company organized under the banking law, and shall pay over the net income to the directors or trustees of the cemetery corporation by whom it shall be expended and applied to the purpose for which such trust fund was paid to the cemetery corporations and accounted for in accordance with such subdivisions (a), (b) and (f) of this section.

(e-1) Monument maintenance fund. (1) A cemetery corporation may, subject to the approval of the cemetery board, establish and maintain a monument maintenance fund. Such a fund is hereby declared to be and shall be held by the cemetery corporation as a trust fund, for the purpose of providing notice if such monuments are damaged or defaced by an act of vandalism and for the restoration of such monuments. Two or more cemetery corporations may establish a joint monument maintenance fund.

(2) The principal of the fund shall be invested in securities permitted for the investment of trust funds by sections 11-2.2 and 11-2.3 of the estates, powers and trusts law. The principal of such fund shall remain inviolate, except that upon application to the supreme court in a district where a portion of the cemetery grounds is located, the court may make an order permitting the principal or a part thereof to be used for the purpose of restoring monuments damaged or defaced by an act of vandalism. The income arising from such investment shall be used solely for the costs and expenses resulting from an act of vandalism against monuments in such cemetery.

(3) The fund shall be financed by a charge levied at the time of each interment at a rate established by each cemetery creating such a fund, subject to cemetery board approval pursuant to section fifteen hundred nine of this article. Such a charge shall be levied in addition to the approved rates for interment. The fund may also accept gifts, donations and bequests.

(4) Each cemetery creating such a fund shall promulgate rules and regulations to administer the fund, subject to cemetery board approval pursuant to section fifteen hundred nine of this article. Such rules shall include the conditions under which the income from such fund may be properly expended. (5) The cemetery corporation shall keep accurate accounts of all moneys for the fund, separate and apart from its other funds.

(f) Acquisition of property for special purposes and in trust. (1) A cemetery corporation may acquire, otherwise than by condemnation, real or personal property, absolutely or in trust, in perpetuity or otherwise, and shall use the same or the income therefrom in pursuance of the terms of the instrument by which it was acquired, for the following purposes only: (i) The improvement or embellishment, but not the enlargement, of its cemetery; (ii) The construction, preservation or replacement of any building, structure, fence, wall, or walk therein; (iii) The erection, renewal or preservation of any tomb, monument, stone, fence, wall, railing or other erection or structure on or around its cemetery or any lot or plot therein; (iv) The planting or cultivation of trees, grass, shrubs, flowers or plants in or about its cemetery or any lot or plot therein; (v) The construction, operation, maintenance, repair and replacement of a crematory or columbarium or both in its cemetery; (vi) The care, keeping in order and embellishment of any lot, plot or part thereof or the structures thereon,
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in its cemetery, as prescribed in the instrument transferring such property to the cemetery corporation, or by the person or persons from time to time having possession, care and control of such lot, plot or part thereof, as the case may be.

(2) All moneys and property received by a cemetery corporation in trust under this subdivision, unless otherwise provided in the instrument under which such moneys or property were received and unless already so invested when received, shall be invested within a reasonable time after the receipt thereof, and kept invested in such securities as are permitted for the investment of trust funds by sections 11-2.2 and 11-2.3 of the estates, powers and trusts law. The corporation may, for the purpose of investing and reinvesting such funds, add the same to any similar trust fund or funds and apportion shares or interests to each trust fund, showing upon its records at all times every share or interest. The cemetery corporation shall maintain a record for each such trust fund. Such record shall be at all times available at the office of the corporation during usual business hours, for inspection and copy by any owner of an endowed lot or his representative.

(g) Trust for the care of burial ground. A cemetery corporation, incorporated under or by a general or special law, may receive tangible property, securities or funds in trust, and hold and invest the same and apply the principal or income thereof, in accordance with the terms of the trust, for the purpose of repairing, maintaining, improving or embellishing a burial ground, not constituting a part of the cemetery of such cemetery corporation, and located outside of a city of more than one million inhabitants and within ten miles of the cemetery of the corporation accepting such trust. The directors of such corporation, or a majority of them and the treasurer, shall annually within sixty days after the close of each calendar or fiscal year, make, sign and shall file at the office of the corporation a detailed accounting and report of such trust funds held under this subdivision and the use made of such funds or of the income thereof for the preceding calendar or fiscal year, which shall include among other things, properly itemized, the securities in which the same is then invested, and any purchases, sales or other changes made therein during the period covered by such report. Such accounting and report shall be at all times available at the office of the corporation, during usual business hours, for inspection and copy by any lot owner or any contributor to such trust fund.

(h) Vandalism, abandonment and monument repair or removal. (1) Cemeteries incorporated under this article shall contribute to a fund created pursuant to section ninety-seven-r of the state finance law for the maintenance of abandoned cemeteries, including the construction of cemetery fences, placement of cemetery lights and replacement of cemetery doors and locks, for the restoration of property damaged by acts of vandalism, and for the repair or removal of monuments or other markers not owned by the cemetery corporation that have fallen into disrepair or dilapidation so as to create a dangerous condition. Such fund shall be administered by a board of trustees comprised of the secretary of state, the attorney general and the commissioner of health, or their designees, who shall serve without additional compensation.

(2) The fund shall be financed by contributions by the cemetery corporations of not more than five dollars ($5.00) per interment or cremation in a manner to be determined by the New York state cemetery board. No contributions shall be collected upon the interment of the cremains of a deceased person where a contribution was collected upon cremations.

(3) The moneys of the fund shall be expended equally for the maintenance of abandoned cemeteries previously owned by a corporation incorporated pursuant to this chapter or the membership corporations law and the repair of cemetery vandalism damage and the repair or removal of monuments or other markers not owned by the cemetery corporation, provided, however, that the cemetery board may determine that circumstances necessitate an unequal distribution due to specific needs and may provide for such distribution. For purposes of this section, the maintenance of abandoned cemeteries may include the construction of cemetery fences, placement of cemetery lights and replacement of cemetery doors and locks.

(4) Authorization for payments by the fund for maintenance of an abandoned cemetery shall be made by the secretary of state only upon approval by the cemetery board of an application by a municipality for fair and reasonable expenses required to be made by the municipality for maintenance of an abandoned cemetery; provided, however, that the cemetery board shall not approve any such application unless the municipality acknowledges that the responsibility for restoration and future care, preservation and maintenance of such cemetery has been assumed by the municipality. For the purposes of this paragraph such cemetery shall always be deemed an abandoned cemetery.

(5) Authorization for payments by the fund for the repair of vandalism damage shall be made by the secretary of state only
on approval by the New York state cemetery board which shall determine:

(i) that an act of vandalism to the extent described by the cemetery corporation did take place;

(ii) that either a written report of the vandalism was filed with the local police or sheriff's department, or, that the cemetery, upon consent of the division, made a determination not to file the report because the publicity generated by filing the report would have adverse consequences for the cemetery;

(iii) that the cost of repairs is fair and reasonable; and

(iv) that the cemetery corporation has been unable to obtain funds from the lot owner, his spouse, devisees or descendants within a reasonable period of time nor are there adequate funds in the cemetery corporations monument maintenance fund, if such a fund has been established by the cemetery.

(6) Authorization for payments by the fund for the repair or removal of monuments or other markers not owned by the cemetery corporation shall be made by the secretary of state only on approval by the New York state cemetery board on application by the cemetery corporation showing:

(i) that the monuments or markers are so badly out of repair or dilapidated as to create a dangerous condition;

(ii) that the cost of remedying the condition is fair and reasonable;

(iii) that the cemetery corporation has given not less than sixty days notice to the last known owner to repair or remove the monument or other marker and the said owner has failed to do so within the time prescribed in said notice.

(7) The New York state cemetery board shall promulgate rules defining standards of maintenance, as well as what type of vandalism or out of repair or dilapidated monuments or other markers shall qualify for payment of repair or removal by the fund and the method and amount of payment of contributions described in subparagraph two of this paragraph upon the recommendation of the state cemetery board citizens advisory council created by section fifteen hundred seven-a of this article (State cemetery board citizens advisory council).

(8) Nothing contained in this paragraph is to be construed as giving a cemetery corporation an "insurable interest" in monuments or other embellishments on a plot, lot or part thereof, nor is it meant to imply that the cemetery corporation has any responsibility for repairing vandalism damage not covered by this fund, nor for repairing or removing out of repair or dilapidated monuments or other markers not owned by the cemetery corporation, nor shall it constitute the doing of an insurance business

§ 1507-a. State cemetery board citizens advisory council.

(a) There is hereby created a state cemetery board citizens advisory council, to study, investigate, monitor and make recommendations with respect to the maintenance and operation of the state cemetery vandalism restoration, monument repair or removal and administration fund. Such advisory council shall study and investigate incidents of cemetery abandonment, vandalism and desecration, monitor the administration of such fund and recommend changes to improve the management of and expenditures from the state cemetery vandalism restoration, monument repair or removal and administration fund.

(b) The advisory council shall be composed of a member designated by the secretary of state, a member designated by the attorney general, a member designated by the commissioner of health, a member designated by the comptroller and a member designated by the commissioner of taxation and finance. The appointees to the advisory council shall not be employees of the department of state, department of law, department of health, department of audit and control or department of taxation and finance. Each of the members shall serve for a term of two years, provided, however, that the first appointments by the comptroller and commissioner of taxation and finance shall serve for a term of one year. Vacancies occurring other than by expiration of term shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointments for
the balance of the unexpired term. Persons designated or appointed to the advisory council shall have demonstrated a long-standing interest, knowledge and experience in the care and preservation of gravesites. One member shall be elected chairman of the advisory council by a majority vote of the members of such council.

(c) The members of the advisory council shall receive no compensation for their services but shall be reimbursed for travel expenses incurred in the performance of their duties.

(d) The advisory council shall meet at least quarterly at the call of the chairman.

(e) The advisory council may request and shall receive from any department, division, board, bureau, commission, agency, public authority of the state or any political subdivision thereof such assistance and data as will enable it properly to carry out its activities hereunder and effectuate the purposes set forth herein.

§ 1508. Reports by cemeteries

(a) Annual report. Each cemetery corporation shall, on or before the fifteenth day of March after the end of its calendar year, or if on a fiscal year the seventy-fifth day after the close of such year, file with the cemetery board (1) a statement as to the condition of the permanent maintenance trust fund and a schedule of the assets of such fund. (2) a statement as to the condition of the perpetual care fund and a schedule of the assets of such fund. (3) a statement as to the condition of the moneys and properties received by the cemetery corporation in trust under the provisions of subdivisions (f) and (g) of section fifteen hundred seven of this article. (4) a statement of the gross proceeds of the sale of plots, lots and parts thereof, graves, niches and crypts showing the disposition of such proceeds and (5) a statement of changes in the number and amount of certificates of indebtedness in accordance with the provisions of paragraph three of subdivision (a) of section fifteen hundred eleven of this article. (6) a statement as to the condition of the monument maintenance fund, if any, and a schedule of the assets of such fund.

(b) Additional reports. The cemetery board may address to any cemetery corporations’ or its officers or any person any inquiry in relation to the transactions or conditions of the cemetery corporation or any matter connected therewith, and may require that a reply be verified. Failure to submit such reply within the time designated by the cemetery board shall subject the corporation, officer or person so addressed to the penalties provided in subdivision (d) hereof.

(c) Cemetery payment for administration. To defray the expenses of examination and administration, each cemetery corporation shall not later than March fifteenth in each calendar year, pay to the cemetery board the sum of three dollars per interment in excess of fifteen interments for the preceding calendar year.

(d) Failure to file report. Any cemetery corporation or individual failing to file any report or any schedule of rules, regulations and charges required by this article shall forfeit to the people of the state the sum of one hundred dollars for each day that each such report shall be delayed or withheld, except that the cemetery board may extend the time for filing any such report and may waive payment of any penalty or part thereof provided herein.

§ 1509. Cemetery rules and regulations; charges and lot tax assessments

(a) Rules and regulations. The directors of a cemetery corporation shall make reasonable rules and regulations for the use, care, management and protection of the property of the corporation and of all lots, plots and parts thereof; for regulating the dividing marks between the lots, plots and parts thereof; for prohibiting or regulating the erection of structures upon such lots, plots or parts thereof; for preventing unsightly monuments, effigies and structures within the cemetery grounds, and for the removal thereof; for regulating the introduction and care of plants, trees and shrubs within such grounds; for the prevention of the burial in a lot, plot or part thereof, of a body not entitled to burial therein; for regulating or preventing disinterments; for regulating the conduct of persons while within the cemetery grounds; for excluding improper
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persons and preventing improper assemblages therein. The directors may prescribe penalties for the violation of any such rule or regulation, not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each violation, which shall be recoverable by the corporation in a civil action.

(b) Charges for services. The directors of a cemetery corporation shall fix and make reasonable charges for any acts and services ordered by the owner and rendered by the corporation in connection with the use, care, including perpetual, annual and special care, management and protection of lots, plots and parts thereof. In determining said charges the directors shall consider the propriety and the fair and reasonable cost and expense of rendering the services or performing the work for which such charges are made.

(c) Cemetery board approval. (1) A cemetery corporation's rules, regulations and original charges shall not become effective unless and until approved by the cemetery board as hereinafter provided. (2) The directors of any cemetery corporation, organized on or before August thirty-first, nineteen hundred forty-nine, shall file in the office of the cemetery board the name and address of the corporation together with its rules, regulations and charges, and a statement showing the basis upon which they were made, within ninety days after the time this section as hereby amended takes effect. The directors of any cemetery corporation organized on or after September first, nineteen hundred forty-nine, shall file in the office of the cemetery board the name and address of the corporation together with its rules, regulations and charges, and a statement showing the basis upon which they were made, within ninety days after the date of the filing of the certificate of incorporation in the department of state. (3) Within six months after the date of such filing, the cemetery board shall make and file in its office an order approving, disapproving or amending such rules, regulations and original charges in whole or part. Such rules, regulations and charges, if approved with or without amendment, shall become effective as approved upon the filing of such order by the cemetery board in its office. The cemetery board shall notify the directors of the action taken by it and its reasons therefor by registered or certified mail addressed to the corporation at its principal office. In making its determination as to the schedule of charges the cemetery board shall consider the propriety and the fair and reasonable cost and expense of rendering the services or performing the work for which such charges are made. In passing upon the rules and regulations, the cemetery board shall consider the interests of the members of the corporation and the public interest in the proper maintenance and operation of burial grounds. (4) The rules, regulations and charges of any cemetery corporation existing on or before August thirty-first, nineteen hundred forty-nine, shall remain in effect until the cemetery board files in its office an order pursuant to the provisions of subdivision three hereof. A cemetery corporation organized on or after September first, nineteen hundred forty-nine, may enforce the rules, regulations and charges filed by it in the office of the cemetery board until the cemetery board files in its office an order pursuant to the provisions of subdivision three hereof.

(d) Services not in list of charges. In the event that a cemetery corporation provides any services not included in the list of charges, and for which a charge cannot reasonably be fixed in advance, the charges made therefor shall be reviewable by the cemetery board. In the event that the cemetery board determines that an excessive, unauthorized or improper charge has been made for such services or that the services have not been properly performed, it may direct the cemetery corporation to pay to the person from whom such charge was collected a sum equivalent to three times the amount of the excess as determined by the cemetery board, or in the case of work not properly performed, it may direct the cemetery corporation to perform the work properly.

(e) Amendment and modification. (1) The rules and regulations of a cemetery corporation may be amended or added to by the corporation by filing such proposed amendments or additions in the office of the cemetery board but no such amendment or addition shall be effective unless and until an order approving such amendments or additions is made by the cemetery board and filed in its office in the same manner as that applicable to the original filing of the rules, regulations and charges of the cemetery corporation. (2) The charges of a cemetery corporation may be amended or added to by the corporation by filing an application containing such proposed amendment or addition in the office of the division of cemeteries and shall be processed in accordance with subdivision three of this paragraph. The cemetery board shall consider the propriety and the fair and reasonable costs and expense of rendering the services or performing the work for which such charges are made. The effective rules, regulations or charges of a cemetery corporation may be amended, modified or vacated by the cemetery board at any time. The cemetery board shall notify the directors of the action taken by it and its reasons therefor by registered or certified mail addressed to the corporation at its principal office. In amending, modifying or vacating any rule, regulation or charge, the cemetery board shall be guided by the standards set
forth in subdivision three of paragraph (c) of this section. (3) Any application setting forth the proposed amendment of, or addition to, the charges of a cemetery corporation as provided for by subdivision two of this paragraph shall be processed in accordance with the following schedule:

A. Within thirty-five days following receipt of the application, the board or the division may request from the cemetery corporation any additional information or documentation deemed necessary to complete such application, and such application shall not be complete for the purposes of compliance with this subdivision until the requested information has been received. If no such request is made, the application shall be deemed to be complete on the thirty-fifth day after its receipt by the division.

B. An application setting forth the proposed amendment of, or addition to, the charges of a cemetery corporation shall be deemed to be approved for any cemetery corporation holding, including unrestricted funds, cash and investments totalling less than four hundred thousand dollars, if the board does not object to the proposed charges within sixty days following: (i) the date on which the application shall have been deemed to be complete or (ii) the date on which the requested information necessary to complete the application shall have been received, whichever is later. If the board objects to the proposed charges, it shall notify the directors in writing with the reasons therefor, such notice to be mailed by registered or certified mail to the corporation at its principal office, not less than three business days before the end of such sixty day period. If the board approves such amendment of or addition to the charges, it shall do so by order.

C. An application setting forth the proposed amendment of, or addition to, the charges of a cemetery corporation shall be deemed to be approved for any cemetery corporation holding, including unrestricted funds, cash and investments totalling more than four hundred thousand dollars, if the board does not object to the proposed charges within ninety days following: (i) the date on which the application shall have been deemed to be complete or (ii) the date on which the requested information necessary to complete the application shall have been received, whichever is later. If the board objects to the proposed charges, it shall notify the directors in writing with the reasons therefor, such notice to be mailed by registered or certified mail to the corporation at its principal office, not less than three business days before the end of such ninety day period. If the board approves such amendment of or addition to the charges, it shall do so by order.

(f) Lot tax assessment. (1) If the funds of a cemetery corporation applicable to the improvement and care of its cemetery, or applicable to the construction of a receiving vault therein for the common use of lot owners, be insufficient for such purposes, the directors of the corporation, not oftener than once in any year and for such purposes only, may, upon the prior approval of the cemetery board, which shall determine the necessity and propriety thereof, levy a tax on some basis to be determined by the directors of such corporation, but no such tax shall exceed two dollars on any one lot, except that with the written consent of two-thirds of the lot owners or by the vote of a majority of the lot owners present at an annual meeting, or at a special meeting duly called for such purpose, such tax may be for an amount which shall not exceed a total of five dollars per annum per lot, and the tax on any one lot shall not exceed five dollars per annum but the taxes may be levied upon each lot in the first instance for a sum sufficient for the improvement and care of the lot, but no greater sum than five dollars shall be collected in any one year. The whole tax levied may be collected in sums of five dollars in successive years in the manner herein provided. (2) Notice of such tax shall be served on the lot owners or where two or more persons are owners of the same lot, on one of them, either personally, or by leaving it at his residence, with a person of mature age and discretion, or by mail, if he resides in a city, town or village where the office of the corporation is not located, or in case the residence or whereabouts of the owner cannot be ascertained, by publication once a week for four successive weeks in a newspaper published in the town where such cemetery is located, or if no newspaper is published in such town then in some newspaper published in the county where such cemetery is located. (3) If such tax remain unpaid for more than thirty days after the service of such notice, the president and secretary of the corporation may issue a warrant to the treasurer of the corporation, requiring him to collect such tax in the same manner as school collectors are required to collect school taxes; and such treasurer shall have the same power and be subject to the same liabilities in executing such warrant as a collector of school taxes has or is subject to by law in executing a warrant for the collection of school taxes. (4) If the taxes so levied remain unpaid for five years after the levying of such tax the amount thereof with interest shall be a lien on the unused portion of the lot which is subject to such tax, and no portion of the lot so taxed shall be used by the owner thereof for burial purposes, while any such tax remains unpaid. (5) If at the
expiration of five years from the date of the service of the first notice of assessment as herein provided, any such assessment or the interest thereon shall remain unpaid, the corporation may sell the unused portion of such lot at public auction upon the cemetery grounds, in the following manner: If the person owning such lot resides within the state, a written notice, under the seal of such cemetery corporation, if it have a seal, and the hand of the president or secretary thereof, stating the amount of such tax or taxes unpaid and that such unused portion of such lot will be sold at a time therein to be specified, not less than twenty days from the date of the service of such notice, shall be personally served upon such owner; if such owner is not a resident of the state, or if the place of his residence cannot with due diligence be ascertained, or if, for any other reason satisfactory to the court, personal service cannot with due diligence be made upon such owner, such cemetery corporation, or any of its officers, may present a duly verified petition stating the facts to the county court of the county in which such cemetery lands are situated, or to the supreme court, and such court may upon satisfactory proof, by its order, direct the service of such notice in the manner provided by the civil practice law and rules for the substituted service of a summons. The president or secretary of such corporation, or any suitable and proper person appointed by it or by the court, upon filing proof of publication and service of such notice as provided by section three hundred fourteen of the surrogate's court procedure act may make such sale, and such sale may be adjourned from time to time for the accommodation of the parties or for other proper reasons. Previous notice of such sale shall be posted at the main entrance of the cemetery. Prior to such sale such corporation shall cause such lot to be resurveyed and replotted showing the part thereof not used for burial purposes and only such unused portion shall be sold. The cemetery corporation may at any such sale purchase any such lots or parts of lots. The surplus remaining after paying all assessments, interest, cost and charges shall be set aside by the corporation, as a fund for the care and improvement of the portion of such lot that has been used for burial purposes. In case the proceeds of such sale shall amount to more than thirty dollars the person making it shall make his report, under oath, to the court, of the proceedings and shall state the amount for which such lot was sold and that it was sold to the highest responsible bidder, together with the names of the purchasers, and the court may and in a proper case shall, by order, confirm the sale; in all other cases the person making such sale shall file in the office of the county clerk of the county in which the cemetery lands are situated a like report duly verified; on the filing of such order of confirmation or such report, as the case may be, the ownership of the unoccupied portion of such lot shall vest in the purchaser thereof. (6) The directors of any such corporation may make a contract with a lot owner which shall provide for the payment by him of an agreed gross sum in lieu of further taxes and assessments and that upon the payment of such gross sum the lot of such owner shall be thereafter exempt from taxes and assessments.

(g) Purchases through office of general services. Notwithstanding the provisions of any general, special or local law, any officer or agent of a cemetery corporation subject to the provisions of this article authorized to make purchases of materials, equipment or supplies may make such purchases, except of printed material, through the office of general services subject to such rules as may be established from time to time pursuant to section one hundred sixty-three of the state finance law; provided that any such purchase shall exceed five hundred dollars and that the cemetery corporation for which such officer or agent acts shall accept sole responsibility for any payment due the vendor. All purchases shall be subject to audit and inspection by the cemetery corporation for which made. Two or more cemetery corporations may join in making purchases pursuant to this section and, for the purposes of this section, such groups shall be deemed a cemetery corporation.

§ 1510. Cemetery duties

(a) Posting of rules, regulations, charges and prices. The rules, regulations, charges, and prices of lots, plots or parts thereof shall be suitably printed and shall be conspicuously posted by the corporation in each of its offices. For each day in which the corporation fails to post the rules, regulations, charges and prices the corporation shall be subject to a penalty of twenty-five dollars which may be recovered in a civil action by the cemetery board. The cemetery board may waive the payment of the penalty or any part thereof.

(b) Surveys and maps of cemetery. (1) Every cemetery corporation, from time to time, as land in its cemetery may be required for burial purposes, shall survey and subdivide such lands and make and file in the office of the corporation a map thereof, open to public inspection, delineating the lots or plots, avenues, paths, alleys and walks and their respective designations; a true copy thereof shall upon its written request, be filed with the cemetery board. Any unsold lots, plots or parts thereof, in which there are no remains, by order of the directors, may be resurveyed and altered in shape or size,
and properly designated on such map. (2) Every cemetery corporation shall provide reasonable access to every lot, plot and grave. This provision shall not be applicable where on September first, nineteen hundred forty-nine such access cannot be provided without the disinterment of a body or bodies. A cemetery corporation shall not permit or allow a body to be interred hereafter in a path, alley, avenue or walk shown on the cemetery maps or actually in existence. Nothing herein contained, however, shall prevent a cemetery corporation in special cases from enlarging a lot by selling to the owner thereof the access space next to such lot, and permitting interments therein, provided reasonable access to such lot and to adjoining lots is not thereby eliminated, and provided the approval of the cemetery board shall have first been obtained.

(c) Record of burials. A record shall be kept of every burial in the cemetery of a cemetery corporation, showing the date of burial, the name, age and place of birth of the person buried, when these particulars can be conveniently obtained, and the lot, plot, or part thereof, in which such burial was made. A copy of such record, duly certified by the secretary of such corporation, shall be furnished on demand and payment of such fees therefor as are allowed the county clerk for certified copies of records.

(d) When burial not to be refused. No cemetery corporation shall refuse or deny the right of burial and the privileges incidental thereto in any lot, plot or part thereof to those otherwise lawfully entitled to be buried therein, for any reason except for the non-payment of interment charges and the purchase price of the lot, plot or part thereof, in accordance with the terms of the contract of purchase or except as provided in subdivision (f) of section fifteen hundred nine of this article.

(e) Removals. A body interred in a lot in a cemetery owned or operated by a corporation incorporated by or under a general or special law may be removed therefrom, with the consent of the corporation, and the written consent of the owners of the lot, and of the surviving wife, husband, children, if of full age, and parents of the deceased. If the consent of any such person or of the corporation can not be obtained, permission by the county court of the county, or by the supreme court in the district, where the cemetery is situated, shall be sufficient. Notice of application for such permission must be given, at least eight days prior thereto, personally, or, at least sixteen days prior thereto, by mail, to the corporation or to the persons not consenting, and to every other person or corporation on whom service of notice may be required by the court.

(f) Expenses of improving vacant lot. Whenever a person having a lot in a cemetery shall vacate the same by a removal of all the bodies therefrom, and leave such lot in an unsightly condition for one month, the corporation may grade, cut, fill or otherwise change the surface thereof, without reducing the area of the lot. The expense, not exceeding ten dollars, shall be chargeable to the lot. If the owners of such lot, within six months after such expense has been incurred, shall not repay such expense, the corporation may sell the lot at public auction upon the cemetery grounds, previous notice of such sale having been posted at the main entrance of the cemetery, and mailed to the owners of such lot at their last-known post office address, at least ten days prior to the day of sale, and shall pay the surplus, if any, on demand to the owners of such lot.

(g) Removal or correction of dangerous conditions in cemetery lots. Any plant life, fencing or embellishment or structure other than a mausoleum, monument or mound, in a lot, plot or part thereof which becomes so worn, neglected, broken or deteriorated that its continued existence is a danger to persons or property within the cemetery grounds may be removed, repaired or corrected by the cemetery corporation at its own cost and expense, provided it first gives not less than fifteen days notice by registered or certified mail to the last known owner at his last known address to repair or remove such object and the said owner shall fail to repair or remove the object within the time provided in said notice. In the event of such removal, correction or repair by the cemetery corporation it shall, within twenty days thereafter, notify the lot owner, by registered or certified mail addressed to him at his last known address, of the action taken by the cemetery corporation. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to affect, supersede or impair any contract, rule or regulation duly approved by the cemetery board, or right or obligation of the cemetery corporation, nor shall it be construed as placing any legal duty or obligation to exercise any right authorized by this subdivision.

(h) Repair or notice as to non-dangerous damage or defacement. Except as otherwise provided by rule or regulation of the cemetery board pursuant to subparagraph two-a of paragraph (c) of section fifteen hundred four of this article, in the event a lot, plot or part thereof is substantially damaged or defaced which does not present a dangerous condition to
persons or property, or in the event a mausoleum, monument or mound in a lot, plot or part thereof is substantially damaged or defaced, and the correction of such condition is not subject to the provisions of paragraph (g) of this section or section fifteen hundred ten-a of this article, the cemetery corporation within thirty days of the discovery of this condition may at its own cost and expense repair the damage or defacement, or if it determines not to do so, the corporation shall within such thirty day period notify the owner, his or her distributee or the person filing an affidavit with such corporation pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (e) of section fifteen hundred twelve of this article of such condition at the last address of such owner, distributee or person appearing on the books and records of the corporation. The notice shall be sent by first class mail and a certificate of mailing shall be obtained. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as establishing any right of damages not otherwise provided by law, rule or contract in any person against the cemetery corporation for failure to repair any condition described or give notice thereof as provided for in this paragraph.

(i) Record of inscriptions to be filed. Whenever, under any general or special law, any cemetery is abandoned or is taken for a public use, the town board of the town or the governing body of the city in which such cemetery is located, shall cause to be made, at the time of the removal of the bodies interred therein, an exact copy of all inscriptions on each headstone, monument, slab or marker erected on each lot or plot in such cemetery and shall cause the same to be duly certified and shall file one copy thereof in the office of the town or city clerk of the town or city in which such cemetery was located and one copy in the office of the state historian and chief of the division of history in the department of education at Albany. In addition to such inscriptions, such certificate shall state the name and location of the cemetery so abandoned or taken for a public use, the cemetery in which each such body was so interred and the disposition of each such headstone, monument, slab or marker.

(j) Grave markers. No cemetery corporation, which provides for the burial of persons of the Jewish faith, shall promulgate any rule or regulation prohibiting the use of cement beds as a means of demarcating a specific grave area. Such cemetery corporations shall provide this service to all persons of the Jewish faith requesting this method of marking a grave when such grave area is provided through the agency of a membership or religious corporation or unincorporated association or society which provides burial benefits for the members. Subject to the rules and regulations promulgated by the cemetery board, such cemetery corporations shall establish the schedule of charges to be assessed for installation and maintenance of cement beds. The schedule of charges shall be filed with and approved by the cemetery board. Such regulation may require the payment of the cost of perpetual care as a condition to such installation and maintenance. The charges assessed shall be paid by the person requesting the service. The provisions of this paragraph shall only be applicable within the counties contained within the first, second, tenth and eleventh judicial districts as such districts are arranged pursuant to section one hundred forty of the judiciary law.

(k) Notice and restoration as to damage and defacement due to vandalism. In the event a monument is damaged or defaced by an act of vandalism, the cemetery corporation shall, within thirty days of the discovery of such damage, notify the owner, his distributee or the person filing an affidavit with such corporation pursuant to the provisions of paragraph one of subdivision (e) of section fifteen hundred twelve of this article of such damage in the manner provided in subdivision (h) of this section. The cost and expense of such notice may be provided from the fund where such fund exists. If a fund has been established, the cemetery corporation shall restore the monument with moneys from such fund. If such a fund has not been established or where such fund is inadequate to restore the monument, the cemetery corporation may restore such monument at its own cost and expense. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as establishing any right of damages not otherwise provided by law, rule or contract in any person against the cemetery corporation for failure to restore any monument if no monument maintenance fund exists or if such fund is inadequate to restore such monument.

(l) Removal of monument. No person or organization shall remove a monument without authorization in the form of a court order from a court of competent jurisdiction, or without the written authorization of the owner of a burial plot, or the lineal descendants of the deceased, if such owner or lineal descendants are known, and without obtaining written approval from a duly incorporated cemetery association, which association shall keep a record of all such written approvals. The provisions of this section shall not prohibit the removal, in accordance with rules and regulations promulgated by the secretary of state, of a monument for the purpose of repair, nonpayment or adding inscriptions as authorized by a cemetery association or as permitted in this article. A violation of any provision of this paragraph shall be punishable by a fine not to exceed five hundred dollars.
(m) Use of construction and demolition debris for burial. No cemetery corporation or religious corporation having charge and control of a cemetery which heretofore has been or which hereafter may be used for burials, shall use construction and demolition debris, as that term is defined in 6 NYCRR 360-1.2, for the purpose of burying human remains.

§ 1510-a. Repair or removal of monuments

(a) Cemetery corporations may repair or remove any monuments or other markers not owned by the cemetery corporation that have fallen into disrepair or dilapidation so as to create a dangerous condition, provided that the cemetery corporation has given not less than sixty days notice by registered or certified mail to the last known owner at his last known address to repair or remove the monument or other marker and the said owner has failed to do so within the time provided in said notice.

(b) In the event that the last known owner cannot be found, the notice may be given by publishing the same once each week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper published or circulated in the county in which the cemetery is located. Such notice shall be addressed to the last known owner and to all persons having or claiming any interest in or to the burial lot on which the monument or other marker is located. The notice shall date from the date of mailing such notice by registered or certified mail, or the date of the third publication in the newspaper.

(c) Any monument or other marker that is removed as provided for in this section shall be replaced with a flush bronze or granite marker suitably inscribed if replacement is appropriate for identification purposes.

(d) Nothing contained herein shall be construed as establishing any right of damages not otherwise provided by law, rule or contract in any person against the cemetery corporation for failure to repair or remedy any condition described or give notice thereof as provided for in this section.

§ 1511. Cemetery indebtedness

(a) Certificates of indebtedness. (1) If a cemetery corporation be indebted for lands purchased for cemetery purposes, or for services rendered or materials furnished in connection with the necessary and proper preservation or improvement of its cemetery or for moneys borrowed exclusively for payment of such services or materials, the directors, by the concurring vote of a majority of their whole number, with the consent of the creditor to whom such indebtedness is owing, may issue certificates under the corporate seal, signed by the president and secretary, for such amount, payable at the times and at the rate of interest agreed upon but not to exceed six per centum per annum; provided, however, that there be first obtained from the cemetery board an order approving the issuance of such certificates. In the case of certificates of indebtedness issued for moneys borrowed exclusively for payment for services rendered or materials furnished in connection with the necessary and proper preservation or improvement of its cemetery the consent of the creditor to whom such indebtedness is owing shall not be required. (2) Such approval shall be given by the cemetery board only if it determines that the amount of the certificates proposed to be issued does not exceed the fair and reasonable value of the services rendered or materials furnished or the purchase price of real property as fixed in accordance with subdivision (b) of this section. No certificate issued shall be valid or enforceable unless there has first been issued by the cemetery board an order of approval as herein provided. No certificate shall be for less than one hundred dollars. The certificate shall be transferable by delivery, unless therein otherwise provided. (3) The directors shall keep an account of the number and amount of such certificates, the persons to whom issued, the date of maturity, the rate of interest and the purpose for which the same were issued. Each cemetery corporation shall file with the cemetery board a verified statement setting forth all changes in such account during the previous calendar or fiscal year. (4) The directors shall set aside from the proceeds of sales of lots, plots and parts thereof such sums to pay such certificates at maturity as they deem necessary. Until the certificates are paid the holders thereof shall be entitled at all meetings of the corporation, to one vote for each one hundred dollars of indebtedness remaining unpaid, except that those certificates of indebtedness issued for moneys borrowed exclusively for payment of services or materials shall have no voting power. The certificates shall not be a lien upon any lot, plot or part thereof belonging to a lot owner.

(b) Application of proceeds of sales of lots. (1) At least one-half of the proceeds of sales of lots or the use thereof remaining after the deductions for the portiion thereof required to be deposited in the permanent maintenance fund and
current maintenance fund together with the expenses of sale shall be applied by a cemetery corporation to the payment of the purchase price of the real property acquired by it. The remainder of such proceeds shall be applied by the corporation to preserving, improving and embellishing the cemetery grounds and the avenues and roads leading thereto, and to defraying its expenses and discharging its liabilities. After the payment of such purchase price, and the expense of surveying and laying out the cemetery, all the proceeds of such sales shall be applied to the improvement, preservation and embellishment of the cemetery and to such expenses and liabilities. (2) Where a corporation has agreed with a person from whom any such lands were purchased to pay therefor a specified share not exceeding one-half of the proceeds of sales of lots therein or the use thereof, such corporation may continue to make payments as so agreed, provided however that there be first deducted from said proceeds of sales the amount required to be deposited in the permanent maintenance fund and current maintenance fund as aforesaid together with the expenses of sale. The balance of such proceeds shall continue to be applied by the corporation to the preservation, improvement and embellishment of the cemetery, and the expenses and liabilities of the corporation. Where the corporation has heretofore agreed to pay a specified share of the proceeds as aforesaid in payment of the purchase price of land, the prices of lots or the use thereof in force when such purchase was made, shall not be changed, while the purchase price remains unpaid, without the written consent of a majority in interest of the persons from whom the lands were purchased or their legal representatives. (3) A corporation which has heretofore issued certificates of land shares which entitle the owner to a specified share in the proceeds of the sale of lots, may purchase such certificates with its surplus or reserve funds and hold such certificates for the benefit of its surplus or reserve funds, but such certificates may not thereafter be sold or reissued.

(c) Certificates of stock formerly issued. If a cemetery corporation, incorporated under a law repealed by the membership corporations law, prior to September first, eighteen hundred ninety-five, converted its outstanding indebtedness or certificates of indebtedness into certificates of stock, in pursuance of law, no interest shall accrue to the holders of such stock, but they shall receive annually or semi-annually a dividend thereon for their proportional part of the entire surplus or net receipts of the corporation over and above current expenses; or if the proportion of the net receipts or surplus which stockholders shall be entitled to receive shall have been fixed by agreement at the time of issuing such stock, such stockholders shall be entitled to receive dividends in accordance with such agreement. Such certificates of stock shall be transferable only on the books of the corporation on the surrender of the certificate, unless otherwise provided on the face thereof, and on every such surrender a new certificate of stock shall be issued to the person to whom the same has been transferred; and the holders of such stock shall be entitled, in person or by proxy, to one vote for every share thereof, at each meeting of the corporation. A register of the stock issued by the corporation shall be kept by its directors showing the date of issue, the number of shares, the par value thereof, the name of each person to whom issued, the number of the certificates therefor; and all transfers of such stock shall be noted and entered in such register, and the certificates surrendered shall be deemed canceled by the issue of a new certificate, and the surrendered certificate shall be destroyed. Any director may become the holder or transferee of such stock for his own individual use or benefit. No such stock shall be a lien on the lot of any individual lot owner within the cemetery limits; and no other or greater liability of the corporation issuing such stock shall be created or deemed to exist than may be necessary to enforce the faithful application of the surplus or net receipts of the corporation to and among the holders of the stock in the manner hereinbefore specified. A cemetery which has heretofore issued such certificates of stock is a membership corporation and not a stock corporation.

(d) Retirement of certificates of stock of certain cemetery corporations. If a cemetery association, incorporated under a law repealed by chapter five hundred fifty-nine of the laws of eighteen hundred ninety-five has changed certificates of indebtedness into certificates of stock, pursuant to chapter one hundred seven of the laws of eighteen hundred seventy-nine, and such stock remains unimpaired, such association may retire such stock and issue in exchange therefor certificates of indebtedness representing the par value of such stock, such certificates of indebtedness to bear interest at a rate not exceeding six per centum per annum from the date of the last preceding dividend payment; provided, however, the exchange of such stock for certificates of indebtedness shall be authorized at a duly called meeting of such association by the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of the stock issued and outstanding and of at least two-thirds of all votes cast at such meeting in favor of such exchange. Any holder of such stock not voting in favor of the exchange of such stock for certificates of indebtedness may at any time prior to the vote upon such exchange, or if notice of the meeting to vote

*So in original. [Word misspelled.]
upon such exchange was not mailed to him at least twenty days prior to the taking of such vote, then within twenty days after the mailing of such notice, object to such exchange and demand payment for his stock and thereupon such stockholder or the corporation shall have the right, subject to the same conditions and provisions contained in section six hundred twenty-three of the business corporation law, to have such stock appraised and paid for as provided in such section. Such objection and demand must be in writing and filed with the corporation. The provisions of this section relating to certificates of indebtedness and the rights of the holders thereof shall apply to certificates of indebtedness issued as provided in this subdivision. The stocks so retired shall not be reissued by such association and it shall have no right thereafter to issue any certificates of stock.

(e) Purchase, retirement and exchange of stock. (1) A cemetery corporation which has issued certificates of stock, pursuant to chapter one hundred seven of the laws of eighteen hundred seventy-nine, or chapter two hundred sixty-seven of the laws of eighteen hundred ninety-four, may purchase such certificates of stock with its surplus or reserve funds, and hold such certificates for the benefit of its surplus or reserve funds, but such certificates of stock so purchased may not thereafter be sold or reissued. (2) A cemetery corporation which has issued certificates of stock may also effect the retirement of such stock as follows: The board of directors of such corporation shall adopt by vote of a majority of the entire number of such directors a plan for such retirement which shall include the fixing of a price which the corporation will pay for all shares of stock then outstanding, which price shall, in the opinion of such directors, represent the fair value of such stock. The said plan shall be submitted to a duly called meeting of the members of such corporation and, if approved by the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of all votes cast at such meeting, including the affirmative vote of the holders of record of at least two-thirds of all shares of stock issued and then outstanding exclusive of any shares of stock held by the corporation, shall become binding upon all stockholders, and they shall proceed to transfer and surrender to the corporation their certificates of stock and to receive payment therefor in accordance with the terms of such plan. Any holder of shares of such stock not voting in favor of such plan may at any time prior to the vote approving such plan, or if notice of the meeting to vote upon such plan was not mailed to him at least twenty days prior to the taking of such vote, then within twenty days after the mailing of such notice, but in any event within ten days after the taking of such vote, by written notice filed with such corporation, object to such plan and demand appraisal of his shares. Thereupon, such stockholder or the corporation shall have the right, subject to the same conditions and provisions contained in section six hundred twenty-three of the business corporation law, to have such stock appraised and paid for as provided in such section. (3) A cemetery corporation which has issued certificates of stock may also effect the exchange of such stock as follows: The board of directors of such corporation shall adopt by a vote of a majority of the entire number of such directors a plan for the exchange of all shares of stock then outstanding for a like number of participating certificates. Such participating certificates shall entitle the owners to a specified share not exceeding, collectively, one-half of the proceeds of sales of lots therein or the use thereof after first deducting from such proceeds of sale the amount required to be deposited in the permanent maintenance fund and current maintenance fund as provided in and pursuant to subdivision (a) of section fifteen hundred seven of this article, together with the expenses of sale. Such plan shall then be submitted to the cemetery board for its approval. In making its determination the cemetery board shall consider and may condition its approval on the purposes of this section. Thereafter, if the cemetery board approves such plan, or in the event the cemetery board conditioned its approval and the conditions imposed have been accepted by a vote of a majority of the entire board of directors of the corporation, such plan shall be submitted to a duly called meeting of the members of such corporation, and, if approved by the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of all votes cast at such meeting, including the affirmative vote of the holders of record of at least ninety per centum of all shares of stock issued and then outstanding exclusive of any shares of stock held by the corporation, shall become binding upon all stockholders. The stockholders shall then proceed to transfer and surrender to the corporation their shares of stock and to receive in exchange therefor participating certificates in accordance with the terms of such plan. Any holder of shares of such stock not voting in favor of such plan may at any time prior to the vote approving such plan, or if notice of the meeting to vote upon such plan was not mailed to him at least twenty days prior to the taking of such vote, then within twenty days after the mailing of such notice, but in any event within ten days after the taking of such vote, by written notice filed with such corporation, object to such plan and demand appraisal of his shares. Thereupon, such stockholder or the corporation shall have the right, subject to the same conditions and provisions contained in section six hundred twenty-three of the business corporation law, to have such stock appraised and paid for as provided in such section. Each such participating certificate issued in exchange for a share of stock shall entitle the holder thereof to one vote for each certificate at all meetings of the corporation. The prices of lots or the use thereof at the time when such exchange is made shall not be changed, while such participating certificates remain outstanding, without the written consent of a majority in interest of the holders thereof.
except as now or hereafter authorized by law. The shares of stock so exchanged shall not be reissued by such corporation and it shall have no right thereafter to issue any shares of stock.

(f) Exchange of certificates for shares. The directors of a cemetery corporation, which has issued certificates for shares, from time to time by resolution, may fix the value of each of such shares and authorize the acceptance by the corporation of such certificates at the value so fixed in payment for land. All certificates so accepted shall be immediately cancelled and shall not be again issued.

§ 1512. Rights of lot owners

(a) Lots; indivisible and inalienable. All lots, plots or parts thereof, the use of which has been conveyed as a separate lot, shall be indivisible, except with the consent of the lot owner or lot owners and the corporation, or as in this section provided. After a burial therein, the same shall be inalienable, except as otherwise provided.

(b) Interest of deceased lot owner. Upon the death of an owner or co-owner of any lot, plot or part thereof, unless the same shall be held in joint tenancy, or tenancy by the entirety, the interest of the deceased lot owner shall pass to the devises of such lot owner, but, if such interest be not effectually devised, then to his or her descendants then surviving, and if there be none, then to the surviving spouse, and if there be none, then to those entitled to take the real and personal property of the deceased lot owner pursuant to article four of the estates, powers and trust law provided, however, that no interest in any lot, plot or part thereof shall pass by any residuary or other general clause in a will and such interest shall pass by will only if the lot, plot or part thereof sought to be devised is specifically referred to in such will. The surviving spouse of a deceased lot owner during his or her life and the owners from time to time of the deceased lot owner's lot, plot or part thereof, shall have in common the possession, care and control of such lot, plot or part thereof.

(c) Purchase for burial of decedent. Whenever a lot, plot or part thereof shall be purchased by the executor, administrator or representative of a decedent from estate funds for the burial of the decedent, the surviving spouse of the decedent shall have the right of interment therein, and the deed shall run to the names of the distributees, other than the surviving spouse, of the decedent, or to "The distributees, other than the surviving spouse, of .........., deceased", if there be such surviving spouse, otherwise to "The distributees of.............., deceased." If the deed shall run to "The distributees, other than the surviving spouse of .........., deceased," or to "The distributees of .........., deceased," the executor, administrator or representative shall, at the time of delivery of the deed to such lot, plot or part thereof, file with the corporation an affidavit setting forth the names and places of residence of all the decedent's distributees, and the corporation shall be entitled to rely upon the truth of the statements contained in such affidavit.

(d) Right of interment. A deceased person shall have the right of interment in any lot, plot or part thereof of which he or she was the owner or co-owner at the time of his or her death, or in any tomb erected thereon. The surviving spouse shall have the right of interment for his or her body in a lot or tomb in which the deceased spouse was an owner or co-owner at the time of his or her death, except where all the available burial spaces in a lot or tomb have been designated for the interment of persons other than the surviving spouse, pursuant to subdivision (f) of this section, and a right to have his or her body remain permanently interred or entombed therein, except, that such body may be removed therefrom as provided in subdivision (e) of section fifteen hundred ten of this article. Such right may be enforced and protected by his or her personal representatives. The remains of a spouse, parent or child of a person who is an owner or co-owner thereof may be interred in such lot or tomb without the consent of any person claiming any interest therein, subject, however, to the following rules and exceptions: (A) The place of interment in such lot shall be subject to the reasonable determination by a majority of the co-owners or in the absence of such determination by the cemetery corporation or its officer or agent having immediate charge of interments. (B) Any husband or wife living separate from the other and owning a lot in which the other, but for this section, would have no right of burial, at least thirty days before the death of the other, may file with the cemetery corporation a written objection to the interment of the other, and thereupon there shall be no right of

*So in original. [Evidently should read “devisees.”]

**So in original. [Evidently should read “trusts.”]
interment under this subdivision. (C) A parent or child owning a lot in which the other would have no right of burial but for this section, at least thirty days before the death of the other, may file with the cemetery corporation a written objection to the interment of the other, and thereupon there shall be no right of interment under this subdivision. In such case, if the parent or child so excluded from burial in such lot shall die without having any place of interment, then the person filing such objection shall at once provide for the other a suitable place of burial in a convenient cemetery. The cost of such place of interment shall be chargeable to the decedent's estate, if any. (D) This section shall not permit a burial in any ground or place contrary to or in violation of any precept, rule, regulation or usage of any church or religious society, association or corporation restricting burial therein. This subdivision shall not limit any existing right of burial under other provisions of law, nor shall it limit or curtail the right of alienation, under the rules of the cemetery corporation wherein such lot is situated, by the owner of a lot before the death of the person for whose remains the right of burial is provided herein, and there shall be no right of burial in any lot sold by its owner, before the death of the person for whose remains the right of burial is provided herein.

(e) More than one person entitled to possession and control. (1) At any time when more than one person is entitled to the possession, care and control of such lot, any of the persons so entitled thereto may file with the corporation an affidavit setting forth the names and places of residence of all the persons entitled to the possession, care and control of such lot, and the corporation shall be entitled to rely upon the truth of the statements contained in such affidavit. The corporation shall be entitled to collect a reasonable fee for filing and recording such affidavit and other documents filed in its office. (2) At any time when more than one person is entitled to the possession, care or control of such lot, plot or part thereof, the persons so entitled thereto shall file with the corporation a designation of a person who shall represent the lot, plot or part thereof, and so long as they shall fail to designate, the corporation may make such designation. A distributee may release his or her interest in a lot, plot or part thereof, to the other distributees, and a joint owner may release or devise to the other joint owners, his or her right in the lot, plot or part thereof, on conditions specified in the release or will, the original or certified copy of which shall be filed in the office of the corporation. The surviving spouse not excluded from the right of burial under the provisions of subdivision (d) of this section, at any time may release his or her right in such lot, plot or part thereof, but no conveyance or devise by any other person shall deprive him or her of such right.

(f) Designation of persons who may be interred. At any time all the owners of a lot, and any surviving spouse having a right of interment therein, may execute, acknowledge and file with the corporation an instrument, and the sole owner of a lot may, in a testamentary instrument admitted to probate, make a provision, which may (A) designate the person or persons or class of persons who may thereafter be interred in said lot or in a tomb in such lot and the places of their interment; (B) direct that upon the interment of certain named persons, the lot or tomb in such lot shall be closed to further interments; (C) direct that the title of the lot shall upon the death of any one or more of the owners, descend in perpetuity to his, her or their distributees, unaffected by any devise. In any case in which an irrevocable designation of a person, persons or class of persons who may be interred in any lot or tomb has been made pursuant to this subdivision and in which the designated person or persons, or all of the known class of designated persons, have died and have not been buried in the places designated in said lot or tomb, or have by a written instrument duly signed and acknowledged and filed with the corporation, renounced the right of interment pursuant to such designation, then, and in any such event, the then owner or owners of said lot or tomb and any surviving spouse having the right of interment therein, may designate another person or persons or class of persons who may thereafter be interred in said lot or in a tomb in said lot, and the places of their interment, unless the original designation clearly indicated not only that it was irrevocable, but also that no further designations were to be made. Any designation provided for by this subdivision except a designation by testamentary instrument, shall be deemed revocable unless such instrument provides otherwise. In the event an owner or co-owner of a lot is under the age of eighteen years, any designation provided for by this subdivision, except a designation by testamentary instrument, may be executed and acknowledged by the parent or general or testamentary guardian for and on behalf of such owner or co-owner, provided, however, that no such designation may be made unless a place of interment shall remain available in said lot or in a tomb in such lot for the interment of each owner or co-owner of the lot under the age of eighteen years, and any designation so made may be revoked by the owner or co-owner upon reaching the age of eighteen years except with respect to burials effected before that time. A designation made by a parent or guardian on behalf of an infant owner or co-owner who is over the age of fourteen years must contain the written consent of such infant owner or co-owner.

(g) Lot owner voting. Each owner of full age of a lot in the cemetery of the corporation, as shown in the records of the
cemetery at the time of the purchase of the lot from the corporation, or if there be two or more owners, then one of them designated in writing by a majority of them, may cast, in person or by proxy, one vote at meetings of the corporation in respect to each such lot so owned. At such meetings, each owner of a certificate of stock heretofore lawfully issued shall be entitled to one vote for each share of stock owned by him and each owner of a certificate of indebtedness shall be entitled to one vote for each one hundred dollars of such indebtedness remaining unpaid. No lot owner shall be entitled to vote unless all assessments against the lot of such owner shall have been paid. A quorum for the transaction of business, unless the certificate of incorporation or by-laws otherwise provide, shall be five members entitled to vote at the meeting. In the event a lot owner has executed a proxy which has been in effect for five or more years, the cemetery corporation shall not honor such proxy unless it is presented with proof that the lot owner has been sent a written notice at the address listed in the records of the corporation at least thirty days prior to the meeting at which the proxy is to be exercised advising the lot owner that the proxy is still effective. The notice shall identify the date, time and place of such meeting, and the name of the person holding the proxy and shall state that it may, unless the proxy provides otherwise, be terminated at any time. Such notice need not be mailed more frequently than every fifth year.

(h) Plots owned by religious corporations, unincorporated associations, or other entities that provide burial benefits for its members. With respect to any lot, plot or part thereof owned by a membership or religious corporation or unincorporated association or other entity that provides burial benefits for its members, and requires the cemetery to obtain a burial authorization from the membership, religious corporation, unincorporated association, or other entity, the following rules shall apply: (1) If a cemetery receives a request to bury an individual who was a member of a membership, religious corporation, unincorporated association, or other entity that owns the lot, plot or part thereof in which the burial would be made, and despite reasonable efforts on the part of the family of the deceased, the funeral home, and/or the cemetery, no representative of the membership, religious corporation, unincorporated association, or other entity that owns the lot, plot or part thereof in which the burial would be made can be located to authorize the burial, the cemetery may, at its discretion, proceed with the interment provided that documentary evidence indicating a specific grave reservation in the lot, plot or part thereof, for the deceased individual is provided to the cemetery and further that the cemetery has recorded such reservation on its books and in its records; (2) If the decedent is within the first degree of consanguinity to an individual already interred in the lot, plot or part thereof, or the spouse of the decedent is already interred in the lot, plot or part thereof, the cemetery may, at its discretion, proceed with the interment, provided some form of documentary evidence is provided to the cemetery as to the decedent's right of burial in the lot, plot or part thereof; (3) The right of memorialization shall, under the circumstances described in this paragraph, pass to the person with the right of possession of the body at the time of burial; and (4) Neither the cemetery nor the funeral director shall be liable for any claims, in law or equity, relating to the failure to obtain authorization from the membership, religious corporation, unincorporated association, or other entity for the use of the plot, lot, or portion thereof provided that the requirements of this paragraph have been met.

§ 1513. Sale of burial rights

(a) Conveyance of lots. (1) Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision the right to use any lot, plot or part thereof may be sold or conveyed only by the cemetery corporation. (2) It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to purchase or for a cemetery corporation to sell a lot, plot or part thereof for the purpose of resale. This provision, however, shall not prohibit the sale to its members of lots, plots or parts thereof, or the right to use any lot, plot or part thereof, by a membership or religious corporation or unincorporated association or society which provides burial benefits for its members. (3) It shall be unlawful for a cemetery corporation to pay or offer to pay, or for any person, firm or corporation to receive, directly or indirectly, a commission, bonus, rebate or other things of value for, or in connection with, the sale of any lot, plot or part thereof, or the sale of space in a public mausoleum, or the furnishing by or through the cemetery corporation of any service, merchandise, wares, goods or articles. The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to a person regularly employed and supervised by the cemetery corporation. (4) A violation of this subdivision shall constitute a misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or not more than six months imprisonment or both. Each violation shall constitute a separate offense.

(b) Prices for burial rights and instruments of conveyance. (1) The directors must fix and determine the prices of the burial lots, plots or parts thereof, and keep a plainly printed copy of the schedules of such prices conspicuously posted in each of the offices of the corporation, open at all reasonable times to inspection, and shall file a schedule of such prices in the
office of the cemetery board. (2) Unless its certificate of incorporation or by-laws otherwise provide, and subject to its rules and regulations, the corporation shall sell and convey to any person the use of the lots, plots or parts thereof designated on the map filed in the office of the corporation, on payment of the prices so fixed and determined, but need not sell and convey more than one lot, plot or part thereof to any one person. Conveyances of lots, plots and parts thereof shall be signed by the president or vice-president and treasurer or assistant treasurer of the corporation. A written contract for the sale or use of a lot, plot or part thereof shall have attached thereto and made a part thereof a copy of the rules and regulations of the cemetery corporation or such parts of such rules and regulations as relate to the size and placement of monuments, restrictions on plot usage, warranties, obligations of the cemetery corporation and financial obligations and duties of the lot owner. If a lot, plot or part thereof is sold without a written contract, the corporation shall, before any part of the purchase price is paid by the purchaser, deliver to the purchaser a copy of the rules and regulations or such parts thereof as would be required to be attached to a written contract. Nothing in this subdivision shall prevent the subsequent amendment of such rules and regulations to increase the charges for services rendered by the corporation or in other particulars by or with the consent of the cemetery board under section fifteen hundred nine of this article. (3) A cemetery corporation that shall sell a lot, plot or part thereof, in excess of the price shown on the schedule filed in the office of the cemetery board, and any person acting for or on behalf of the cemetery corporation in connection with such sale, shall each forfeit to the people of the state of New York a sum equivalent to three times the excess amount so paid. Such penalty may be recovered in a civil action by the cemetery board. (4) The instrument of conveyance of any burial lot, plot or part thereof shall include the actual amount paid therefor and a description showing the dimensions of the property conveyed, and the plot number, section and block number as they appear on the cemetery map.

(c) Resale by lot owner. Before any burial shall have been made in any such lot, plot or part thereof, or, if all the bodies therein have been lawfully removed, the lot owner may sell or convey such lot, plot or part thereof subject to the prior approval of the cemetery board. Such approval shall not be granted unless the owner of such lot, plot or part thereof shall have offered it to the cemetery corporation within two years prior to the application for such approval, in writing by registered or certified mail, at the price paid therefor by said lot owner, together with simple interest at the rate of four per centum per annum, and the cemetery corporation shall have failed to accept such offer within thirty days after the making thereof. In the event the lot owner shall have acquired the lot, plot or part thereof other than by purchase, and provided the cemetery corporation and the lot owner cannot agree upon a price, the cemetery board shall fix a price therefor. In arriving at the price the cemetery board shall take into consideration the original price for which the cemetery corporation sold the lot, plot or part thereof, and any other circumstances or factor which equitably relates to the price. The secretary of the cemetery corporation shall file and record in its books all instruments of transfer. An owner may convey or devise to the corporation his right and title in and to any such lot, plot or part thereof.

(d) Lots held in inalienable form. (1) No portion of the cemetery of a cemetery corporation which any person other than the corporation is entitled to use for burial purposes, or in which bodies have been buried and not removed, shall be sold, mortgaged or leased by the corporation. A cemetery corporation may convey any lot so that upon such conveyance, or after an interment therein, such lot shall be forever inalienable, and upon the death of the lot owner shall pass to such person or persons as may be designated in the conveyance or if no such designation be made, shall descend as provided in section fifteen hundred twelve of this article. Any one or more of the owners of such a lot may release or devise to any other owner of the lot his interest therein on such conditions as shall be specified in the release or will. (2) Any person who is the sole owner of the burial rights in a cemetery lot, plot or any part thereof, in which a burial has been made, may give his entire interest, or, if not prohibited by the rules and regulations of the cemetery corporation, any portion thereof to any person within the third degree of consanguinity to the owner, or, in the event that no such person exists, within the fourth degree of consanguinity to such owner. Such conveyance shall be made subject to the right of interment of the spouse of any deceased owner, which right said spouse may release at any time, but no conveyance or devise by any other person shall deprive the surviving spouse of such right. Burial rights shall not be conveyed pursuant to the provisions of this subparagraph more frequently than once in any ten-year period. (3) A cemetery corporation may take and hold any lot conveyed or devised to it by the lot owner so that thereafter it will be inalienable, and the interments therein shall be restricted to such person or class of persons as may be designated in the conveyance or devise. (4) The title of a lot owner shall not be affected by the dissolution of the corporation, by non-user of its corporate rights and franchises by any act of forfeiture on its part, by any alienation of its property or by incumbrance thereon made or suffered by it.

§ 1513-a. Reacquisition of a lot, plot or part thereof by a cemetery corporation.
A cemetery corporation may, upon application and approval by the cemetery board, reacquire, resubdivide, and resell a lot, plot or part thereof under the following circumstances:

(a)(i) If the records of the corporation demonstrate that the lot, plot or part thereof was purchased more than seventy-five years prior to the application of the corporation; and (ii) if no burials have been made in the lot, plot or part thereof or all the bodies therein have been lawfully removed; and (iii) if neither the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof nor any person having a credible claim to ownership who has visited, made payments in respect of or engaged in any other proprietary activities with respect to the lot, plot or part thereof can be identified after a reasonable search conducted by the cemetery corporation, it shall be conclusively presumed that the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof have abandoned their burial rights. A reasonable search consists of a search of: (1) all cemetery records to determine the name of the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof, their last known addresses and all information available to the cemetery relating to any person buried in the lot, plot or part thereof and the names and last known addresses of any persons making inquiry about or visiting the lot, plot or part thereof; (2) a search for the death certificates and the probated wills of the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof; (3) the posting of notice by the cemetery at the entrance to the cemetery and in the cemetery office, if any, of its intention to declare the lot, plot or part thereof abandoned; (4) the mailing of such notice certified mail with return receipt requested to the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof and each person identified during the reasonable search at their last known addresses; (5) publication of such notice once in each week for three successive weeks, in two newspapers of regular commercial circulation by subscription and/or newsstand sale, to be designated by the county clerk of the county where the cemetery is located which in his or her judgement, given the ethnic, religious, geographic or other related demographic characteristics of the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof and each person identified through the reasonable search and the predominant readership of such newspapers are best calculated to inform the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof and each person identified through the reasonable search of any application pursuant to the provisions of this section; and (6) the preparation of an affidavit describing the steps taken by the cemetery corporation to ascertain the identity of and to contact the current owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof or next-of-kin thereof or any other persons identified in the course of the reasonable search who might have relevant information and the results of such steps. After the filing with the cemetery board of proof of compliance with the above requirements in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to such board and upon approval by the cemetery board, the lot, plot or part thereof may be resold by the cemetery to any party in compliance with the cemetery rules and regulations provided, however, that any monument subsequently placed on such lot, plot or part thereof shall conform to the general appearance of any existing monuments in said section of lots, plots or parts thereof, if any.

(b) If (i) the circumstances described in paragraph (a) of this section exist except that one or more burials have been made in a lot, and the last burial was made more than seventy-five years prior to the application, (ii) the lot, plot or part thereof can be subdivided to create new graves, (iii) the bodies have not been lawfully removed, and (iv) the cemetery submits an application to the cemetery board which complies with the requirements set forth in paragraph (a) of this section, it shall be conclusively presumed that the lot owner has abandoned the right to make further burials in the lot, the lot may be subdivided, and the resubdivided lot, plot or parts thereof which do not contain the remains of the deceased persons may be resold by the cemetery corporation as provided in this section. Nothing in this section shall permit a cemetery corporation to declare abandoned a lot, plot or part thereof, where such lot, plot or part thereof was purchased for multiple depth burials and where one or more burials has occurred or authorized a cemetery corporation to remove a monument or other embellishment to facilitate the resale of such lot, plot or part thereof, except as provided by section fifteen hundred ten of this article.

(c) If the owner or owners of a lot, plot or part thereof can be identified, the cemetery corporation, with the consent of the owner or owners of the lot, plot or part thereof, the lot, plot or part thereof may be resubdivided, and the resubdivided lot, plot or part thereof which does not contain the remains of deceased persons may be resold by the cemetery corporation, provided, however, if no burial has been made in the lot, plot or part thereof, in the twenty-five year period preceding such application, the owner of a lot, plot or part thereof has notified his or her parents, spouse, issue, brothers, sisters, grandparents, and grandchildren, if any, of the application to the cemetery board, and provided further, however, if a burial has been made in this lot, plot or part thereof during such twenty-five year period, the spouse and issue of such deceased person are also notified, and provided further, in either case the owner of the lot, plot or part thereof satisfies the cemetery board that none of the persons notified have agreed within forty-five days of notification to purchase the lot,
plot or part thereof at the price provided under paragraph (c) of section fifteen hundred thirteen of this article.

(d) Upon the sale of a lot, plot or part thereof reacquired by the corporation under the provisions of paragraph (a), (b), or (c) of this section, thirty-five percent of the net proceeds shall be placed in the permanent maintenance fund and sixty-five percent shall be placed in the current maintenance fund.

(e) If the owner of the lot, plot or part thereof is subsequently identified, the cemetery corporation shall: (i) return all unsold lots, plots or parts thereof if any, to the owner if so requested; and (ii) with respect to any lots, plots or parts thereof that have been sold pursuant to this section, at the option of the owner of the lot, plot or part thereof; either (1) provide the owner, at no cost to the owner, with a lot, plot or part thereof comparable to any lot, plot or part thereof that was sold by the cemetery corporation or (2) provide the owner with the proceeds from the sale of the lot, plot or part thereof reacquired under this section with interest thereon from the date of the sale at six percent per annum.

(f) The provisions of this section shall not apply to a lot, plot or part thereof whose record owner is a corporation or unincorporated association or society having among its activities or its former activities the provision of burial benefits for its members.

(g) The provisions of this section shall not violate the burial requirements of sectarian sections of cemetery corporations.

(h) Monuments to be erected on a lot, plot or parts thereof, following the resale of a lot, plot or part thereof, shall conform to the rules and regulations or other requirements of the cemetery corporation and shall conform to the size, style and type of monuments in the section of the cemetery where such resale occurs.

§ 1514. Misdemeanor; general penalty

Wherever under the provisions of this article a person violating any part thereof is deemed to be guilty of a misdemeanor and no specific penalty is provided, the penalty for each separate violation shall be imprisonment for not more than six months or a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or both.

§ 1515. Actions affecting cemetery corporations

In any action or proceeding affecting or instituted by any cemetery corporation the cemetery board shall be served with notice thereof in the same manner as any necessary party and shall take such steps in the action or proceeding as it may deem necessary to protect the public interest.

§ 1516. Sale of monuments

(a) No cemetery corporation shall engage in the sale of monuments, not including flush bronze markers, nor shall such monuments be displayed for sale on the property of a cemetery corporation.

(b) No cemetery corporation shall authorize or permit any employee or director thereof to advertise or make known his or her relationship to such corporation while engaged in the sale of monuments outside of his or her employment by the cemetery corporation.

(c) With regard to the sale of flush granite markers, the cemetery board shall adopt reasonable rules and regulations to exempt cemetery corporations from the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section where a practice for the sale of such flush granite markers was established with the knowledge and approval of the cemetery board prior to the effective date of this section.

NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION LAW–OTHER PROVISIONS

§ 202. General and special powers
(excerpt)
(d) A corporation formed under general or special law to provide parks, playgrounds or cemeteries, or buildings and grounds for camp or grove meetings. Sunday school assemblies, cemetery purposes, temperance, missionary, educational, scientific, musical and other meetings, subject to the ordinances and police regulations of the county, city, town, or village in which such parks, playgrounds, cemeteries, buildings and grounds are situated, may appoint from time to time one or more special policemen, with power to remove the same at pleasure. Such special policemen shall preserve order in and about such parks, playgrounds, cemeteries, buildings and grounds, and the approaches thereto, and to protect the same from injury, and shall enforce the established rules and regulations of the corporation. Every policeman so appointed shall within fifteen days after his appointment and before entering upon the duties of his office, take and subscribe the oath of office prescribed in the thirteenth article of the constitution of the state of New York, which oath shall be filed in the office of the county clerk of the county where such grounds are situated. A policeman appointed under this section when on duty shall wear conspicuously a metallic shield with the name of the corporation which appointed him inscribed thereon. The compensation of policemen appointed under this section shall be paid by the corporation by which they are appointed.

§ 404. Approvals and consents
(excerpt)

(e) Every certificate of incorporation of a cemetery corporation, except those within the exclusionary provisions of section 1503 (Cemetery corporations) shall have endorsed thereon or annexed thereto the approval of the cemetery board.

§ 603. Meetings of members
(excerpt)

(b) A meeting of the members shall be held annually for the election of directors and the transaction of other business on a date fixed by or under the by-laws. Failure to hold the annual meeting on the date so fixed or to elect a sufficient number of directors to conduct the business of the corporation shall not work a forfeiture or give cause for dissolution of the corporation, except as provided in paragraph (a) of section 1102 (Judicial dissolution; petition by directors or members; petition in case of deadlock among directors or members).

§ 605. Notice of meeting of members

(a) Whenever under the provisions of this chapter members are required or permitted to take any action at a meeting, written notice shall state the place, date and hour of the meeting and, unless it is an annual meeting, indicate that it is being issued by or at the direction of the person or persons calling the meeting. Notice of a special meeting shall also state the purpose or purposes for which the meeting is called. A copy of the notice of any meeting shall be given, personally or by mail, to each member entitled to vote at such meeting. If the notice is given personally or by first class mail, it shall be given not less than ten nor more than fifty days before the date of the meeting; if mailed by any other class of mail, it shall be given not less than thirty nor more than sixty days before such date. If mailed, such notice is given when deposited in the United States mail, with postage thereon prepaid, directed to the member at his address as it appears on the record of members, or, if he shall have filed with the secretary of the corporation a written request that notices to him be mailed to some other address, then directed to him at such other address. An affidavit of the secretary or other person giving the notice or of a transfer agent of the corporation that the notice required by this section has been given shall, in the absence of fraud, be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated. Whenever a corporation has more than five hundred members, the notice may be served by publication, in lieu of mailing, in a newspaper published in the county in the state in which the principal office of the corporation is located, once a week for three successive weeks next preceding the date of the meeting.

(b) When a meeting is adjourned to another time or place, it shall not be necessary, unless the by-laws require otherwise, to give any notice of the adjourned meeting if the time and place to which the meeting is adjourned are announced at the meeting at which the adjournment is taken, and at the adjourned meeting any business may be transacted that might have been transacted on the original date of the meeting. However, if after the adjournment the board fixes a new record date for the adjourned meeting, a notice of the adjourned meeting shall be given to each member of record on the new record date entitled to notice under paragraph (a).
§ 725. Other provisions affecting indemnification of directors and officers
(excerpt)

(c) If any expenses or other amounts are paid by way of indemnification, otherwise than by court order or action by the members, the corporation shall prepare a statement specifying the persons paid, the amounts paid, and the nature and status at the time of such payment of the litigation or threatened litigation, and

(1) Not later than the next annual meeting of members, unless such meeting is held within three months from the date of such payment, and, in any event, within fifteen months of the date of such payment, shall mail the statement to its members of record entitled at the time to vote for the election of directors; or

(2) If the corporation has no members, shall include the statement in the records of the corporation open to public inspection, or

(3) If the corporation is a cemetery corporation, as defined in paragraph (a) of section 1502 (Definitions), which term, for the purposes of this section, shall include a religious corporation having members, (i) by including the statement required by this paragraph or paragraph (d) of section 726 (Insurance for indemnification of directors and officers), as the case may be in the records of the corporation open to public inspection; (ii) by including the information required by the statement in any notice published pursuant to the provisions of section 605 (Notice of meeting of members), except as otherwise provided by law; (iii) by enclosing the statement with the notice of annual meeting if such notice is in fact mailed to the members; and (iv) by raising the issue for approval at the next annual meeting of the members.

§ 726. Insurance for indemnification of directors and officers
(excerpt)

(d) The corporation shall, within the time and to the persons provided in paragraph (c) of section 725 (Other provisions affecting indemnification of directors and officers), mail a statement in respect to any insurance it has purchased or renewed under this section, specifying the insurance carrier, date of the contract, cost of the insurance, corporate positions insured, and a statement explaining all sums, not previously reported in a statement to members, paid under any indemnification insurance contract. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a cemetery corporation or a religious corporation having members which purchases or renews any insurance under this section after the effective date of the act which added this sentence to this paragraph, which corporation had two hundred fifty or more interments in the calendar year preceding such purchase or renewal, shall mail the statement required by this section to every person to whom a care notice or solicitation for services has been sent during such calendar year and to every person to whom a notice of annual meeting was mailed during such calendar year, but in no event to less than ten per centum of the lot owners of record during such calendar year. Such corporation shall not be required to mail such statement during any subsequent year, unless such corporation elects to mail notices of annual meeting to its members in which event the statement shall be enclosed as provided in clause (iii) of paragraph (c) (3) of section 725 (Other provisions affecting indemnification of directors and officers). A corporation having less than two hundred fifty interments in the calendar year preceding such purchase or renewal shall not be required to mail such statement unless such corporation elects to mail notices of annual meeting to its members in which event the statement shall be enclosed as provided in clause (iii) of paragraph (c) (3) of section 725 (Other provisions affecting indemnification of directors and officers).

§ 1401. Private and family cemetery corporations

(a) Private cemetery corporation. Seven or more persons may become a private cemetery corporation by setting off for a private cemetery enclosed real property, to the extent of not more than three acres, and by electing at a meeting of the owners of the property so set off, at which not less than seven shall be present, three of their number to be directors, to hold office for five years. The chairman and secretary of such meeting shall make, sign and acknowledge, and file in the office of the clerk of the county in which such real property is situated, a certificate containing the name of the corporation, a description of the lands so purchased or set apart, and the names of the directors. No such cemetery shall be located within one hundred rods of any dwelling-house without the written consent of the owner thereof. Additional lands not exceeding three acres may be acquired by a private cemetery corporation; but no additional lands so purchased
or otherwise acquired shall be used for the purpose of burial within three hundred feet of any dwelling without the written consent of the owner thereof.

(b) Removal of remains from private cemeteries to other cemeteries. The supervisor of any town containing a private cemetery may remove any body interred in such cemetery to any other cemetery within the town, if the owners of such cemeteries and the next of kin of the deceased consent to such removal. The owners of a private cemetery may remove the bodies interred therein to any other cemetery within such town, or to any cemetery designated by the next of kin of the deceased. Notice of such removal shall be given within twenty days before such removal personally or by certified mail to the next of kin of the deceased if known and to the clerk and historian of the county in which such real property is situated and notice shall be given to the New York state department of state, division of cemeteries. If any of the deceased are known to be veterans, the owners shall also notify the division of veterans' affairs. In the absence of the next of kin, the county clerk, county historian or the division of veterans' affairs may act as a guardian to ensure proper reburial.

(c) Family cemetery corporations. Any person, by deed or devise, may dedicate land to be used exclusively for a family cemetery. The executors, administrators or trustees of a deceased person, with the written authority of all of his surviving heirs, next of kin, devisees and legatees, executed in person or by an attorney, or if infants, by legal guardian, may dedicate lands of such deceased person exclusively for a family cemetery, or may purchase with the funds of the estate, suitable lands therefor. The land so dedicated shall not exceed three acres, not be located within one hundred rods of a dwelling-house, without the consent of the owner, unless such land, at the time of dedication, is in actual use for burial or cemetery purposes within the limits of a city. The instrument dedicating such land shall describe the same, may appoint directors to manage such cemetery, prescribe, or provide for making rules, directions or by-laws for such management, direct the manner of choosing successors to the directors, specify their qualifications, and grant to them and their successors money or personal property as a fund for maintaining, improving and embellishing the cemetery, in accordance with the deed or will, or the written authority of the heirs, next of kin, devisees and legatees. The instrument dedicating land for a family cemetery, together with the authority, if any, of the heirs, next of kin, devisees and legatees of the deceased person, shall be filed in the office of the county clerk of each county in which the cemetery is to be situated. The directors before entering on their duties, shall file in the office of the county clerk of each such county, a written acceptance of their appointment; and thereupon they and their successors shall constitute a corporation under the name designated in such instrument. A fund created by will for the purpose of maintaining, improving and embellishing such a cemetery shall not exceed ten per centum of the net value of the estate of the testator. Such corporation before receiving any property, money or funds for improving, maintaining and embellishing the cemetery, shall execute to the surrogate of the county in which such real property is situated, a bond with sureties, or the bond of a surety company, approved by him, in a penalty of twice the principal sum of the fund placed in charge of the corporation, conditioned for the faithful preservation and application thereof according to the rules, directions or by-laws prescribed in the instrument under which the appointment of such directors was made, and renew such bond or execute a new bond whenever required so to do by such surrogate. At least once in each year and oftener if required by the surrogate the corporation shall file with him a verified account of its receipts and expenditures on account of the funds in its hands, or under its control, together with vouchers for all disbursements. Any person may bequeath or transfer to, and any such corporation may take, money or personal property by will, deed or other transfer, upon trust, to hold and apply to dispose of the same for the purpose of maintaining, improving and embellishing any lot, plot or portion of such cemetery, either according to the discretion of the directors, or for such time and upon such terms and conditions, if any, as to the application, investment and reinvestment of the principal and income and otherwise as shall be stated in the instrument creating the trust as agreed upon, but no such trust fund created by will shall exceed ten per centum of the net value of the estate of the testator. The corporation shall give security and account for such money or personal property as hereinbefore provided.

If security is furnished by a surety company bond, the reasonable expense thereof shall be a charge against the funds of the corporation.

(d) Type of corporation. A family or private cemetery corporation is a type B corporation under this chapter.

*So in original.
(e) Private and family cemetery corporations; prohibitions.

(1) No private or family cemetery corporation shall, directly or indirectly:

(i) sell, or have, enter into or perform a lease of any of its real property to a funeral entity, or use any of its property for location of a funeral entity;

(ii) commingle its funds with a funeral entity;

(iii) direct or carry on its business or affairs with a funeral entity;

(iv) authorize control of its business or affairs by a funeral entity;

(v) engage in any sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with a funeral entity;

(vi) have, enter into or perform a management or service contract for cemetery operations with a funeral entity; or

(vii) have, enter into or perform a management contract with any entity, other than a not-for-profit cemetery corporation.

(2) Only the provisions of subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of subdivision one of this paragraph shall apply to cemetery corporations with thirty acres or less of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and only to the extent the sale or lease is of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and such cemeteries shall not engage in the sale of funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries.

(3) For the purposes of this paragraph, "funeral entity" means a person, partnership, corporation, limited liability company or other form of business organization providing funeral home services, or owning, controlling, conducting or affiliated with a funeral home, any subsidiary thereof or an officer, director or stockholder having a ten per centum or greater proprietary, beneficial, equitable or credit interest in a funeral home.

PUBLIC HEALTH LAW

§ 3441. Funeral firms; operation by licensed persons
(excerpt)

3. No funeral firm shall be operated or located on real property owned, leased or under the control of a cemetery corporation, a family cemetery corporation or a private cemetery corporation; or on real property dedicated for cemetery purposes or land adjacent thereto, which is owned, leased or under the control of a religious corporation, county, town, village or municipal corporation. 4. No funeral firm shall engage in the sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with any cemetery corporation. Such prohibition shall apply to any financial relationship and co-management between a funeral firm and cemetery corporation. For the purposes of this subdivision, "cross-marketing" shall include, but not be limited to, solicitation, provider discounts (except as authorized by the regulations of the commissioner), or carrying on business or affairs between a funeral firm and cemetery corporation.

§ 4145. Deaths; burial and removal permits; disposition of remains

1. No person in charge of any premises on which interments, cremations or other disposition of the body of a deceased person are made shall inter or permit the interment or other disposition of any body unless it is accompanied by a burial, cremation or transit permit, as provided in this article.

2. (a) The funeral director or undertaker shall deliver the burial permit to the person in charge of the place of burial or other disposition before interring or otherwise disposing of the body or shall attach the removal or transit permit to the box containing the body, when shipped by any transportation company, which permit shall accompany the remains to its destination, where, if within this state, it shall be delivered to the person in charge of the place of burial or other
disposition.

(b) Any person or other entity owning, operating, managing, or in charge of a place of burial, cremation, or other final disposition in this state, who receives the body of a deceased person, shall provide a receipt for the body to the funeral director or undertaker who delivered such body. Each receipt shall (i) be endorsed by both such person and the funeral director or undertaker, (ii) indicate the date the body was delivered, (iii) include the name of the funeral director or undertaker delivering the body and the license number of such funeral director or undertaker, (iv) include the name of the licensed funeral firm the funeral director or undertaker represents, (v) include the name of the deceased person as it appears on the burial, cremation, or transit permit, and (vi) include the name of the owner, operator, manager, or person in charge of the place of burial, cremation, or other final disposition who received the body of the deceased person. A copy of such receipt shall be retained by the owner, operator, manager, or person in charge of the place of burial, cremation, or other final disposition and shall be made available for inspection by the division of cemeteries during normal business hours. The original copy of every such receipt shall be retained by the licensed funeral firm for a period of not less than four years pursuant to the rules and regulations of the department governing the maintenance of records.

3. The person in charge of the place of burial or other disposition shall endorse upon the permit, the date of interment, or cremation or other disposition over his signature, and shall return all permits so endorsed to the registrar of his district within seven days after the date of interment, cremation or other disposition.

4. When burying or otherwise disposing of the body of a deceased person in a cemetery or burial place having no person in charge, the funeral director or undertaker shall (a) sign the burial or removal permit, giving the date of burial; (b) write across the face of the permit the words "No person in charge; " and (c) file the burial or removal permit within three days with the registrar of the place of death, giving the date of burial or other disposition and shall be made available for inspection by the division of cemeteries during normal business hours. The original copy of every such receipt shall be retained by the licensed funeral firm for a period of not less than four years pursuant to the rules and regulations of the department governing the maintenance of records.

§ 4200. Cadavers; duty of burial

1. Except in the cases in which a right to dissect is expressly conferred by law, every body of a deceased person, within this state, shall be decently buried or incinerated within a reasonable time after death.

2. The provisions of this section shall not impair the right to carry the body of a deceased person through this state, or to remove from this state the body of a person who has died within it, for the purpose of burying the same elsewhere.

§ 4202. Cremated remains; disposition

1. Every body delivered to a cemetery for cremation shall be accompanied by a statement from a physician, coroner, or medical examiner certifying that such body does not contain a battery or power cell. The person in charge of a cemetery may refuse to cremate a body unless accompanied by such statement.

2. Cremated remains means human remains after incineration in a crematory.

3. An institution authorized by article forty-two or forty-three of this chapter to receive unclaimed cadavers or anatomical gifts, notwithstanding any other provision of law, may prepare or preserve cadavers in its lawful possession for purposes of research, study or anatomical instruction and may cremate the cadavers or dissected remains of such cadavers after the completion of such research, study or anatomical instruction thereon; provided, however, that cremation shall be performed only in a retort used exclusively for such purpose. For the purposes of the provisions of this subdivision, such institution shall not be subject to article fifteen of the not-for-profit corporation law.
4. At the time of the arrangement for a funeral performed by any undertaker or funeral director, the person contracting for funeral services shall designate his intentions with respect to the disposition of the remains of the deceased in a signed declaration of intent on a form as designated by the department which shall be provided by and retained by the undertaker. Every undertaker, administrator, executor, authorized representative of a deceased person, corporation, company or association, or other person having in his or its lawful possession cremated remains, except such remains committed to his or its care for permanent interment, which remains shall not have been claimed by a relative or friend of the deceased person within one hundred twenty days from the date of cremation, may dispose of such remains by placement in a tomb, mausoleum, crypt, niche in a columbarium, burial in a cemetery, or scattering of the remains at sea or by otherwise disposing of such remains as provided by rule of the department. A record of such disposition shall be made and kept by the person making such disposition. Upon disposing of such remains in the manner prescribed above, such person shall be discharged from any legal obligation or liability in relation to such remains.

§ 4216. Body stealing

A person who removes the dead body of a human being, or any part thereof from a grave, vault, or other place, where the same has been buried, or from a place where the same has been deposited while awaiting burial, without authority of law, with intent to sell the same, or for the purpose of dissection, or for the purpose of procuring a reward for the return of the same, or from malice or wantonness, is guilty of a felony.

§ 4217. Receiving stolen body of a human being

A person who purchases, or receives except for the purpose of burial, the dead body of a human being, or any part thereof, knowing that the same has been removed contrary to the last section, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

§ 4218. Opening graves

A person who opens a grave or other place of interment, temporary or otherwise, or a building wherein the dead body of a human being is deposited while awaiting burial, without authority of law, with intent to remove the body, or any part thereof, for the purpose of selling it or demanding money for the same, or for the purpose of dissection, or from malice or wantonness, or with intent to steal or remove the coffin or any part thereof, or anything attached thereto, or any vestment, or other article interred, or intended to be interred with the dead body, is guilty of a class E felony.

§ 4219. Arresting or attaching a dead body of a human being

A person who arrests or attaches the dead body of a human being upon any debt or demand whatever, or detains or claims to detain it for any debt or demand, or upon any pretended lien or charge, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

§ 4220. Disturbing funerals

A person who, without authority of law, obstructs or detains any persons engaged in carrying or accompanying the dead body of a human being to a place of burial, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

10 NYCRR PART 13–EXCERPT FROM STATE SANITARY CODE

§ 13.3 Disinterments

(excerpt)

(a) No dead human bodies shall be disinterred for transportation and/or removal to another cemetery or crematory without a permit from the registrar of vital statistics having jurisdiction at the place of disinterment. No permit is necessary for removal within the same cemetery.

10 NYCRR PART 77–EXCERPTS FROM PRACTICE OF FUNERAL DIRECTING
§ 77.7(a)(4) A licensed and registered funeral director or undertaker or a registered resident shall, unless prevented by the rules or documented practices of the cemetery, be present and personally supervise the interment, delivery to and acceptance by crematory personnel at the crematory, or the pickup from or the delivery to a common carrier, of a dead human body.

§ 77.7(a)(5) No person other than a duly licensed and registered funeral director or undertaker shall make or be permitted to make arrangements on behalf of any funeral director, undertaker or funeral firm with a customer or customer's designee:

   (i) for temporary or final entombment, or cremation, disinterment, reinterment or other lawful disposition of a dead human body;

   (ii) for the care, preparation, shipment or transportation of a dead human body; or

   (iii) for the purchase, sale or rental of funeral merchandise, services or paraphernalia.

The taking of preliminary information over the telephone by an unlicensed person shall not be construed as the making of funeral arrangements under this section.

§ 77.7(c) Every person, including a person acting lawfully in an emergency, in charge of a cemetery, crematory, vault or other place to which a dead human body is brought for temporary or permanent disposition shall require the person in charge of such body to identify himself/herself as a duly licensed and registered funeral director or undertaker or as a registered resident and to produce his/her current certificate of registration as such.

§ 77.7(d) In the event such burial or other disposition is not in the charge of a duly licensed and registered funeral director or undertaker or registered resident, the person in charge of the cemetery, crematory, vault or other place where dead human bodies are brought for temporary or permanent disposition shall immediately submit to the Department of Health the name and address of the person who had charge of the body at the time of burial or other disposition and the name and address of the funeral director, undertaker, registered resident or funeral firm for which such person was acting.

REAL PROPERTY LAW

§ 450. Lands used for cemetery purposes not to be sold or mortgaged

1. No land actually used and occupied for cemetery purposes shall be sold under execution or for any tax or assessment, nor shall such tax or assessment be levied, collected or imposed, nor shall it be lawful to mortgage such land, or to apply it in payment of debts, so long as it shall continue to be used for such cemetery purposes, except cemetery lands in which interments have not been made may be sold under execution to satisfy a valid judgment of a court of record. Whenever any such land shall cease to be used for cemetery purposes, any judgment, tax or assessment which, but for the provisions of this section would have been levied, collected or imposed, shall thereupon forthwith, together with interest thereon, become and be a lien and charge upon such land, and collectible out of the same. The provisions of this section shall not apply to any lands held by the city of Rochester or to lands lying within the village of Lewiston, Niagara county.

2. The provisions of subdivision one of this section shall not apply to real property taxes and assessments levied or imposed on the land described in subdivision one of this section on or after the first day of January, nineteen hundred eighty-two, but the provisions of section four hundred forty-six of the real property tax law shall be applicable to such land on or after such date.

§ 451. Acquisition of lands for cemetery purposes in certain counties

It shall not be lawful for any person to take by deed, devise or otherwise or set apart or use any land or ground in any of the counties of Westchester, Kings, Queens, Richmond, Bronx, New York, Rockland, Suffolk, Putnam or Nassau, for
cemetery purposes without the consent of the board of supervisors for such county, or of the city council of the city of New York, as the case may be, first had and obtained in like manner as provided for in the membership corporations law; and said board of supervisors or city council in granting such consent may annex thereto such conditions, regulations and restrictions as such board may deem the public health or the public good require.

REAL PROPERTY TAX LAW

§ 446. Cemeteries

1. Real property actually and exclusively used for cemetery purposes shall be exempt from taxation and exempt from special ad valorem levies and special assessments.

2. In addition to the exemption provided in subdivision one of this section, unimproved land, which is not presently used for cemetery purposes, but in which interments are reasonably and in good faith anticipated, shall be exempt from taxation, special ad valorem levies and special assessments. An exemption pursuant to this subdivision shall be granted only upon application by the owner of the property on a form prescribed by the state board. The application shall be filed with the assessor of the appropriate county, city, town or village on or before the taxable status date of such county, city, town or village.

3. The term "cemetery purposes", as used in this section shall mean land and buildings, whether privately or publicly owned or operated, used for the disposal or burial of deceased human beings, by cremation or in a grave, mausoleum, vault, columbarium or other receptacle. Such term shall also include land and buildings actually used and essential to the providing of cemetery purposes including, but not limited to, the on site residence of a full-time caretaker and a storage facility for necessary tools and equipment.

4. No real property shall be entitled to receive an exemption pursuant to this section if the owner or operator of such real property or any officer, member or employee thereof, shall receive or may be lawfully entitled to receive any pecuniary profit from the operations thereof, other than reasonable compensation for services performed, or, if the ownership or operation is a guise or pretense for directly or indirectly making any other pecuniary profit for such owner or operator or for any of its officers, members or employees.

GENERAL BUSINESS LAW ARTICLE 28-A

Cemetery Property and Funeral Services

§ 450. Unlawful acts relating to sales of cemetery property

The sale or procuring any agreement for sale of cemetery lots or plots, or of crypts or niches in a community mausoleum, or niches in a columbarium or crematorium, upon the promise, representation or inducement of re-sale at a financial profit is hereby prohibited. Any person or individual who shall make, or attempt to make, either on his own behalf or on behalf of another a sale conveyance or agreement contrary to the provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

§ 450-a. Unauthorized sale of cemetery markers and flag holders

Except for a veterans' organization, those businesses which normally carry on such trade, or are authorized by veterans' organizations to do so, it shall be unlawful for any person, firm, association or corporation to engage in the buying or selling of metal cemetery markers and flag holders bearing the insignia of any veterans' organization placed upon the graves of veterans. A violation of the provisions of this section shall constitute a violation and shall be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or not more than fifteen days imprisonment or both.

§ 451. Cemetery to state true location

Any cemetery corporation or employee or agent thereof that shall advertise in a newspaper, magazine or other publication
or in the form of a book, notice, circular, pamphlet, letter, poster, card, or over any radio station, or in any other way for the purpose of selling lots, plots or parts thereof in its cemetery shall in such advertisement state the location of the cemetery grounds, including the city, town or village, and the county and state. A violation of the provisions of this section shall constitute a misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or not more than six months imprisonment or both.

§ 452. Unauthorized charges in connection with permits for burials or erection of monuments

It shall be unlawful for a society or fraternal organization or a representative thereof to obtain, receive or exact or attempt to obtain, receive or exact, a fee or thing of value in addition to the regular dues or charges required to be paid pursuant to the by-laws, constitution, or rules of such society or fraternal organization as a condition to granting a permit for or consent to burial in or the erection of a monument or memorial upon a lot or plot in a cemetery. A violation of this section shall constitute a misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or not more than six months imprisonment or both.

§ 453. Moneys paid in connection with agreements for funeral merchandise or services in advance of need to be kept on deposit pending use or repayment

1. [Effective until June 1, 2003, pursuant to L.2001, c. 557, § 6. See, also, subdivision 1 below.] (a) Any and all moneys paid to a funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or any other person, firm or corporation, under or in connection with an agreement, or any option to enter into an agreement, for the sale of merchandise to be used in connection with a funeral or burial, or for the furnishing of personal services of a funeral director or undertaker, wherein the merchandise is not to be actually physically delivered or the personal services are not to be rendered until the occurrence of the death of the person for whose funeral or burial such merchandise or services are to be furnished shall continue to be the money of the person making such payment and shall be held in trust for such person by the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made and shall, within ten business days of receipt, be deposited in an interest bearing account in a bank, national bank, federal savings bank, federal savings and loan association, savings bank, savings and loan association, credit union, or federal credit union within the state and duly authorized to receive deposits in the state of New York and which shall earn interest at a rate which shall be at not less than the prevailing rate of interest earned by other such deposits in such banks, savings banks, savings and loan associations, or credit unions under this section, or shall be placed in a trust company in an investment backed by the government of the United States and shall not be commingled with other moneys of the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or other person, firm or corporation or become the funds of the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or other person, firm or corporation, and shall be so held on deposit, together with any interest thereon, until said merchandise has been actually physically delivered and said personal services have been rendered, unless sooner repaid, in whole or in part. No funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation, shall discharge the obligation established under this section to deposit or place money with a bank, national bank, federal savings bank, federal savings and loan association, savings bank, savings and loan association, credit union, federal credit union or trust company within the state through a surety bond or other financial instrument unless expressly provided under this section.

(b) Such funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or other person, firm or corporation which received such moneys shall, within thirty business days after the deposit or any change in the institution in which such funds are deposited, provide written notification to the person who made such payment of the institution of the deposit and, until such moneys have been repaid or the personal services and merchandise have been provided, shall annually provide the person who made such payment with a statement identifying the location and annual interest earned by the account.

(c) Upon request of the person who made such payment, or his or her representative, the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or other person, firm or corporation which received such moneys shall provide a statement within thirty days of such request identifying the location of the account, amount of such account and interest earned on such account. Upon the provision of any merchandise or personal services in connection with any such agreement, the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or other person, firm or corporation which received such moneys shall provide a statement itemizing the merchandise or personal services provided and the cost of such merchandise or personal
services and describing the disposition of all moneys in the account. Copies of such statements and the records on which they are based shall be made available for inspection and shall be made available during ordinary business hours for copying upon written request by any state agency regulating the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or other person, firm or corporation which received such money or enforcing the requirements of this section, provided a complaint, either oral or written, has been received, or an inspector has grounds to believe that serious or repeat violations of this section have occurred.

(d) Moneys paid for such an agreement for an applicant or recipient of supplemental security income benefits under section two hundred nine of the social services law or of medical assistance under section three hundred sixty-six of such law shall be placed into a trust which shall be irrevocable but under which such applicant/recipient reserves the right to select any funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made and to change such selection any time to any type of funeral or any funeral firm, funeral director, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made, located in the state of New York or any other state. Any such change must be carried out within ten business days following receipt of a request by the purchaser to the funeral firm, funeral director, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made, with which such trust was established. This requirement is subject to any limits set forth in federal law or regulation pertaining to disregarded resources or income.

1. [Effective June 1, 2003. See, also, subd. 1 above.] (a) Any and all moneys paid to a funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or any other person, firm or corporation, under or in connection with an agreement for the sale of merchandise to be used in connection with a funeral or burial, or for the furnishing of personal services of a funeral director or undertaker, wherein the merchandise is not to be delivered or the personal services are not to be rendered until the occurrence of the death of the person for whose funeral or burial such merchandise or services are to be furnished shall continue to be the money of the person making such payment and shall be held in trust for such person by the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made and shall, within ten business days of receipt, be deposited in an interest bearing account in a bank, national bank, federal savings bank, federal savings and loan association, savings bank, savings and loan association, credit union, or federal credit union within the state and duly authorized to receive deposits in the state of New York and which shall earn interest at a rate which shall be at not less than the prevailing rate of interest earned by other such deposits in such banks, savings banks, savings and loan associations, or credit unions under this section, or shall be placed in a trust company in an investment backed by the government of the United States and shall not be commingled with other moneys of the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or other person, firm or corporation or become the funds of the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or other person, firm or corporation, and shall be so held on deposit, together with any interest thereon, until said merchandise has been delivered and said personal services have been rendered, unless sooner repaid, in whole or in part. Such funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or other person, firm or corporation which received such moneys shall, within thirty business days after the deposit or any change in the institution in which such funds are deposited, provide written notification to the person who made such payment of the institution of the deposit and, until such moneys have been repaid or the personal services and merchandise have been provided, shall annually provide the person who made such payment with a statement identifying the location and annual interest earned by the account. Upon request of the person who made such payment, or his or her representative, the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or other person, firm or corporation which received such moneys shall provide a statement within thirty days of such request identifying the location of the account, amount of such account and interest earned on such account. Upon the provision of any merchandise or personal services in connection with any such agreement, the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or other person, firm or corporation which received such moneys shall provide a statement itemizing the merchandise or personal services provided and the cost of such merchandise or personal services and describing the disposition of all moneys in the account. Copies of such statements and the records on which they are based shall be made available for inspection and shall be made available during ordinary business hours for copying upon written request by any state agency regulating the funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or other person, firm or corporation which received such money or enforcing the requirements of this section, provided a complaint, either oral or written, has been received, or an inspector has grounds to believe that serious or repeat violations of this section have occurred.

(b) Moneys paid for such an agreement for an applicant or recipient of supplemental security income benefits
under section two hundred nine of the social services law or of medical assistance under section three hundred sixty-six of such law shall be placed into a trust which shall be irrevocable but under which such applicant/recipient reserves the right to select any funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made and to change such selection any time to any type of funeral or any funeral firm, funeral director, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made, located in the state of New York or any other state. Any such change must be carried out within ten business days following receipt of a request by the purchaser to the funeral firm, funeral director, cemetery or any other person, firm or corporation to whom such payment is made, with which such trust was established. This requirement is subject to any limits set forth in federal law or regulation pertaining to disregarded resources or income.

2. The amount of any and all moneys paid under or in connection with such an agreement, together with interest, if any, accrued thereon while on deposit as so required shall be repaid on demand at any time prior to the delivery of the merchandise and/or the rendering of the personal services. No administrative, consultation or other fee may be assessed against the person making such payment in connection with or planning for such agreement. Provided, however, neither the applicant, recipient or other purchaser of preneed funeral goods or services through an irrevocable trust, their legal representative nor the heirs of such person, shall be entitled to any repayment of the moneys which created such trust.

3. Any such agreement must be in writing and must:

(a) Identify all moneys paid or to be paid; and

(b) Identify any fees paid to the person administering such trust fund by a third party, provided, however, any such fees shall not exceed seventy-five hundredths of one percent of the amount of such trust fund; and

(c) [Effective until June 1, 2003, pursuant to L.2001, c. 557, § 6. See, also, par. (c) below.] Except for an irrevocable trust established pursuant to section two hundred nine of the social services law or paragraph (d) of subdivision one of this section, notify the person making such payment of his or her right to be repaid moneys paid, together with accrued interest, as described in this section and of his or her right to receive an annual statement; and

(d) Identify the provider of each service or item of merchandise to the extent agreed upon, and fully describe the service or merchandise to the extent agreed upon; and

(e) Describe the obligations of each party:

(i) in the event the service or merchandise described in the agreement cannot, for reasons beyond the control of the parties, be provided when needed;

(ii) in the event the cost of such services or merchandise, when such services or merchandise is to be provided, exceeds the amount of the moneys paid and accrued interest; and

(iii) [Effective until June 1, 2003, pursuant to L.2001, c. 557, § 6. See, also, subpar. (iii) below.] in the event the amount of the moneys paid and accrued interest exceeds the cost of such services or merchandise when they are to be provided. If the agreement does not provide to the contrary, the services or merchandise described in the agreement must be provided for no more than the price stated therein. Except for an irrevocable trust established pursuant to section two hundred nine of the social services law or paragraph (d) of subdivision one of this section, any moneys in excess of the amount set forth in the agreement must be repaid to the person who made the payment or to the estate of such person. The agreement must also specify the name and address of a person not living at the address of the person who made payments under or in connection with the agreement, to whom required notices may be sent if the person who made
payments under or in connection with the agreement cannot be contacted. The person making such payments may decline in writing to specify the name and address of a person not living at the address of the person making such payments to whom such notice may be sent; and

(iii) [Effective June 1, 2003. See, also, subpar. (iii) above.] in the event the amount of the moneys paid and accrued interest exceeds the cost of such services or merchandise when they are to be provided. If the agreement does not provide to the contrary, the services or merchandise described in the agreement must be provided for no more than the price stated therein. Except for an irrevocable trust established pursuant to section two hundred nine of the social services law or paragraph (b) of subdivision one of this section, any moneys in excess of the amount set forth in the agreement must be repaid to the person who made the payment or to the estate of such person. The agreement must also specify the name and address of a person not living at the address of the person who made payments under or in connection with the agreement, to whom required notices may be sent if the person who made payments under or in connection with the agreement cannot be contacted. The person making such payments may decline in writing to specify the name and address of a person not living at the address of the person making such payments to whom such notice may be sent; and

(f) With respect to an agreement for an irrevocable trust fund pursuant to section two hundred nine of the social services law, include the following statement in the agreement in conspicuous print of at least twelve point type:

DISCLOSURE

NEW YORK LAW REQUIRES THIS AGREEMENT TO BE IRREVOCABLE FOR APPLICANTS FOR RECEIPT OF SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY BENEFITS UNDER SECTION TWO HUNDRED NINE OF THE SOCIAL SERVICES LAW OR OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE UNDER SECTION THREE HUNDRED SIXTY-SIX OF THE SOCIAL SERVICES LAW, AND FOR THE MONEYS PUT INTO A TRUST UNDER THIS AGREEMENT TO BE USED ONLY FOR FUNERAL AND BURIAL EXPENSES. IF ANY MONEY IS LEFT OVER AFTER YOUR FUNERAL AND BURIAL EXPENSES HAVE BEEN PAID, IT WILL GO TO THE COUNTY. YOU MAY CHANGE YOUR CHOICE OF FUNERAL HOME AT ANY TIME.

(g) Any promotional literature prepared after January first, nineteen hundred ninety-seven by a funeral firm, funeral director, undertaker, cemetery, or any other person, firm or corporation for prearranged funeral and burial services must contain language disclosing the irrevocable nature of burial trusts established for an applicant or recipient of supplemental security income benefits or medical assistance.

4. Any provision of any such agreement whereby a person who pays money under or in connection therewith waives any provision of this section shall be void.

5. (a) Upon the sale or transfer of any business, firm, corporation or other entity having received moneys in connection with such agreements or the transfer of control over such money, both the new owner and former owner or the estate of the former owner, or both the persons currently and formerly having control over such money, shall, within thirty days of such sale or transfer, notify, in writing, each such person who has paid moneys of the sale or transfer, including the name and address of the new and former owner. Copies of such notification shall be made available for inspection and shall be made available during ordinary business hours for copying upon written request by any official or agency having jurisdiction.

(b) Upon the sale or other transfer of any business, firm, corporation or other entity having received moneys in connection with such agreements or upon any transfer of control over such moneys, the transferee shall be liable for compliance with all provisions of this section including the repayment of any moneys and provision of funeral merchandise and services, and for compliance with all other requirements of this section if the transferor or a transferor's predecessor in interest was liable for such compliance with the requirements of this section. Such liability shall attach whether or not the successor in interest has, upon conveyance of such business, firm, corporation or other entity, received such moneys or has knowledge of the existence of the agreement as herein described. Such liability shall attach where there is proof of a valid agreement for providing funeral merchandise and services, and the funeral director, undertaker,
cemetery or other person, firm or corporation has not refunded the moneys received from the customer.

(c) Upon the sale or other transfer of any business, firm, corporation or other entity having received such moneys, or upon a transfer of control of such moneys, the transferor shall disclose a complete accounting of all moneys transferred pursuant to such agreement to the transferee, including the names and addresses of all persons who deposited moneys with such business, firm, corporation or other entity, the amount and location of such moneys, the names and addresses of persons who have received refunds and the amount of such refund.

(d) Upon the termination, cessation of operation or discontinuance of any business, firm, corporation or other entity which has received moneys in connection with such agreements or is otherwise liable for compliance with the requirements of this section, such business, firm, corporation or other entity shall repay all such moneys and accrued interest as if a demand had been made therefor within thirty days of such termination or discontinuation. Copies of records relating to the repayment of such moneys shall be available for inspection and shall be made available during ordinary business hours for copying upon written request by the appropriate official or agency having jurisdiction.

6. Any person, firm or corporation who or which, having received any moneys under or in connection with such an agreement, shall knowingly and willfully fail to deposit or keep such moneys on deposit shall be guilty of a misdemeanor or, shall knowingly and willfully fail to provide the notification required pursuant to subdivision five of this section shall be guilty of a violation. Any person, firm or corporation who or which, having received any moneys under or in connection with such an agreement, or who or which is deemed responsible for such moneys pursuant to subdivision five of this section shall, without lawful reason, knowingly and willfully fail to repay, upon demand, any and all such moneys as provided in this section, or shall knowingly and willfully misappropriate such money for a use not authorized in this section, shall, in addition to any other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor.

7. Whenever there shall be a violation of this section an application may be made by the attorney general in the name of the people of the state of New York to a court or justice having jurisdiction by a special proceeding to issue an injunction, and upon notice to the defendant of not less than five days, to enjoin and restrain the continuance of such violation; and if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the court or justice that the defendant has, in fact, violated this section, an injunction may be issued by the court or justice, enjoining and restraining any further violations, without requiring proof that any person has, in fact, been injured or damaged thereby. In any such proceeding, the court may make allowances to the attorney general as provided in paragraph six of subdivision (a) of section eighty-three hundred three of the civil practice law and rules, and direct restitution. Whenever the court shall determine that a violation of this section has occurred, the court may impose a civil penalty of not more than one thousand dollars for each violation; provided, however, the court shall not impose a civil penalty in any case where the department of health has imposed such a penalty for an identical violation of the provisions of the public health law. In connection with any such proposed application the attorney general is authorized to take proof and make a determination of the relevant facts and to issue subpoenas in accordance with the civil practice law and rules, and direct restitution.

8. Records required by this section to be maintained and true copies of agreements shall be retained for four years following the provisions of funeral merchandise and services. In the event the funds are returned to the person who deposited the money or their representative, such records, including the record of return of funds shall be retained for a period of four years after the sale, transfer, termination, cessation of operation or discontinuance of the funeral.

9. This section shall not apply to the sale of lots or graves by a cemetery.

**ESTATES, POWERS AND TRUSTS LAW**

§ 11-2.2 **Power to invest** [Note: This section applies only to investments made prior to January 1, 1995.]

(a) Investment of trust funds

(1) A fiduciary holding funds for investment may invest the same in such securities as would be acquired by prudent men of discretion and intelligence in such matters who are seeking a reasonable income and preservation of their capital,
provided, however, that nothing in this subparagraph shall limit the effect of any will, agreement, court order or other instrument creating or defining the investment powers of a fiduciary, or shall restrict the authority of a court of proper jurisdiction to instruct the fiduciary in the interpretation or administration of the express terms of any will, agreement or other instrument or in the administration of the property under the fiduciary's care. This paragraph shall apply to any investment, made on or after May first, nineteen hundred seventy, of funds held for investment by a fiduciary, and to all estates and trusts now in existence or which may hereafter come into existence.

A bank, trust company or paid professional investment advisor (whether or not registered under any federal securities or investment law) which serves as a fiduciary, and any other fiduciary representing that it has special investment skills shall exercise such diligence in investing the funds for which the fiduciary is responsible, as would customarily be exercised by prudent men of discretion and intelligence having special investment skills. This paragraph shall apply to any investment, made on or after January first, nineteen hundred eighty-six, of the funds held for investment by such a fiduciary and to all estates and trusts now in existence or which may hereafter come into existence.

This subparagraph shall not apply to any investment, made on or after January first, nineteen hundred ninety-five, of funds held for investment by a fiduciary, and to all estates and trusts in existence or which may come into existence on or after January first, nineteen hundred ninety-five.

(2) A trustee or other person holding trust funds may require such personal bonds or guaranties of payment of principal or interest or both, or such other bonds or guaranties, to accompany investments as may seem prudent, and may from time to time adjust, reduce, modify, postpone or compound the same, or any terms and conditions thereof, including the rate of interest, or any installments thereof, and may at any time release the same, and all premiums paid on such guaranties or fees for servicing mortgages may be charged to or paid out of income, provided that such charge or payment is not more than at the rate of one-half of one per centum per annum on the par value of such investments. But no trustee shall purchase securities hereunder from himself.

(3) Whenever a trustee or other person holding trust funds has heretofore lawfully invested or shall hereafter lawfully invest any trust funds in a share or part of a bond and mortgage or any part interest therein or shall hold any such share, part or part interest by apportionment, transfer, representation or otherwise, if the property subject to such mortgage is purchased pursuant to foreclosure sale or acquired by voluntary conveyance by or in behalf of such trustee or other person holding trust funds and another person, including another such trustee, owning another such share, part or part interest in such bond and mortgage, such trustee or other person holding trust funds or a person purchasing or acquiring title in behalf of such trustee may convey the undivided interest in such real property so purchased or acquired to a corporation, formed for the purpose of acquiring such property, in exchange for a proportionate part of the capital stock and the bonds, if any, of such corporation; provided that the other person, by or in whose behalf such property has been purchased or acquired, shall exchange his undivided interest in such property for a proportionate part of the capital stock and the bonds, if any, of such corporation, issued in exchange for such real property.

(4) The corporation formed, as provided in subparagraph (3), for the acquisition of such real property shall be a business corporation, and shall have all the powers of such a corporation, and its stockholders shall have the same power to vote to authorize or confirm any sale, mortgage, lease, option or other disposition of any or all of its property that is ordinarily possessed by shareholders of a business corporation; provided, however, that the certificate of incorporation shall prohibit it from investing in any stocks, bonds or other securities, which are not under the laws of this state a proper subject for the investment of trust funds, and shall provide that upon the sale of the real property acquired by the corporation such corporation shall be dissolved. Such dissolution shall be effectuated by proceedings under article 10 of the business corporation law to be taken promptly after such sale; provided, however, that if any such corporation shall sell real property held by it for a consideration consisting in whole or in part of evidences of indebtedness secured by mortgage upon such real property or shall reacquire such property upon foreclosure of such mortgage, in either of such events, such dissolution proceedings shall not be required to be taken until final liquidation in cash by the corporation of its entire interest in or lien upon such real property.

(5) Nothing contained in this section, however, shall affect any lawful investments in shares, parts or part interests in bonds and mortgages heretofore made by any trustee or other person holding trust funds for investment, nor affect any
action heretofore taken in accordance with law with respect to such bonds and mortgages or shares, parts or part interests in such bonds and mortgages. Such trustee or other person holding trust funds for investment shall have all the powers heretofore possessed under this section or any other provision of law with respect to part interests in bonds and mortgages for the protection and preservation of the trust property. It is the intention of this section to prohibit any future investments in part interests in bonds, or notes, and mortgages for any estate or fund, for which such trustee or other person may hold funds for investment.

(6) A fiduciary holding funds for investment who is directed or authorized by an instrument creating the fiduciary relationship to retain the stock of a bank or trust company that is a member of a bank holding company currently fully registered under an act of Congress entitled "Bank Holding Company Act of 1956", as the same may be amended from time to time, shall be considered as being directed or authorized to retain the stock of such bank holding company. Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this section, this subdivision shall apply to any fiduciary relationship now in existence or which may hereafter come into existence and to all investments now held or which may hereafter be acquired in such relationship.

(7) No fiduciary holding funds for investment shall be liable for any loss incurred with respect to any investment not eligible by law for the investment of trust funds, if such ineligible investment was received by such fiduciary pursuant to a decree of court or the terms of the will, deed, or other instrument creating the fiduciary relationship, or if such ineligible investment was eligible when received or when the investment was made by the fiduciary; provided such fiduciary exercises due care and prudence in the disposition or retention of any such ineligible investment.

(8) Investment by a fiduciary in a limited partnership or investment trust, as defined in 9-1.5 of this chapter, shall not be deemed to be an improper delegation of investment authority.

(9) As used in this paragraph, the phrase "person holding trust funds" and the terms "fiduciary" and "trustee" include a personal representative, trustee, guardian, a donee of a power during minority, committee of the property of an incompetent person, and conservator of the property of a conservatee.

(b) Rights of fiduciaries to invest in securities of investment companies.

(1) A fiduciary holding funds for investment may invest the same in securities of any management type investment company or trust registered pursuant to the federal investment company act of nineteen hundred forty, as amended, in any case in which a court order, the will, agreement or other instrument creating or defining the investment powers of the fiduciary authorizes the investment of such funds in either of the following: (A) Such investments as the fiduciary may, in his discretion, select. (B) Generally in investments other than those in which fiduciaries are by law authorized to invest trust funds, notwithstanding that the fiduciary or an affiliate of the fiduciary acts as investment advisor, custodian, transfer agent, registrar, sponsor, distributor, manager or provides other services to the investment company or trust. Unless the will, lifetime trust or order appointing the fiduciary provides otherwise, the fiduciary shall elect annually either (i) to receive or have its affiliate receive compensation for providing such services to such investment company or trust for the portion of the trust invested in such investment company or trust or (ii) to take annual corporate trustees' commissions with respect to such portion.

This subparagraph shall not apply to any investment, made on or after January first, nineteen hundred ninety-five, of funds held for investment by a fiduciary, and to all estates and trusts in existence or which may come into existence on or after January first, nineteen hundred ninety-five.

(1-a) In any case in which a court order, will, agreement or other instrument creating or defining the investment powers of the fiduciary directs, requires or authorizes that the funds held for investment be invested in United States government obligations, the fiduciary may invest such funds in securities of, or other interests in, any open-end or closed-end management type investment company or investment trust registered pursuant to the federal investment company act of nineteen hundred forty, as amended, provided that the portfolio of such investment company or investment trust is limited to United States government obligations or to repurchase agreements fully collateralized by such obligations and provided further that such investment company or investment trust shall take delivery of such collateral, either directly or through
an authorized custodian.

(2) As used in this paragraph, the term "fiduciary" includes a personal representative, trustee, guardian, committee of the property of an incompetent and conservator of the property of a conservatee.

§ 11-2.3 Prudent investor act [Note: this section applies to all investments made or held on or after January 1, 1995.]

(a) Prudent investor rule.

A trustee has a duty to invest and manage property held in a fiduciary capacity in accordance with the prudent investor standard defined by this section, except as otherwise provided by the express terms and provisions of a governing instrument within the limitations set forth by section 11-1.7 of this chapter. This section shall apply to any investment made or held on or after January first, nineteen hundred ninety-five by a trustee.

(b) Prudent investor standard.

(1) The prudent investor rule requires a standard of conduct, not outcome or performance. Compliance with the prudent investor rule is determined in light of facts and circumstances prevailing at the time of the decision or action of a trustee. A trustee is not liable to a beneficiary to the extent that the trustee acted in substantial compliance with the prudent investor standard or in reasonable reliance on the express terms and provisions of the governing instrument.

(2) A trustee shall exercise reasonable care, skill and caution to make and implement investment and management decisions as a prudent investor would for the entire portfolio, taking into account the purposes and terms and provisions of the governing instrument.

(3) The prudent investor standard requires a trustee:

(A) to pursue an overall investment strategy to enable the trustee to make appropriate present and future distributions to or for the benefit of the beneficiaries under the governing instrument, in accordance with risk and return objectives reasonably suited to the entire portfolio;

(B) to consider, to the extent relevant to the decision or action, the size of the portfolio, the nature and estimated duration of the fiduciary relationship, the liquidity and distribution requirements of the governing instrument, general economic conditions, the possible effect of inflation or deflation, the expected tax consequences of investment decisions or strategies and of distributions of income and principal, the role that each investment or course of action plays within the overall portfolio, the expected total return of the portfolio (including both income and appreciation of capital), and the needs of beneficiaries (to the extent reasonably known to the trustee) for present and future distributions authorized or required by the governing instrument;

(C) to diversify assets unless the trustee reasonably determines that it is in the interests of the beneficiaries not to diversify, taking into account the purposes and terms and provisions of the governing instrument; and

(D) within a reasonable time after the creation of the fiduciary relationship, to determine whether to retain or dispose of initial assets.

(4) The prudent investor standard authorizes a trustee:

(A) to invest in any type of investment consistent with the requirements of this paragraph, since no particular investment is inherently prudent or imprudent for purposes of the prudent investor standard;

(B) to consider related trusts, the income and resources of beneficiaries to the extent reasonably known to the trustee, and also an asset's special relationship or value to some or all of the beneficiaries if consistent with the trustee's duty of
impartiality;

(C) to delegate investment and management functions if consistent with the duty to exercise skill, including special investment skills; and

(D) to incur costs only to the extent they are appropriate and reasonable in relation to the purposes of the governing instrument, the assets held by the trustee and the skills of the trustee.

(5) Trustee's power to adjust.

(A) Where the rules in article 11-A apply to a trust and the terms of the trust describe the amount that may or must be distributed to a beneficiary by referring to the trust's income, the prudent investor standard also authorizes the trustee to adjust between principal and income to the extent the trustee considers advisable to enable the trustee to make appropriate present and future distributions in accordance with clause (b)(3)(A) if the trustee determines, after applying the rules in article 11-A, that such an adjustment would be fair and reasonable to all of the beneficiaries, so that current beneficiaries may be given such use of the trust property as is consistent with preservation of its value.

(B) In deciding whether and to what extent to exercise the power conferred by clause (b)(5)(A), a trustee may consider, in addition to the factors stated in clauses (b)(3)(B) and (b)(4)(B), the following factors to the extent relevant:

(i) the intent of the settlor, as expressed in the governing instrument; the assets held in the trust; the extent to which they consist of financial assets, interests in closely held enterprises, tangible and intangible personal property, or real property; the extent to which an asset is used by a beneficiary; and whether an asset was purchased by the trustee or received from the settlor;

(ii) the net amount allocated to income under article 11-A and the increase or decrease in the value of the principal assets, which the trustee may estimate as to assets for which market values are not readily available; and

(iii) whether and to what extent the terms of the trust give the trustee the power to invade principal or accumulate income or prohibit the trustee from invading principal or accumulating income, and the extent to which the trustee has exercised a power from time to time to invade principal or accumulate income.

(C) A trustee may not make an adjustment:

(i) that diminishes the income interest in a trust that requires all of the income to be paid at least annually to a spouse and for which an estate tax or gift tax marital deduction is claimed;

(ii) that reduces the actuarial value of the income interest in a trust to which a person transfers property with the intent to qualify for a gift tax exclusion;

(iii) that changes the amount payable to a beneficiary as a fixed annuity or a fixed fraction of the value of the trust's assets;

(iv) from any amount that is permanently set aside for charitable purposes under a will or the terms of a trust unless the income therefrom is also permanently devoted to charitable purposes;

(v) if possessing or exercising the power to make an adjustment causes an individual to be treated as the owner of all or part of the trust for income tax purposes, and the individual would not be treated as the owner if the trustee did not possess the power to make an adjustment;

(vi) if possessing or exercising the power to make an adjustment causes all or part of the trust assets to be included for estate tax purposes in the estate of an individual who has the power to remove a trustee or appoint a trustee, or both, and the assets would not be included in the estate of the individual if the trustee did not possess the power to make an adjustment;
(vii) if the trustee is a current beneficiary or a presumptive remainderman of the trust;

(viii) if the trustee is not a current beneficiary or a presumptive remainderman, but the adjustment would benefit the trustee directly or indirectly; or

(ix) if the trust is an irrevocable lifetime trust which provides income to be paid for life to the grantor, and possessing or exercising the power to make an adjustment would cause any public benefit program to consider the adjusted principal or income to be an available resource or available income and the principal or income or both would in each case not be considered as an available resource or income if the trustee did not possess the power to make an adjustment.

(D) If item (b)(5)(C)(v), (vi), (vii), or (viii) applies to a trustee and there is more than one trustee, a co-trustee to whom the provision does not apply may make the adjustment unless the exercise of the power by the remaining trustee or trustees is not permitted by the terms of the trust.

(E) A trustee may release the entire power conferred by clause (b)(5)(A) or may release only the power to adjust from income to principal or the power to adjust from principal to income if the trustee is uncertain about whether possessing or exercising the power will cause a result described in items (b)(5)(C)(i) through (vi) or (b)(5)(C)(viii) or if the trustee determines that possessing or exercising the power will or may deprive the trust of a tax benefit or impose a tax burden not described in clause (b)(5)(C). The release may be permanent or for a specified period, including a period measured by the life of an individual.

(F) Terms of a trust that limit the power of a trustee to make an adjustment between principal and income are not contrary to this section unless it is clear from the terms of the trust that the terms are intended to deny the trustee the power of adjustment conferred by clause (b)(5)(A).

(6) Special investment skills. For a bank, trust company or paid professional investment advisor (whether or not registered under any federal securities or investment law) which serves as a trustee, and any other trustee representing that such trustee has special investment skills, the exercise of skill contemplated by the prudent investor standard shall require the trustee to exercise such diligence in investing and managing assets as would customarily be exercised by prudent investors of discretion and intelligence having special investment skills.

(c) Delegation of investment or management functions.

(1) Delegation of an investment or management function requires a trustee to exercise care, skill and caution in:

(A) selecting a delegee suitable to exercise the delegated function, taking into account the nature and value of the assets subject to such delegation and the expertise of the delegee;

(B) establishing the scope and terms of the delegation consistent with the purposes of the governing instrument;

(C) periodically reviewing the delegee's exercise of the delegated function and compliance with the scope and terms of the delegation; and

(D) controlling the overall cost by reason of the delegation.

(2) The delegee has a duty to the trustee and to the trust to comply with the scope and terms of the delegation and to exercise the delegated function with reasonable care, skill and caution. An attempted exoneration of the delegee from liability for failure to meet such duty is contrary to public policy and void.

(3) By accepting the delegation of a trustee's function from the trustee of a trust that is subject to the law of New York, the delegee submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of New York even if a delegation agreement provides otherwise, and the delegee may be made a party to any proceeding in such courts that places in issue the decisions or actions of the delegee.
(d) Investment in securities of related investment companies. A trustee holding funds for investment may invest the same in securities of any management type investment company or trust registered pursuant to the federal investment company act of nineteen hundred forty, as amended, notwithstanding that the trustee or an affiliate of the trustee acts as investment advisor, custodian, transfer agent, registrar, sponsor, distributor, manager or provides other services to the investment company or trust. Unless the will, lifetime trust or order appointing the trustee provides otherwise, the trustee shall elect annually either (i) to receive or have its affiliate receive compensation for providing such services to such investment company or trust for the portion of the trust invested in such investment company or trust or (ii) to take annual corporate trustees' commissions with respect to such portion.

(e) As used in this section:

(1) the term "trustee" includes a personal representative, trustee, guardian, donee of a power during minority, guardian under article eighty-one of the mental hygiene law, committee of the property of an incompetent person, and conservator of the property of a conservatee;

(2) the term "trust" includes any fiduciary entity with property owned by a trustee as defined in this section;

(3) the term "governing instrument" includes a court order; and

(4) the term "portfolio" includes all property of every kind and character held by a trustee as defined in this section.

STATE FINANCE LAW

§ 97-r. State cemetery vandalism restoration, monument repair or removal and administration fund

1. There is hereby established in the joint custody of the state comptroller and the commissioner of taxation and finance a special fund to be known as the state cemetery vandalism restoration, monument repair or removal and administration fund.

2. Such fund shall consist of all revenues received from the assessment pursuant to paragraph (h) of section fifteen hundred seven of the not-for-profit corporation law and all other moneys credited or transferred thereto from any other fund or source pursuant to law.

3. Moneys of the fund may be expended for the purposes provided in subparagraph three of paragraph (h) of section fifteen hundred seven of the not-for-profit corporation law according to the requirements of such paragraph (h). Moneys shall be paid out of the fund on the audit and warrant of the state comptroller on vouchers certified or approved by the secretary of state.

4. The fund shall be held within the business and licensing services account as established in section ninety-seven-y of this article.

GENERAL MUNICIPAL LAW

§ 164. Abandonment of cemeteries in cities of less than one million

Upon a verified petition presented to a judge of a court of record by the common council of any city of less than one million, the judge to whom said verified petition was presented shall make an order to show cause, returnable before him at a time and place within the county in not less than twenty days from the date of presentation of said petition, why the remains of any deceased person buried in potters field, or in any neglected or abandoned cemeteries in which no deceased person shall have been interred within twenty years, should not be removed to and reinterred in a properly kept incorporated cemetery in the same city or in a town or city adjoining the city in which the remains of each deceased person or persons are buried, or in lands owned by said city for cemetery purposes, and to fix the amount of expenses for such removal and reinterment and the order to show cause shall provide for its publication in a newspaper, to be designated
in the order, which is published nearest to the cemetery from which the removal is to be made, once in each week for two successive weeks. The verified petition presented to the judge shall show that the petitioner is the common council of the city in which said cemetery is located and (1) the name of the deceased person or persons whose remains are sought to be removed, if known; (2) the name and location of the cemetery in which he is interred and from which removal is asked to be made; (3) the name and the location of the incorporated cemetery to which the remains are desired to be removed and reinterred; (4) the facts showing the reasons for such removal. Upon the return day of the order to show cause and at the time and place fixed in said order, upon filing proof of publication of the order to show cause with the judge, if no objection is made thereto, he shall make an order directing the removal of the remains of said deceased person or persons to the cemetery designated in the petition within the city or within a town or city adjoining said city in which the remains are then buried and shall specify in the order the amount of the expenses of such removal, which expenses of removal and reinterment, including the expense of the proceeding under this section, shall be a charge upon the city in which the cemetery is situated from which the removal is made and such expenses shall be a city charge and audited and paid in the same manner as other charges. On or after the removal and reinterment of the remains of any deceased person or persons, the expenses for annual care of the grave in the cemetery to which the removal is made shall be annually provided by the city in which the remains were originally buried at a rate not to exceed fifty cents per grave, and shall be paid annually to the incorporated cemetery association to which the remains of each deceased person may be removed or reinterred unless said remains have been removed to lands owned by said city for cemetery purposes, in which case such payment shall be made under the provisions of the city ordinance providing for the care and upkeep of said cemetery lands owned by said city. Any city owning a lot or lots in a cemetery maintained by an incorporated cemetery association in which the remains of the deceased persons have been or may be buried pursuant to this section, however, may pay such association an amount sufficient to provide perpetual care therefor. The petition and order shall be filed in the county clerk's office of the county in which the remains of the deceased person were originally interred, and the service of a certified copy of the final order upon the cemetery association shall be made prior to any removal. Any relatives of the deceased person or the officer of any cemetery association in which the remains of deceased person were originally interred may oppose the granting of said order and the judge shall summarily hear the statement of the parties and make such order as the justice and equity of the application shall require. Any headstone or monument which marks the grave of the deceased person shall be removed and reset at the grave in the cemetery to which the removal is permitted to be made and in each case the final order shall provide the amount of expenses of such removals and reinterment and resetting of the headstones or monument, including the expenses for the proceedings under this section; except that where provision is otherwise made for the purchase or erection of a new headstone, monument or marker at the grave in the cemetery to which said removal is permitted, such old headstone or monument need not be so removed and reset in which case the final order shall not provide for the expense of resetting. The order shall designate the person or persons having charge of the removals or reinterments. Upon completion of the removal, reinterment or resetting the headstones or monuments, the person or persons having charge of same shall make a verified report of the removal, reinterment, and resetting of the headstone or monument and file the report in the clerk's office of the proper county.

After said bodies shall have been removed and reinterred in the manner prescribed by said order, said lands in which such deceased persons were originally interred shall be available for and subject to such uses for city purposes as the common council of such city may determine and may be conveyed or otherwise disposed of in the same manner as other city lands.

§ 165. Maintenance and cleanup of abandoned cemeteries

1. Any municipal corporation is hereby authorized and empowered to establish volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup programs to maintain and cleanup abandoned cemeteries wholly contained within such municipal corporation for which such municipal corporation has the primary responsibility to provide care.

2. The cemetery division of the department of state is hereby authorized and directed to assist any municipal corporation in the organization, implementation and administration of a volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup program at the request of such municipal corporation. The department of state is hereby authorized and directed to promulgate rules and regulations setting forth the manner and form of such assistance and request.

3. No municipal corporation which establishes a volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup program shall be liable for any damages sustained by any person participating and no cause of action for such damages shall be adjudicated by any
court in this state which would otherwise have jurisdiction to adjudicate such claim.

4. Any municipal corporation which establishes a volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup program shall provide written notice of the provisions of subdivision three of this section to each person participating in such program.

§ 166. Cemetery and funeral home combinations

1. No municipal corporation shall, directly or indirectly:

   (a) sell, or have, enter into or perform a lease of any of its real property dedicated to cemetery purposes or adjacent thereto to a funeral entity, or use any of its property for location of a funeral entity;

   (b) commingle funds used for cemetery purposes with a funeral entity;

   (c) direct or carry on its cemetery related business or affairs with a funeral entity;

   (d) authorize control of its cemetery related business or affairs by a funeral entity;

   (e) engage in any sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with a funeral entity;

   (f) have, enter into or perform a management or service contract for cemetery operations with a funeral entity; or

   (g) have, enter into or perform a management contract with any entity other than a not-for-profit or religious corporation, or governmental entity.

2. Only the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of subdivision one of this section shall apply to municipal corporations with thirty acres or less of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and such cemeteries shall not engage in the sale of funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries.

3. For the purposes of this section, “funeral entity” means a person, partnership, corporation, limited liability company or other form of business organization providing funeral home services, or owning, controlling, conducting or affiliated with a funeral home, any subsidiary thereof or any officer, director or stockholder having a ten per centum or greater proprietary, beneficial, equitable or credit interest in a funeral home.

COUNTY LAW

§ 222. Cemeteries

1. The board of supervisors may acquire by condemnation, purchase, gift or devise burial plots outside a city or village within the county, for the burial of indigent persons. Such burial plots shall be under the general care and supervision of the county commissioner of public welfare.

2. a. The board of supervisors or county legislature may, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the total membership of the board, acquire by condemnation, purchase, gift or devise lands outside a city or village within the county and establish and maintain a county cemetery for the burial of members of the armed forces of the United States. Remains of the members of the armed forces of the United States, heretofore or hereafter dying may be interred in such county cemetery or may be removed from other cemeteries or burial plots and be interred in such county cemetery as authorized by law. The county cemetery shall be under the general care and supervision of such officer or employee of the county or other person as the board of supervisors may direct.

   b. Any member of the armed forces of the United States, who was a resident of Rockland county at the time of his induction into the armed forces of the United States, killed in action may be buried in such county cemetery, entirely at county expense, at the option of the next of kin. The board of supervisors
or county legislature may adopt rules or regulations governing the cost, procedure for interment and rights of the next of kin.

3. Any such county cemetery or burial plot may be designated by name and adequate maintenance, perpetual care, ornamentation and markers provided. The board of supervisors may adopt rules governing interments and the rights of distributees, not inconsistent with law.

4. A portion or block of lots may be purchased in an existing incorporated cemetery association within the county for such purposes and title shall be taken in the name of the county. Subject to such conditions and restrictions as may be imposed by the incorporated cemetery association, adequate maintenance, perpetual care, ornamentation and markers may be provided.

5. Burial plots for the indigent shall be kept separate and apart from plots for the burial of members of the armed forces of the United States; and no member of the armed forces shall be interred in the same part of the cemetery as indigents.

5-a. The board of supervisors of any county may, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the total membership of the board, provide for the perpetual care, upkeep and maintenance of any cemetery located within the county if such cemetery is abandoned or not controlled by an existing board or body and for the care of which there exists no special fund or endowment and the expense thereof may be appropriated from funds in the county treasury not otherwise appropriated. The board of supervisors may also provide that any such cemetery shall be under the general care and supervision of such officer or employee of the county as the board of supervisors may direct.

6. Nothing herein shall be deemed to affect, impair or supersede any other general or special law authorizing a county to establish and maintain cemeteries.

7. (a) No county shall, directly or indirectly:

(i) sell, or have, enter into or perform a lease of any of its real property dedicated to cemetery purposes or adjacent thereto to a funeral entity, or use any of its property for location of a funeral entity;

(ii) commingle funds used for cemetery purposes with a funeral entity;

(iii) direct or carry on its cemetery related business or affairs with a funeral entity;

(iv) authorize control of its cemetery related business or affairs by a funeral entity;

(v) engage in any sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with a funeral entity;

(vi) have, enter into or perform a management or service contract for cemetery operations with a funeral entity; or

(vii) have, enter into or perform a management contract with any entity other than a not-for-profit or religious corporation, or governmental entity.

(b) Only the provisions of subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subdivision shall apply to counties with thirty acres or less of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and only to the extent the sale or lease is of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and such cemeteries shall not engage in the sale of funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries.

(c) For the purposes of this subdivision, "funeral entity" means a person, partnership, corporation, limited liability company or other form of business organization providing funeral home services, or owning, controlling, conducting or affiliated with a funeral home, any subsidiary thereof or any officer, director or stockholder having a ten per centum or greater proprietary, beneficial, equitable or credit interest in a funeral home.
TOWN LAW

§ 291. Burial grounds

1. The title to every lot or piece of land which shall have been used by the inhabitants of any town in this state as a cemetery or burial ground for the space of fourteen years shall be deemed to be vested in such town, and shall be subject in the same manner as other corporate property of towns, to the government and direction of the town board. In any town the town board may adopt regulations for the proper care of any such cemetery and burial ground and regulating the burial of the dead therein. It shall be the duty of the town board to remove the grass and weeds from any such cemetery or burial ground in any such town at least three times in each year, and to erect and maintain suitable fences around such cemetery or burial ground. The town board of any town must also provide for the removal of grass and weeds at least twice in each year from any cemetery or burial ground, by whomsoever owned, in such town, where such control is not vested by other provisions of law in the town or in trustees or other corporate body, and provide for the preservation, care and fencing of any such cemetery and the town board of any town must also provide for the removal of grass and weeds from all cemeteries, other than private burial grounds, which are abandoned or not controlled by any existing board or body and for the care of which there exists no special fund or endowment and such duties shall be performed under the supervision of the town board, or a person whom the town board may designate; provided, however, that such duties shall not be exercised in respect to any private ground or particular lot or lots therein after the true owner or owners thereof file written objections thereto with the town clerk. The cost and expenses of any officer or person in performing any duties under or pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be a town charge, and the town board shall appropriate the moneys necessary for carrying out the provisions of this section, and make the same available for the proper officer or persons by whom the moneys are required to be expended. The town board may also receive and execute any trust for the care of any cemetery which the town is required to care for pursuant to the provisions of this section and to receive and execute any trust for the care of lots in any such cemetery.

2. Burial grounds and cemeteries of which the title is vested in or the care or control is charged upon any town, by virtue of this section, shall not be taxed or assessed for any local improvement or other purpose whatsoever by any village, and no action shall be maintained against any town to recover the cost of any local improvement or municipal charge, based on town ownership or care of such burial grounds, the provisions of any special, local or general statute whatsoever to the contrary notwithstanding.

3. Upon the adoption of a resolution therefor, the town board may construct and maintain permanent improvements in any one or more of the classes of cemeteries described herein and may acquire, by purchase or condemnation, additional lands for cemetery or burial ground purposes, whenever in the judgment of the town board it is necessary or advisable that such improvements be made or additional lands be acquired. If the expenditure for such improvements or acquisition is in excess of three hundred dollars and is to be paid by taxes levied for the fiscal year in which such expenditure is to be made, or paid from the proceeds of town obligations, the adoption of any such resolution or resolutions shall be subject to a permissive referendum in the case of towns of the first class and to a mandatory referendum in the case of towns of the second class. The improvements so made or the lands so acquired shall be used only for the purposes authorized by this article but such cemeteries or burial grounds so improved or enlarged shall not be subject to conveyance or transfer pursuant to section two hundred ninety-two of this chapter. The expense of such improvements and/or the acquiring of such lands may be financed in the manner provided in article fifteen of this chapter for the financing of general improvements.

4. [Omitted]

§ 292. Transfer of burial grounds to cemetery corporation

Any town may convey and transfer its right, title and interest in any burial grounds within the limits of and belonging to the town, or belonging to the town and individual lot owners, to a cemetery corporation authorized to hold and maintain
property within the town for cemetery purposes, organized or to be organized under the membership corporations law. The deed of conveyance shall be executed by the supervisor, after the town board shall have authorized such conveyance.

§ 292-a. Cemetery and funeral home combinations

1. No town shall, directly or indirectly:
   (a) sell, or have, enter into or perform a lease of any of its real property dedicated to cemetery purposes or adjacent thereto to a funeral entity, or use any of its property for location of a funeral entity;
   (b) commingle funds used for cemetery purposes with a funeral entity;
   (c) direct or carry on its cemetery related business or affairs with a funeral entity;
   (d) authorize control of its cemetery related business or affairs by a funeral entity;
   (e) engage in any sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with a funeral entity;
   (f) have, enter into or perform a management or service contract for cemetery operations with a funeral entity; or
   (g) have, enter into or perform a management contract with any entity other than a not-for-profit or religious corporation, or governmental entity.

2. Only the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of subdivision one of this section shall apply to towns with thirty acres or less of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and only to the extent the sale or lease is of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and such cemeteries shall not engage in the sale of funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries.

3. For the purposes of this section, "funeral entity" means a person, partnership, corporation, limited liability company or other form of business organization providing funeral home services, or owning, controlling, conducting or affiliated with a funeral home, any subsidiary thereof or any officer, director or stockholder having a ten per centum or greater proprietary, beneficial, equitable or credit interest in a funeral home.

§ 296. Abandonment of cemeteries

Upon a verified petition presented to a judge of a court of record by any supervisor of any town in this state, the judge to whom said verified petition is presented shall make an order to show cause, returnable before him at a time and place within the county in not less than twenty days from the date of presentation of said petition, why the remains of any deceased person buried in potter's field, or in any neglected or abandoned cemeteries in which no deceased person shall have been interred within twenty years, should not be removed to and reinterred in a properly kept incorporated cemetery in the same town or in a town or city adjoining the town in which the remains of each deceased person or persons are buried, and to fix the amount of expenses for such removal and reinterment, and the order to show cause shall provide for its publication in a newspaper, to be designated in the order, which is published nearest to the cemetery from which the removal is to be made, once in each week for two successive weeks. The verified petition presented to the judge shall show that the petitioner is a supervisor of the town in which said cemetery is located and (1) the name of the deceased person or persons whose remains are sought to be removed, if known; (2) the name and location of the cemetery in which he is interred and from which removal is asked to be made; (3) the name and location of the incorporated cemetery to which the remains are desired to be removed and reinterred; (4) the facts showing the reasons for such removal. Upon the return day of the order to show cause and at the time and place fixed in said order, upon filing proof of publication of the order to show cause with the judge, if no objection is made thereto, he shall make an order directing the removal of the remains of said deceased person or persons to the cemetery designated in the petition within the town or city or within a town adjoining the town or city in which the remains are then buried and shall specify in the order the amount of the expenses of such removal, which expenses of removal and reinterment, including the expense of the proceeding
under this section, shall be a charge upon the town in which the cemetery is situated from which the removal is made and such expenses shall be a town charge and audited by the town board and paid in the same manner as other town charges. On and after the removal and reinterment of the remains of any deceased person or persons, the expenses for annual care of the grave in the cemetery to which the removal is made shall be annually provided by the town in which the remains were originally buried at a rate not to exceed fifty cents per grave, and shall be paid annually to the incorporated cemetery association to which the remains of each deceased person may be removed or reinterred. Any town owning a lot or lots in a cemetery maintained by an incorporated cemetery association in which the remains of deceased persons have been or may be buried pursuant to this section, however, may pay such association an amount sufficient to provide perpetual care therefor. The petition and order shall be filed in the county clerk’s office of the county in which the remains of the deceased person were originally interred, and the service of a certified copy of the final order upon the cemetery association shall be made prior to any removal. Any relative of the deceased person or the officer of any cemetery association in which the remains of the deceased person were originally interred may oppose the granting of said order and the judge shall summarily hear the statement of the parties and make such order as the justice and equity of the application shall require. Any headstone or monument which marks the grave of the deceased person shall be removed and reset at the grave in the cemetery in which the removal is permitted to be made and in each case the final order shall provide the amount of the expenses of such removals and reinterment and resetting of the headstone or monument, including the expenses of the proceedings under this section; except that where provision is otherwise made for the purchase or erection of a new headstone, monument or marker at the grave in the cemetery to which such removal is permitted, such old headstone or monument need not be so removed and reset, in which case such final order shall not provide for the expense of resetting. The order shall designate the person or persons having charge of the removals and reinterments. Upon completion of the removal, reinterment and resetting of the headstones or monuments, the person or persons having charge of the same shall make a verified report of the removal, reinterment and resetting of the headstone or monument and file the report in the clerk’s office of the proper county.

After said bodies shall have been removed and reinterred in the manner prescribed by said order, said lands in which such deceased persons were originally interred shall be available for and subject to such uses for town purposes as the town board of such town may determine and may be conveyed or otherwise disposed of in the same manner as other town lands.

VILLAGE LAW

§ 15-1500. Acquisition of lands for cemeteries

The board of cemetery commissioners of a village may, in behalf of the village, accept by gift, grant or devise thereto, land for one or more village cemeteries within the village, or wholly within five miles of the boundaries thereof. The board of trustees may, by unanimous vote, adopt a resolution to purchase for such purpose, any lands so located, which resolution must specify the maximum amount to be paid therefor and the mode of raising such amount; provided, however, that if the lands to be purchased are within the village and are to be used for park purposes such resolution may be adopted by majority vote. If the resolution be adopted, the board of cemetery commissioners may purchase such lands accordingly, or if unable to agree with the owners for the purchase thereof, may acquire the title thereto pursuant to the provisions of the eminent domain procedure law. All lands acquired by gift, grant, devise or purchase for a village cemetery shall be a part of the territory of the village, and upon the acquisition of same, a map and description thereof shall be filed in the office of the village clerk and if located outside of the village, in the office of the secretary of state.

§ 15-1510 Cemetery and funeral home combinations

1. No village shall, directly or indirectly:

(a) sell, or have, enter into or perform a lease of any of its real property dedicated to cemetery purposes or adjacent thereto to a funeral entity, or use any of its property for location of a funeral entity;

(b) commingle funds used for cemetery purposes with a funeral entity;
(c) direct or carry on its cemetery related business or affairs with a funeral entity;

(d) authorize control of its cemetery related business or affairs by a funeral entity;

(e) engage in any sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with a funeral entity;

(f) have, enter into or perform a management or service contract for cemetery operations with a funeral entity; or

(g) have, enter into or perform a management contract with any entity other than a not-for-profit or religious corporation, or governmental entity.

2. Only the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of subdivision one of this section shall apply to villages with thirty acres or less of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and only to the extent the sale or lease is of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and such cemeteries shall not engage in the sale of funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries.

3. For the purposes of this section, "funeral entity" means a person, partnership, corporation, limited liability company or other form of business organization providing funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries.

**RELIGIOUS CORPORATIONS LAW**

§ 7. **Acquisition of property by religious corporations for cemetery purposes; management thereof**

A religious corporation may take and hold, by purchase, grant, gift or devise, real property for the purposes of a cemetery; or such lot or lots in any cemetery connected with it, as may be conveyed or devised to it, with or without provisions limiting interments therein to particular persons or classes of persons; and may take and hold any property granted, given, devised or bequeathed to it in trust to apply the same or the income or proceeds thereof, under the direction of the trustees of the corporation, for the improvement or embellishment of such cemetery or any lot therein, including the erection, repair, preservation or removal of tombs, monuments, gravestones, fences, railings or other erections, or the planting or cultivation of trees, shrubs, plants, or flowers in or around any such cemetery or cemetery lots.

A religious corporation may erect upon any property held by it for cemetery purposes, a suitable building for religious services for the burial of the dead, or for the use of the keepers or other persons employed in connection therewith, and may sell and convey lots in such cemetery for burial purposes, subject to such conditions and restrictions as may be imposed by the instrument by which the same was acquired, or by the rules and regulations adopted by such corporation. Every such conveyance of a lot or plat for burial purposes, signed, sealed and acknowledged in the same manner as a deed to be recorded, may be recorded in like manner and with like effect as a deed of real property.

Notwithstanding the provisions of section four hundred fifty-one of the real property law or any other provision of law to the contrary, a religious corporation that prior to January first, nineteen hundred eighty-four received a special permit from the zoning board of appeals for the use of certain real property as a cemetery and which actually used such real property for cemetery purposes, may use such real property for cemetery purposes without the consent of the county legislative body for the county in which such real property is situated.

No religious corporation owning, managing or controlling a cemetery shall, directly or indirectly:

(a) sell, or have, enter into or perform a lease of any of its real property dedicated to cemetery purposes or adjacent thereto to a funeral entity, or use any of its property for locating a funeral entity;

(b) commingle its funds with a funeral entity;
(c) direct or carry on its cemetery related business or affairs with a funeral entity;

(d) authorize control of its cemetery related business or affairs by a funeral entity;

(e) engage in any sale or cross-marketing of goods or services with a funeral entity;

(f) have, enter into or perform a management or service contract for cemetery operations with a funeral entity; or

(g) have, enter into or perform a management contract with any entity other than a not-for-profit cemetery or religious corporation. Only the provisions of subparagraphs (a) and (b) of the previous paragraph shall apply to religious corporations with thirty acres or less of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and only to the extent the sale or lease is of real property dedicated to cemetery purposes, and such cemeteries shall not engage in the sale of funeral home goods or services, except if such goods and services are otherwise permitted to be sold by cemeteries.

§ 7-a. Deeds for cemetery purposes; presumption

Every deed of conveyance of real property to a religious corporation used for cemetery purposes, whether heretofore or hereafter recorded, shall be presumptive evidence that the conveyance vested in the grantee and its successors a fee simple absolute in the premises therein described, subject to the limitations and conditions therein prescribed, and that all proceedings prior thereto, including the consent of the court, if required, were regular and in accordance with all the provisions of law relating thereto. At the expiration of twenty years from the date of record of any such conveyance, heretofore or hereafter recorded, such presumption shall be conclusive.

§ 8. Lot owners’ rights

Lots in such cemeteries shall be held indivisible, and upon the decease of a proprietor of such lot the title thereto shall descend to his heirs-at-law or devisees, subject, however, to the following limitations and conditions: If he leaves a widow and children, they shall have in common the possession, care and control of such lot during her life. If he leaves a widow and no children, she shall have the possession, care and control of such lot during her life. If he leaves children and no widow, they, or the survivor of them, shall in common have the possession, care and control of such lot during the life of the survivor of them. The parties having such possession, care and control of such lot during the term thereof, may erect a monument and make other permanent improvements thereon. The widow shall have the right of interment, for her own body in such lot, or in a tomb in such lot and a right to have her body remain permanently interred or entombed therein, except that her body may be removed therefrom to some other family lot or tomb with the consent of her heirs. At any time when more than one person is entitled to the possession, care or control of such lot, the persons so entitled thereto shall designate in writing to the religious corporation which of their number shall represent the lot, and on their failure to designate, the board of trustees or directors of the corporation shall enter of record which of said parties shall represent the lot, while such failure continues. The widow may at any time release her right in such lot, but no conveyance or devise by any other person shall deprive her of such right.

§ 9. Removal of human remains from one cemetery of a religious corporation to another cemetery owned by it

A religious corporation, notwithstanding the restrictions contained in any conveyance or devise to it, may remove the human remains buried in a cemetery owned by it, or when such church corporation is situated within or outside of a city in the grounds surrounding the church belonging to such corporation, to another cemetery owned by it, or to a plot or lot acquired by it in any other cemetery located in the same county, or in any town adjoining the town or city in which the cemetery wherein such human remains are buried is located, if the trustees thereof so determine, and if either three-fourths of the members of such corporation, qualified to vote at its corporate meetings, sign and acknowledge and cause to be recorded in the office of the clerk of the county in which such cemetery or a part thereof is situated, a written consent thereto, or if approval thereof be given by the vote of three-fourths of those members of such corporation qualified to vote, who shall be present and vote thereon, at a corporate meeting of such corporation, specially called for that purpose, a quorum of at least eight qualified voters being present. Provided, however, that in lieu of such removal by such religious
corporation it shall be lawful for the surviving spouse or any heir of any decedent, upon obtaining permission of the county court of the county, or of the supreme court in the district, where the cemetery from which the removal is proposed, is situated, at his own expense to cause the removal of such remains and tombstones, monuments or other erections and the reinterment of such remains and the replacement of such tombstones, monuments or other erections in some other cemetery selected by the applicant, the notice of which application for permission to be given in the manner and to those designated by the court. But if such corporation be a church, previous notice of the object of such meeting shall be published once each week for at least four successive weeks in a newspaper of the town, village or city in which the cemetery from which the removal is proposed, is situated, or if no newspaper is published therein, then in a newspaper designated by the county judge of such county. Such removal shall be made in an appropriate manner and in accordance with such directions as to the manner thereof, as may be given by the board of health of the town, village or city in which the cemetery from which the removal is made, is situated. All tombstones, monuments or other erections at or upon any grave from which any remains are removed, shall be properly replaced or raised at the grave where the remains are reinterred. Such religious corporation may, in its discretion, erect one or more tombstones, monuments or other suitable markers appropriately inscribed as a memorial for all those decedents whose remains shall not be found for removal or reinterment, but the said religious corporation shall make a certificate setting forth an exact copy of all inscriptions on each tombstone, monument, or other erection which shall not be replaced or raised because of failure to find remains for removal and reinterment, and shall file the same in the cemetery office or in the office of the town or city clerk of the town or city in which the cemetery from which removal is proposed, is situated; all tombstones, monuments or other erections not so replaced or raised shall be disposed of by such religious corporation as it shall determine and such certificate, in addition to such inscriptions, shall state the disposition so made.

GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW

§ 3-112. Liability of parents and legal guardians having custody of an infant for certain damages caused by such infant

1. The parent or legal guardian, other than the state, a local social services department or a foster parent, of an infant over ten and less than eighteen years of age, shall be liable to any public officer, organization or authority, having by law the care and/or custody of any public property of the state or of any political subdivision thereof, or to any private individual or organization having by law the care, custody and/or ownership of any private property, for damages caused by such infant, where such infant has willfully, maliciously, or unlawfully damaged, defaced or destroyed such public or private property, whether real or personal, or, where such infant, with intent to deprive the owner and/or custodian of such property or to appropriate the same to himself or herself or to a third person, has knowingly entered or remained in a building and has wrongfully taken, obtained or withheld such public or private personal property from such building which personal property is owned or maintained by the state or any political subdivision thereof or which is owned or maintained by any individual, organization or authority, or where such infant has falsely reported an incident or placed a false bomb as defined in section 240.50, subdivision one or two of section 240.55, section 240.60 or section 240.61 of the penal law. Such public officer, organization or authority, or private individual or organization, as the case may be, may bring an action for civil damages in a court of competent jurisdiction for a judgment to recover such damages from such parent or legal guardian other than the state or a local social services department or a foster parent. For the purposes of this subdivision, damages for falsely reporting an incident or placing a false bomb shall mean the funds reasonably expended by a victim in responding to such false report, as set forth in subdivision eleven of section 60.27 of the penal law. In no event shall such damages portion of a judgment authorized by this section, as described in this subdivision, exceed the sum of five thousand dollars.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one of this section, prior to the entering of a judgment under this section in the sum total of five hundred dollars or more, the court shall provide such parent or legal guardian of such infant with an opportunity to make an application to the court based upon such parent's or legal guardian's financial inability to pay any portion or all of the amount of such sum total which is in excess of five hundred dollars, and upon the return date of such application, or any adjournment thereof, the court shall, in summary fashion, hear and consider all evidence of financial hardship presented tending to establish the inability of such parent or legal guardian to pay any or all of the amount of the sum total in excess of five hundred dollars, and the court shall render its decision as to such party's inability to make such payment based upon a preponderance of the evidence presented. Upon a decision that such party has
established his or her inability to make such payment, the court shall enter the judgment authorized by this section but in an amount within the financial capacity of such parent or legal guardian, provided, however, that since the original of the sum total exceeded five hundred dollars, no such judgment shall be entered for an amount which is less than five hundred dollars.

3. It shall be a defense to an action brought under this section that restitution has been paid pursuant to section seven hundred fifty-eight-a or 353.6 of the family court act, or paragraph (g) of subdivision two of section 65.10 of the penal law. It shall also be a defense to an action brought under this section that such infant had voluntarily and without good cause abandoned the home of the parent or guardian and without good cause refused to submit to the guidance and control of the parent or guardian prior to and at the time of the occurrence of such damages or destruction. In no event shall it be a defense that the parent or legal guardian has exercised due diligent supervision over the activities of such infant, provided, however, that in the interests of justice, the court may consider mitigating circumstances that bear directly upon the actions of the parent or legal guardian in supervising such unemancipated infant.

4. For the purposes of this section the following definitions shall apply:

a. The terms "enters or remains unlawfully" and "building" shall have the same meaning as ascribed to such terms in section 140.00 of the penal law.

b. "Public officer, organization or authority" shall include but not be limited to: those having by law the care and custody of a municipal district or corporation; those having by law the care and custody of the public property of the state or of any agency, department, board, bureau, commission, division, office, council, committee of the state, or of a public benefit corporation or public authority; and the board of education or trustees of any city, union free or common school district or the city board of any New York City community school district.

c. "Private individual or organization" shall include, but not be limited to: any individual, private or public corporation or partnership or sole proprietorship, organized church, synagogue or temple, not-for-profit organization or corporation, cemetery corporation, or, if such liability is as a result of damage upon any cemetery plot or mausoleum, the next of kin of a person upon whose gravesite such damage or destruction occurred.

**PENAL LAW**

§ 145.22    Cemetery desecration in the second degree

A person is guilty of cemetery desecration in the second degree when with intent to damage property of another person, and having no right to do so nor any reasonable ground to believe that he has such right, he damages any real or personal property maintained as a cemetery plot, grave, burial place or other place of interment of human remains.

Cemetery desecration in the second degree is a class A misdemeanor.

§ 145.23    Cemetery desecration in the first degree

A person is guilty of cemetery desecration in the first degree when with intent to damage property of another person, and having no right to do so nor any reasonable ground to believe that he has such right, he:

(a) damages any real or personal property maintained as a cemetery plot, grave, burial place or other place of interment of human remains in an amount exceeding two hundred fifty dollars; or

(b) commits the crime of cemetery desecration in the second degree as defined in section 145.22 of this article and has been previously convicted of the crime of cemetery desecration in the second degree within the preceding five years.

Cemetery desecration in the first degree is a class E felony.
§ 80.00  Fine for felony
(excerpt)

7. When the court imposes a fine pursuant to section 145.22 or 145.23 of this chapter, the court shall direct that no less than ten percent of such fine be credited to the state cemetery vandalism restoration and administration fund created pursuant to section ninety-seven-r of the state finance law.

§ 60.29  Authorized disposition; cemetery desecration

When a person is convicted of an offense defined in section 145.22 or 145.23 of this chapter or of an attempt to commit such an offense, and the sentence imposed by the court for such conviction includes a sentence of probation or conditional discharge, such sentence shall, where appropriate, be in accordance with paragraph (h) of subdivision two of section 65.10 of this article as such section relates to cemetery crime.

§ 65.10  Conditions of probation and of conditional discharge
(excerpt)

1. In general. The conditions of probation and of conditional discharge shall be such as the court, in its discretion, deems reasonably necessary to insure that the defendant will lead a law-abiding life or to assist him to do so.

2. Conditions relating to conduct and rehabilitation. When imposing a sentence of probation or of conditional discharge, the court shall, as a condition of the sentence, consider restitution or reparation and may, as a condition of the sentence, require that the defendant:

(h) Perform services for a public or not-for-profit corporation, association, institution or agency, including but not limited to services for the division of substance abuse services, services in an appropriate community program for removal of graffiti from public or private property, including any property damaged in the underlying offense, or services for the maintenance and repair of real or personal property maintained as a cemetery plot, grave, burial place or other place of interment of human remains. Provided however, that the performance of any such services shall not result in the displacement of employed workers or in the impairment of existing contracts for services, nor shall the performance of any such services be required or permitted in any establishment involved in any labor strike or lockout. The court may establish provisions for the early termination of a sentence of probation or conditional discharge pursuant to the provisions of subdivision three of section 410.90 of the criminal procedure law after such services have been completed. Such sentence may only be imposed upon conviction of a misdemeanor, violation, or class D or class E felony, or a youthful offender finding replacing any such conviction, where the defendant has consented to the amount and conditions of such service.
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PART 200 RULES OF PROCEDURE OF STATE CEMETERY BOARD
(Statutory authority: Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, §§1401[zz] [1], 1504[c])

§ 200.1  Administration.

(a) The Not-for-Profit Corporation Law may be cited herein as N-PCL.

(b) The Division of Cemeteries of the Department of State may be referred to as the division.

(c) The Director of the Division of Cemeteries of the Department of State may be referred to as the director.

(d) For purposes of administration and reporting requirements, cemeteries shall be classified as follows:
(1) The term small cemetery corporation means any cemetery corporation which had, at the end of the preceding calendar year, less than $400,000 in total funds.

(2) The term medium cemetery corporation means any cemetery corporation which had, at the end of the preceding calendar year, at least $400,000 but less than $1,000,000 in total funds.

(3) The term large cemetery corporation means any cemetery corporation which had, at the end of the preceding calendar year, $1,000,000 or more in total funds.

(4) The term total funds includes all general funds, permanent maintenance funds, perpetual care funds, special trust funds and other funds under the control of the cemetery, including both restricted and unrestricted funds.

§ 200.2 Applications for orders or determinations.

(a) All applications required to be made to the Cemetery Board for orders or determinations, except applications for approval of rates and charges or for authority to issue certificates of indebtedness, pursuant to sections 1509(a)-(e) and 1511(a) of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, shall be determined and the orders made by the director in the first instance.

(b) A party aggrieved, by an order or determination so made by the director, may file a protest with the Cemetery Board within 30 days after the effective date of such order or determination.

(c) If a protest be not filed with the Cemetery Board within 30 days after the effective date of the order or determination made by the director, said order or determination shall be considered the final order or determination of the Cemetery Board unless (1) the time to file a protest is, for good cause, extended by the Cemetery Board, or (2) the Cemetery Board, within 60 days after the effective date of the order or determination made by the director, shall upon its own action make an order or determination modifying, amending, supplementing or rescinding the order or determination of the director.

(d) The protest shall specify the objections to the order or determination. The board, in passing upon the protest, will consider only those objections so specified and may afford a hearing or limit the protestant to the filing of affidavits or memoranda.

(e) The filing and determination of a protest to the Cemetery Board shall be a prerequisite to obtaining judicial review of any order or determination made by the director under section 200.1 of this Part.

(f) Any protest not acted upon by the Cemetery Board within 60 days after the filing thereof shall be deemed to be denied in all respects.

(g) The director shall make a determination in respect of such matters as are authorized to be made by him under subdivision (a) of this section, within six months after the application is submitted to him in complete form. Should the director require additional information, time to render his decision is extended by the time required for the cemetery to comply with such request.

(h)

(1) A party aggrieved by an order or determination of the Cemetery Board, made pursuant to sections 1509(a)-(e) and 1511(a) of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, may file a protest with the Cemetery Board within 30 days after the effective date of such order or determination.

(2) The time to file a protest may be extended by the Cemetery Board for good cause shown, but solely in the discretion of the board.

(3) The protest shall specify the objections to the order or determination. The protest may include a request for
a hearing, in which event the board shall grant a hearing to be held within a reasonable time thereafter.

(4) After formal proof is introduced at such a hearing by the party aggrieved, then at the request of such party, the official data and calculations on which the board's order or determination was based shall be made available to the applicant.

(5) At least 10 days' written notice of the time and place of a hearing shall be given by the Cemetery Board to the applicant requesting the same at its principal place of business. Such applicant may be represented by counsel at such hearing. The Cemetery Board or any member of the board, or deputy or other person duly authorized by the board, may hold and conduct such hearing, and shall have the power to administer oaths and take testimony.

(6) Hearings shall be held at such place or places as the board may designate.

(7) A full record of the proceedings of every hearing shall be taken. Such record, together with the recommendations of the hearing officer, if the hearing is not conducted by the board, shall be referred as soon as practicable to the board for review and decision, all of which shall be deemed a part of such record. The cost of the stenographic record of such hearing shall be borne by the applicant.

(8) Within a reasonable time after the conclusion of a hearing held pursuant to this section, the board shall make its final order or determination in the matter. A copy thereof shall be mailed to the applicant and to its counsel, if any.

(i) An application made to the Cemetery Board pursuant to section 1509(a)-(e) of the Not- for-Profit Corporation Law shall be determined by the board within six months after the application is submitted in complete form, except that should the board request additional information, the time to render its decision is extended by the time required for a cemetery to comply with such request.

§ 200.3 Filing of financial reports by cemeteries.

(a) Every small cemetery corporation shall file an annual financial report with the division within 75 days following the close of the cemetery's fiscal year. Such report shall be signed by at least two officers or directors of the cemetery corporation.

(b) Every medium and large cemetery corporation shall file a CPA financial report with the division within 75 days following the close of the cemetery's fiscal year.

§ 200.4 Cemetery financial reports.

(a) Every large cemetery corporation shall be audited by an independent certified public accountant or an independent enrolled public accountant expressing an opinion in connection with the financial statement filed with the division, which opinion shall be supplemented by the following data:

(1) a description of the extent of the physical examination of the cash and investments;

(2) a statement concerning the internal controls for safeguarding the cash and investments;

(3) a statement concerning compliance with N-PCL section 1507(c) and (d) indicating whether separate accounts are maintained for each perpetual care endowment reflecting the principal amount, the income apportioned for the year, the cost of care charged for the year, and the excess of income credited to such account to be used in future years;

(4) a statement concerning the accountability for the permanent maintenance fund, indicating whether the cemetery's records separately identify cumulative principal reflecting allocations from the proceeds of the sales of lots and from supplemental sources, cumulative capital gains or losses from investments, and the retained income available for the maintenance and preservation of the cemetery; and
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(5) a statement concerning the accountability for the perpetual care fund, indicating whether the cemetery's records separately identify cumulative principal for endowment, cumulative capital gains or losses, and the cumulative income retained for use in future years.

(b) Every medium cemetery corporation shall be reviewed by an independent certified public accountant or an independent enrolled public accountant. This review will be filed with the division and supplemented by the following data:

(1) a description of the extent of the physical examination of the cash and investments;

(2) a statement concerning the internal controls for safeguarding the cash and investments;

(3) a statement concerning compliance with N-PCL section 1507(c) and (d) indicating whether separate accounts are maintained for each perpetual care endowment, reflecting the principal amount, the income apportioned for the year, the cost of care charged for the year, and the excess of income credited to such account to be used in future years;

(4) a statement concerning the accountability for the permanent maintenance fund, indicating whether the cemetery's records separately identify cumulative principal reflecting allocations from the proceeds of the sales of lots and from supplemental sources, cumulative capital gains or losses from investments, and the retained income available for the maintenance and preservation of the cemetery; and

(5) a statement concerning the accountability for the perpetual care fund, indicating whether the cemetery's records separately identify cumulative principal for endowment, cumulative capital gains or losses, and the cumulative income retained for use in future years.

(c) Every small cemetery corporation shall file either the annual financial report form provided by the division or the cemetery corporation's own financial report if it contains all the information required on the division's form.

§ 200.5 Fidelity bonding.

(a) Every cemetery corporation with combined funds (cash and investments) of $40,000 or more shall carry fidelity bond coverage for officers and employees who handle money and securities.

(b) The annual financial report filed with the Division of Cemeteries shall indicate the amount of fidelity bond coverage, the classes of employees included, name of carrier and policy number, and the expiration date of coverage.

(c) Cemeteries with combined funds and assets of less than $40,000 may apply to the Division of Cemeteries for an exemption from meeting the requirements of subdivisions (a) and (b) of this section. The division shall grant the exemption upon receiving satisfactory documentation demonstrating that all financial transactions, including withdrawals from trust funds or general funds, require the signatures of two or more designated cemetery officials.

(d) If any cemetery which is currently exempt should, at any time in the future, obtain combined funds and assets in excess of $40,000, that cemetery shall, within 60 days of notification from the Division of Cemeteries, obtain the bond required by subdivisions (a) and (b) of this section.

§ 200.6 Location of offices.

(a) The principal office of the State Cemetery Board is located at 123 William Street, New York, NY 10038-3804.

(b) All communications, papers, maps or copies thereof, reports or documents shall be addressed to or filed in the principal office of the State Cemetery Board.

(c) All orders by the State Cemetery Board shall be filed in its principal office.
There are branch offices at 41 State Street, Albany, NY 12231-0001; Hughes State Office Building, 333 E. Washington Street, Syracuse, NY 13202-1418; and 65 Court Street, Buffalo, NY 14202-3471.

§ 200.9 Application for extension of time.

An application for extension of time within which to file any annual or periodic report with the State Cemetery Board or the division shall be filed before the expiration of the period prescribed and shall set forth in detail:

(a) the effort made by the applicant to prepare such report; and

(b) the further period of time required to file such report.

§ 200.10 Serving of notices by Cemetery Board or division.

Unless otherwise specified by statute, all notices or other papers shall be served by the State Cemetery Board or the division upon a cemetery corporation in person or by mail. When any party is represented by an attorney, service upon such attorney shall be deemed service upon the party.

§ 200.11 State cemetery vandalism restoration, monument repair or removal and administration fund.

(a) Definitions.

(1) Vandalism means the willful or malicious destruction or defacement of property in a cemetery, including, but not limited to, the toppling of memorial stones, damage to crypts, niches, grave sites, monuments and memorials.

(2) Abandoned cemetery means a cemetery maintained by a municipality pursuant to law, including but not limited to one maintained by a town pursuant to Town Law, section 291 or by a county pursuant to County Law, section 222(5-a), which cemetery was previously owned by a cemetery corporation organized pursuant to the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law or existing by virtue of the Membership Corporation Law, for which there no longer exists any corporate board or body to maintain it, and for which there is no sufficient trust fund or endowment to provide ordinary and necessary care and maintenance.

(3) Municipality means a city, county, town or village.

(4) Maintenance means the ordinary and necessary care of a cemetery, including the removal of grass and weeds, and the preservation, care and fencing of a cemetery, and also including the care of crypts, niches, grave sites and monuments and memorials paid for by means of the general fund or special fund or the income applied from the permanent maintenance fund, perpetual care fund, monument maintenance fund, general fund, or a special fund.

(5) Qualifying damage means damage caused by an act or acts of vandalism that cannot be repaired by means of regular maintenance.

(6) Fund means the fund created by Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, section 1507(h) and State Finance Law, section 97-r.

(b) Payment of contributions. On or before March 15th of each year, every cemetery or crematory that has performed an interment or cremation during the preceding calendar year shall submit a check drawn to the order of the Department of State in the total amount of monies collected during said period toward payment to the fund. Such check shall be accompanied by a statement signed by a cemetery officer certifying the number of interments or cremations and the amount transmitted. The contribution shall be $5 per interment or cremation. No contribution shall be collected upon the interment of the cremains of a deceased person where a contribution was collected upon cremation.

(c) Initial report of vandalism. Within 30 days of the discovery of a qualifying act of vandalism, the cemetery shall:
(1) report such act to the Division of Cemeteries either verbally or in writing; and

(2) in the event that damage was done to a crypt, niche, grave site, monument or memorial, provide written notice to the lot owner or next of kin, if the identity and whereabouts of such individual is reasonably ascertainable. Such notice shall include a brief description of the damaged property and a request for funds for its repair. The notice shall also advise the lot owner or next of kin to seek insurance benefits that may be available pursuant to a homeowner's insurance policy. A copy of such notice shall be maintained by the cemetery.

(d) Application for payment for repair of vandalism damage.

(1) The completed application shall be submitted within six months of the date of discovery of the act of vandalism.

(2) A cemetery may, for good cause and within the above-described time period, request a definite extension of time to file a vandalism application. Such request shall be in writing and state the reasons therefor, including the date by which it is anticipated that the application will be filed.

(3) The application shall include the following:

(i) a description of the qualifying damage, photographs, and the date that the report of damage was filed with the Division of Cemeteries;

(ii) a copy of such other reports filed in accordance with law;

(iii) a copy of bids submitted by at least two contractors for the cost of repairs; and

(iv) a notarized statement signed by a cemetery officer that the cemetery has no available funds which it is authorized to use for the purpose of the repair; that it has not been able to obtain sufficient funds from the family of the deceased (include copies of letters or newspaper advertisements); and that the proposed costs of the repairs are fair and reasonable.

(4) Within 90 days of receipt of a complete application, the Cemetery Board shall make a determination, based upon the following factors:

(i) whether there is qualifying damage;

(ii) severity of the damage;

(iii) whether the vandalism is part of a wave of vandalism;

(iv) emotional distress to visiting families;

(v) appropriateness of prior use of payments from the fund;

(vi) compliance with Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, article 15 and Cemetery Board rules and regulations;

(vii) priority of application based upon previous allocations; and

(viii) availability of monies within the fund.

(e) Use of disbursements for vandalism.
(1) The cemetery must apply all disbursements made by the Cemetery Board to the repair of the vandalized property described in the vandalism application.

(2) Any funds remaining after the repairs have been performed must be returned to the Cemetery Board for redeposit into the vandalism fund.

(f) Final report. Within 90 days of its receipt of disbursements, the cemetery shall make a report to the Cemetery Board setting forth the repairs made and by whom, the amount of funds expended, and the amount of funds to be returned to the Cemetery Board, if any. If the repairs have not been completed, the reason therefor shall be set forth, and the anticipated date for a subsequent, final report shall be disclosed. Such report and any additional report shall be sworn by a cemetery officer.

(g) Application for maintenance of abandoned cemeteries.

(1) An application for reimbursement for the fair and reasonable expenses for maintenance may be made on behalf of an abandoned cemetery by the municipality in charge of the maintenance of such cemetery. Such application shall include:

(i) a certification from the municipality of the current status of the cemetery with respect to abandonment; the funds of the cemetery and the investment income therefrom; donations, if any; whether the cemetery currently sells lots or graves or performs interments or cremations, and if so, the annual number and the total revenue;

(ii) the proposed amount and purpose of the disbursement; and

(iii) the contribution of the municipality and others, if any, with respect to the maintenance of the cemetery.

(2) Within 60 days of receipt of a complete application, the Cemetery Board shall make a determination, based upon the following:

(i) severity of conditions;

(ii) when applicable, appropriateness of use of prior payments from the fund;

(iii) compliance with New York State Law affecting cemeteries;

(iv) priority of application based upon previous applications; and

(v) availability of monies within the Fund.

(3) The Cemetery Board shall apply the following guidelines in authorizing a disbursement for the maintenance of an abandoned cemetery:

(i) moneys disbursed shall be used exclusively for the purpose of maintenance of an abandoned cemetery;

(ii) the costs of labor and equipment rental or lease for a one time clean-up may be authorized;

(iii) equipment purchases that are essential for the maintenance of an abandoned cemetery may be authorized, provided that disbursements for equipment purchases may not exceed the price offered by the Office of General Services for the same or similar equipment pursuant to section 163 of the State Finance Law;
(iv) where equipment is purchased by a municipality for episodic maintenance of an abandoned cemetery, the pro-rated share of the purchase costs attributable to cemetery use may be considered for reimbursement;

(v) labor costs associated with future cemetery care, preservation and maintenance that are the legal obligation of a municipality may not be reimbursed;

(vi) moneys disbursed may not be used to pay for the cost of the ongoing operation of an abandoned cemetery.

(h) Use of disbursements by a municipality.

(1) The municipality must apply all disbursements made by the Cemetery Board to the maintenance of the cemetery as described in the order of the Cemetery Board authorizing a disbursement.

(2) Any funds remaining after the maintenance has been performed must be returned to the Cemetery Board for redeposit into the fund.

(3) Within 90 days of its receipt of disbursements, the municipality shall make a report to the Cemetery Board setting forth details of the maintenance and clean-up undertaken, equipment purchased, and the amount of funds, if any, to be redeposited in the fund. If the maintenance and clean-up have not been completed, or the equipment requested has not been purchased, the reasons therefor shall be set forth, and the anticipated date for a subsequent, final report shall be disclosed.

(i) Application for repair or removal of dilapidated or disrepaired monuments that create a dangerous condition.

(1) An application for payment by the fund for the repair or removal of monuments or other markers not owned by the cemetery corporation that have become dilapidated or are in disrepair so as to create a dangerous condition shall include the following:

(i) a description of the damaged monuments or markers, including photographs, and a statement that the monuments or markers are so badly out of repair or dilapidated as to create a dangerous condition;

(ii) a copy of bids submitted by at least two contractors for the cost of repairs, or removal and replacement;

(iii) proof that the cemetery corporation has given not less than 60 days notice to the last known owner to repair or remove the monument or other marker and that said owner has failed to do so within the time prescribed in said notice. Such notice shall be addressed to the last known owner or owners and to all persons having or claiming an interest in or to the burial lot on which the monument or marker is located. In the event that the last known owner or owners cannot be found, proof that notice was given by publishing the same once each week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper published or circulated in the county in which the cemetery is located. The notice shall be effective on the date of mailing such notice by registered or certified mail, or the date of the third publication in the newspaper; and

(iv) a notarized statement signed by a cemetery corporation officer that the cemetery corporation has not been able to obtain sufficient funds from the family of the deceased (include copies of letters or newspaper advertisements); and that the proposed costs of the repairs or removals and replacements are fair and reasonable.

(2) Within 90 days of receipt of a complete application, the Cemetery Board shall make a determination, based upon the following factors:

(i) whether the monuments or markers are so badly out of repair or dilapidated as to create a dangerous
condition;

(ii) whether due notice has been given to the last known owner to repair or remove the monument or other marker and the said owner has failed to do so within the time prescribed in said notice;

(iii) danger to visiting families;

(iv) appropriateness of prior use of payments from the fund;

(v) compliance with Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, article 15 and Cemetery Board rules and regulations;

(vi) priority of application based upon previous allocations; and

(vii) availability of monies within the fund.

(j) Use of disbursements for repair or removal of dilapidated or disrepaired monuments that create a dangerous condition.

(1) The cemetery corporation must apply all disbursements made by the Cemetery Board to the repair or removal and replacement of monuments or other markers as described in the application.

(2) Any funds remaining after the repairs or removals and replacements have been performed must be returned to the Cemetery Board for redeposit into the fund.

(k) Final report. Within 90 days of its receipt of disbursements, the cemetery corporation shall make a report to the Cemetery Board setting forth the repairs or removals and replacements made and by whom, the amount of funds expended, and the amount of funds to be returned to the Cemetery Board, if any. If any monuments or other markers have been removed, the report shall include a statement that they have been replaced with a flush bronze or granite marker suitably inscribed if replacement is appropriate for identification purposes. If the repairs and removals have not been completed, the reason therefor shall be set forth, and the anticipated date for a subsequent, final report shall be disclosed. Such report and any additional report shall be sworn by a cemetery corporation officer.

Part 201. CEMETERY OPERATIONS
(Statutory authority: Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, §1504[c])

§ 201.1 Offer of resale of cemetery lots to cemetery corporations.

(a) Where the lot sought to be sold is improved, as by a mausoleum, the Cemetery Board will, there being no objectionable factors, grant approval of the resale upon proof that the cemetery corporation has refused to repurchase the lot, in accordance with the provisions of section 1513(c) of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, together with the sound value of the improvement thereon.

§ 201.2 Sale of lots or graves purchased prior to September 1, 1949 for purpose of resale.

(a) The Cemetery Board will approve resale of a lot or grave owned by persons, firms or corporations engaged in the business or practice of funeral directing pursuant to article 34 of the Public Health Law prior to September 1, 1949, there being no objectionable factors, upon proof that the cemetery corporation has refused to repurchase the same as provided in section 1513(c) of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law provided that:

(1) the resale be made only for immediate use and not in advance of need, except for the sale of a reserve grave for a spouse if purchased at the same time as the grave purchased for immediate use;
(2) the price shall be as closely equivalent as possible to the price posted and filed by the cemetery corporation for a comparable lot or grave;

(3) the seller shall pay to the cemetery corporation wherein the lot or grave is located within five days of the signed agreement, a sum equivalent to 25 percent of the gross resale price, which sum shall thereupon be deposited by the cemetery corporation into its permanent and current maintenance funds as established by and subject to the provisions of section 1507(a) of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, as follows: not less than 25 percent into the statutory funds.

§ 201.3 Burial in a path or walk.
The cemetery board authorizes the director to approve an interment in a path, alley, avenue or walk, under a conveyance made prior to September 1, 1949, where, in the opinion of the director, there will remain reasonable access to other lots, plots and graves.

§ 201.4 Foreign cemetery corporations.
The certificate of authority for a foreign corporation to do business in this State in the selling or offering for sale of cemetery lots, plots or parts thereof, located within this State, cannot be issued without the prior approval of the Cemetery Board. The Cemetery Board will approve a certificate of authority of a foreign corporation only upon condition that the foreign corporation is and shall be in compliance with the provisions of N-PCL article 15.

§ 201.6 Sale of outer containers.
(a) A cemetery corporation may not compel the use of any particular outer enclosure, except that a cemetery may require the use of a concrete burial vault, or, at the option of the customer, a concrete grave liner under the following conditions and restrictions:

(1) the customer must have purchased a lot after January 1, 1985;

(2) the requirement must be stated prominently in writing and a written statement must be given to the customer in advance of the signing of the agreement to purchase a grave or lot;

(3) only a concrete grave liner or a concrete burial vault of the type and grade which conforms to the following minimum specifications may be required:

(i) concrete burial vault
- 1 inch. average sidewall
- 2 inch. top
- 2 inch. bottom (whether top seal or plate of air seal)
- 4,500 pounds per square inch
- Sealed

(ii) concrete grave liner
- 1 inch. average top and bottom
- 1 inch. sidewall
- minimum of two holes in or near bottom to allow discharge of water
- 4,500 pounds per square inch
- not sealed

(4) should a lot owner, a person with burial rights or a representative of one about to be interred express objection to the use of the required concrete burial vault or grave liner at the time of interment based upon a religious belief, the cemetery must, without question, cancel the requirement that a concrete vault or concrete grave liner be used; provided, however, that the cemetery may impose at the time of interment a reasonable fee for the periodic refilling of the grave after receiving approval of the Cemetery Board for that fee;

(5) a plot owner may purchase the prescribed grave liner from any source including the cemetery; and

(6) a cemetery may not sell burial vaults.

§ 201.7 Posting of sign at cemetery.

(a) Every cemetery corporation shall post in its main office a notice that provides the following in no less than 20-point type:

(Name of Cemetery)

is regulated by the

New York State Cemetery Board

(Phone number of nearest office of NYS Division of Cemeteries, or hotline)

If the cemetery corporation does not have a main office on or adjacent to the cemetery premises that is open during regular business hours at least five days per week, it shall post such notice at the main entrance to the cemetery in no less than 40-point type. Such notice shall also include the name, title and office telephone number of the superintendent or other person with primary responsibility for the operation of the cemetery.

(b) The sign shall be legible, in the English language and in any other language deemed appropriate by the cemetery corporation, and posted in a conspicuous, unobstructed location that is readily visible to a visitor to the cemetery corporation's main office or to a person who approaches the cemetery's main entrance.

§ 201.8 Availability for interment on six-day basis.

Every cemetery corporation shall be available for interments at least six days per week (legal holidays excluded) as set forth in the cemetery's regulations or in accordance with its practices, except as otherwise ordered by the Cemetery Board. Any cemetery which maintains and designates a burial section for persons of a particular religious belief must remain available for grave openings and interments Sunday through Friday or other six-day period in accordance with the religious and/or ethnic traditions of the persons interred in said religious section. Nothing herein shall require a cemetery to provide grave openings and/or interments if they are otherwise unable to do so as a direct consequence of severe weather conditions or other similar conditions.

§ 201.9 Maintenance of maps and directional signs.

(a) Every cemetery shall erect, exhibit, keep and maintain maps delineating lots, plots, roads, avenues, paths, alleys, and
walks by their respective names or designations.

(b) Every cemetery shall supply readable copies of such maps, or pertinent sections thereof without charge, to all interested persons. Plot owners shall be advised, in writing, of the availability of the maps.

(c) Every cemetery shall maintain appropriate identifying and directional signs at each and every intersection of the roads, avenues, paths, alleys and walks in the cemetery; said signs shall be made of weatherproof material and unobstructed, clear and legible. Where a cemetery has denominated subdivisions or sections by name, letter or other convenient identification, the boundaries of each said section or subdivision shall be likewise so identified. This subdivision shall not apply to cemeteries at which a full view of the whole area of its developed grounds is within sight of the main entrance.

§ 201.10 Community or public mausoleums and columbariums.

A cemetery may not sell or assign burial rights, crypts or niches to a person or persons who will not use these plots or crypts directly. A group of persons not related by family ties may not purchase land from the cemetery for the purpose of erecting a public mausoleum or columbarium under contract with an operator. Only a cemetery may undertake to construct and own a public mausoleum or columbarium.

§ 201.11 Procedure for approval for construction of a mausoleum.

(a) A cemetery corporation planning construction of a mausoleum or columbarium for at least 60 days prior to the actual commitment for construction, shall submit to the Cemetery Board the following information:

1. Whether the proposed construction has the approval of the corporation's lot owners, obtained at a special or regular meeting. If not, a description of the authorization or approval obtained. A copy of the minutes of the meeting of the lot owners or board of trustees, or of the resolution, shall be included.

2. (A) The name of the licensed architect or engineer and the estimated total costs of construction, including land to be appropriated, landscaping, embellishments and other features.

   (B) A map or sketch indicating the location of the building, together with a general description including the number of crypts and niches.

   (C) Whether the proposed construction is the complete structure or whether units are to be added later. If future units are contemplated, the extent of such commitment or plan.

3. The source of funds to pay for the construction and the terms of payment.

4. An estimate of the trust funds and the current maintenance funds required to maintain and preserve the facility, covering the year-to-year maintenance and long-term preservation.

5. An estimate of the cumulative total revenues from sales based on the projected selling prices.

6. A full disclosure to the extent outstanding certificates of indebtedness or land shares are to participate in the sales proceeds.

7. The projected disposition of the total estimated sales revenues, including but not limited to the amounts to be allocated for:

   (A) permanent maintenance and current maintenance funds;

   (B) supplemental trust or special fund;
(C) estimated selling expenses, including disclosure of promotional plans;

(D) recovery of construction costs;

(E) general fund use or retention; and

(F) building operation.

8. (A) A copy of the drawing required by paragraph (B) of this subdivision along with an indication of the location of the proposed building, and a statement that the notices required by such paragraph have been posted in accordance with its provisions.

(B) In addition to its submission to the Cemetery Board, the cemetery corporation shall, no earlier than 10 days prior to such submission, post mausoleum construction notices in the immediate proximity of the proposed mausoleum, the cemetery office and, in a manner so as not to violate local zoning ordinances or to create a traffic hazard, all entrances. Each mausoleum construction notice shall provide information written in plain English concerning the mausoleum proposed and include a drawing, which shall be an appropriately apt rendition designed to give a fair impression of the construction. In addition, such notices shall reveal the telephone number and address where comments may be received and the last date on which such comments will be accepted, which shall be no earlier than 60 days following the date the notices are posted. The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to the construction of an addition to an existing mausoleum if the number of crypts to be added does not exceed 250 spaces.

(b) Prior to offering sale of space to the public, the cemetery corporation shall file with the Cemetery Board the prices for each type or category of entombment unit pursuant to N-PCL section 1513(b). A copy of the rules and regulations, filed and approved pursuant to N-PCL section 1509, setting forth the cemetery's and the lot owner's obligations and responsibilities, shall be furnished to a purchaser at the time the sales contract is signed.

(c) All charges for services to be rendered and the basis for such charges must be approved by the Cemetery Board, before implementation, pursuant to N-PCL section 1509(c)(1). If existing service charges are intended to be applied to mausoleum entombments, specific approval will be required prior to their becoming effective for such new services.

§ 201.12 Holiday burials.

(a) In the case of requests for burial on those days which by union contract, or by established operating policy, are decreed "holidays", each request for burial on such days which is received at the office of the cemetery by 9 a.m. of said holiday shall be complied with by such cemetery, except as may be impossible by reason of the physical condition of the gravesite or the unavailability of grave digging personnel.

(b) The cemetery shall make any and all arrangements necessary to receive said requests and, upon receipt of such request, the cemetery shall immediately make any and all necessary arrangements to comply therewith. It shall, no later than 10:30 a.m. of said holiday, advise the funeral director, the family of the deceased and the person who made such request (if neither a member of the family nor the funeral director) of its ability to comply therewith and fixing the time of burial. In the event that the cemetery is unable to comply with said request, it shall so advise said persons orally and by letter setting forth the reason for such inability to comply with said request; a copy of said writing shall be also sent to the division as required by subdivision (d) of this section.

(c) In addition to the regular approved charge, identifiable extra costs incurred may be charged to the burial, consistent with N-PCL section 1509(d), provided that the total amount to be paid is stated in writing to the family of the deceased at the time of the request for burial and, further, provided that a copy of such statement shall be simultaneously filed with the Cemetery Board at its office in New York City.

(d) Each cemetery shall make every effort, in good faith, to comply with such requests. In the event of its inability to
comply therewith, said cemetery shall furnish to the Cemetery Board reasons for its inability, in each instance, to provide for the aforesaid burial.

§ 201.13 Liquidation of burial societies within an incorporated cemetery.

(a) Certain incorporated cemeteries maintain sections devoted exclusively to the burial of persons who are members of particular burial societies. Many of these societies have become dormant and no longer hold meetings. Some have attempted distribution and liquidation of all of their assets, coupled with attempts to sell cemetery plots back to the cemetery at the statutory rate or in exchange for a care arrangement for occupied plots in such society section. The liquidation and distribution of such societies falls within the jurisdiction of the New York State Insurance Department, Liquidation Bureau. The Division of Cemeteries is directly concerned with the disposition of unused graves.

(b) Accordingly, when cemeteries and burial societies attempt to negotiate the liquidation of the society assets and the buy-back of unused graves, the cemetery shall give written notice thereof to the director of the Division of Cemeteries, and may not repurchase such graves so offered without the written consent of the director. Such written notice shall also be given to the New York State Insurance Department, Liquidation Bureau. The Division of Cemeteries shall also notify the Liquidation Bureau.

§ 201.14 Repair or notice as to nondangerous damage or defacement.

Small cemetery corporations shall be exempt from the provisions of N-PCL section 1510(h).

§ 201.15 Authorization to inter.

(a) An authorization to inter a body is a written statement subscribed by the lot owner in accordance with the rules and regulations of the cemetery corporation. Such authorization when signed by the lot owner shall include the right to memorialize, which right shall belong to the person having the right to possession of the body.

(b) The right of memorialization may be restricted to the number, size, shape, material, color, inscription or reasonable placement of monuments, according to the generally accepted plan of the cemetery and the rules and regulations of the cemetery corporation or association duly approved by the Cemetery Board; and, where the lot is owned by a membership corporation, association or society which provides burial benefits for its members, according to the rules, regulations or established practices of such corporation, association or society.

§ 201.16 Cemetery renovation.

(a) A major alteration to a cemetery shall not be commenced without the approval of the Cemetery Board. Such approval shall be conditioned upon the submission of a report by the cemetery in accord with this section. Such report shall be submitted to the Cemetery Board at least three months prior to the anticipated commencement date of any work on the period. The report shall describe the method and purpose of such alteration, the proposed cost thereof, and include further information as required by this section.

(b) Definitions.

(1) Major alteration means: a project for which an environmental assessment form (EAF) is prepared or required; an activity which can reasonably be expected to have a substantial and adverse impact on the adjacent community, the lots or the lot owners of the cemetery, including: demolition; stockpiling materials; grading and other forms of earthwork; dumping, filling or depositing of any material; excavation or trenching; dredging; removal of soil; flooding or draining; or paving or construction of buildings, structures or facilities. The term major alteration shall not include those activities commenced with respect to the construction of a mausoleum or lawn crypt. Such activities are subject to the requirements of sections 201.10 and 210.11 or 201.17 of this Part.

(2) Applicant means a cemetery which submits a report as required by this section.
Report. An applicant shall include in its report information in response to the following:

1. whether the alteration will result in or avoid the destruction, damage to, modification or interference with existing graves and markers, crypts, mausoleums, roadways, and pathways;
2. the location, design and duration of the major alteration;
3. the financial impact on the applicant;
4. whether the alteration will interfere with the lots or the interests of the lot owners;
5. whether the alteration will be appropriate for cemetery purposes;
6. whether the alteration will have an adverse impact on the surrounding community;
7. whether the alteration will have the potential to adversely affect the public health and safety, the environment or natural resources; and
8. the degree to which measures will be taken to minimize or eliminate these impacts.

Approvals and permits. An applicant shall include in its report a description of any approvals or permits required by state or local law. No cemetery shall commence a major alteration which requires a state or local government approval or permit until such approval or permit has been obtained. Any board approval of a major alteration shall be so conditioned.

Certification. A report submitted for a major alteration expected to cost in excess of $25,000 shall be certified by a licensed engineer.

Further information. Within 35 days following receipt of the report, the board or the division may request from the cemetery corporation any additional information or documentation and technical assistance deemed necessary to review such report. Such report shall not be deemed complete until the requested information has been received. If no such request is made, the submission shall be deemed complete on the 35th day after its receipt by the division.

Determination. The board shall approve or deny the proposed major alteration within the following time periods:

1. for a cemetery corporation holding less than $400,000 in cash and investments, including restricted funds, within 60 days of the completed submission; and
2. for a cemetery corporation holding $400,000 or more in cash and investments, including restricted funds, within 90 days of the completed submission.

Notification. The board shall provide written notice of its determination to the cemetery corporation. If a negative determination, such notice shall state the reasons therefor. Notice shall be made by registered or certified mail addressed to the corporation at its principal office.

§ 201.17 Lawn crypts.

A lawn crypt is a single or double receptacle designed for encasement of casketed human remains set into a recess in the earth. No cemetery may install a lawn crypt except in accordance with a plan submitted to the Cemetery Board and acted upon in accordance with the provisions of this directive. A lawn crypt may be installed anywhere in the cemetery provided that its location adheres to such plan and it is installed in conformity with such plan.

Every application and proposed lawn crypt plan shall be submitted to the director of the Division of Cemeteries. All
such plans shall meet the design and performance standards set forth in subdivision (c) of this section. The application shall specify:

(1) The means of financing the purchase and installation of the lawn crypt to be employed by the cemetery.

(2) The method of drainage to be used by the cemetery, including the results of percolation tests performed by an engineer licensed by the State of New York.

(3) A statement from the company and/or the organization manufacturing and/or installing the lawn crypts stating that the lawn crypts meet the design and performance standards of subdivision (c) of this section.

(4) Any additional information specifically relating to items in paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) deemed by the director to be necessary to make a determination.

(c) Design and performance standards.

(1) General.

   (i) The earth cover above the units shall be a minimum of 18inch. of fill as specified by the engineer and a maximum of 48inch.

   (ii) Crypts shall, at a minimum, be 6ft. distant from the edge of the road.

   (iii) Crypts shall be set on a base of 12inch. of compacted select granular fill or as recommended by a soil evaluation conducted by a professional engineer licensed by the State of New York.

   (iv) Positive drainage beneath the crypts shall be designed by a competent engineer using appropriate soil and survey data as specified in this directive.

   (v) Area between crypts shall be filled and compacted with sand or fine stone fill to prevent settlement of top soil.

(2) Concrete.

   (i) The concrete cylinder compressive strength must test 4,500 psi plus or minus 10 percent at the end of 28 days after manufacture thereof.

   (ii) Entrained air shall be five percent to nine percent by volume.

(3) Design notes.

   (i) The manufacturer of the reinforced concrete design must provide a certificate signed by a professional engineer licensed by the State of New York that the lawn crypt will perform to withstand a dead load specified in subparagraph (ii) of this paragraph and a live load specified in subparagraph (iii) of this paragraph, which will permit it to function for the purpose of a lawn crypt.

   (ii) Dead loads will consist of the weight of structure, earth fill, snow loads and any other material that may produce a static load.

   (iii) Live loads will consist of vehicle and pedestrian loads normally encountered in a cemetery and the minimum design wheel load shall be 4,000 lbs.

   (iv) Lateral earth pressure loads shall be computed by the Rankine Method using the appropriate soil
parameters; the minimum equivalent pressure used shall be 36 psf per foot depth. Lateral pressure induced by live loads on the ground surface shall be considered to be equivalent to a 2ft. depth of earth.

(4) Other materials.

   (i) Crypts may be constructed of material other than concrete provided the above standards are met.

(d) Procedures for applications.

(1) The director shall within 30 days of receipt of the application notify the cemetery of any additional information required by the division. The application shall be deemed complete on the 60th day after the division receives the application, unless such a letter is issued. If additional information is requested, the application shall be complete upon the submission of the requested information.

(2) The Cemetery Board shall have 90 days from the date on which the application is deemed complete within which to object to the application. Failure to so object shall mean that the Cemetery Board has no objection to the application.

(3) If the Cemetery Board shall object to the application, it shall notify the cemetery of its reasons in writing. The cemetery may not install any lawn crypts until such objection has been withdrawn.

§ 201.18 Management services contracts.

A management services contract means any agreement whereby one cemetery corporation undertakes responsibility for the sale of lots or promotion thereof, the maintenance of grounds or property, or the performance of interments for another cemetery corporation. No cemetery corporation shall enter into a management services contract without notification to the board at least 60 days in advance of its commencement date.

Part 202. VOLUNTEER CEMETERY MAINTENANCE
(Statutory authority:Executive Law, §91; General Municipal Law, §165)

§ 202.1 Volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup programs.

(a) Upon the request of a municipal corporation, the Division of Cemeteries shall assist a municipal corporation in the organization, implementation and administration of a volunteer cemetery maintenance and cleanup program in an abandoned cemetery wholly contained within such municipal corporation for which such municipal corporation has the primary responsibility to provide care.

(b) Assistance provided by the division shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following:

   (1) provide professional and technical guidance;

   (2) provide a listing of service providers, such as historical monument restorers; and

   (3) provide written guidelines for general maintenance.

Part 203. CREMATORIES
(Statutory authority:Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, §§ 1501, 1504 [c])

§ 203.1 Definitions.

(a) Cremation means a heating process that incinerates human remains.
(b) *Cremated remains* means human remains after incineration in a crematory.

(c) *Alternative container* means a nonmetal receptacle or enclosure, without ornamentation or a fixed interior lining, which is designed for the encasement of human remains and which is made of cardboard, pressed wood, composition materials (with or without an outside covering) or pouches of canvas or other material.

(d) *Crematory* means a facility in which the remains of deceased human beings are processed by cremation.

(e) *Crematory corporation* means any corporation operating a crematory whether formed under article 15 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law or as a stock corporation.

(f) *Cremation permit* means the burial and removal permit required pursuant to section 4145 of the Public Health Law that is annotated for disposition of the remains of a deceased human being by cremation.

§ 203.2  
**Maintenance and privacy.**

(a) A crematory facility shall be maintained in a clean, orderly and sanitary manner, with adequate ventilation and shall have a temporary storage area available to store the remains of deceased human beings pending disposition by cremation, the interior of which shall not be visible from the general retort area.

(b) Entrances and windows of the crematory facility shall be maintained at all times to secure privacy, including:

1. doors shall be tight closing and rigid;
2. windows shall be covered;
3. entrances shall be marked "private" or "authorized entry only" to preclude entry by unauthorized persons; and
4. entrances shall be locked and secured when not actively attended by authorized crematory personnel.

§ 203.3  
**Cremation process.**

(a) The cremation process shall be conducted in privacy. No person except authorized persons shall be admitted into the retort area or the temporary storage facility while the remains of deceased human beings are being cremated. Authorized persons, on admittance, shall comply with all rules of the crematory corporation and not infringe upon the privacy of the remains of deceased human beings. The following are authorized persons:

1. licensed, registered funeral directors, registered residents, and enrolled students of mortuary science;
2. officers and trustees of the crematory corporation;
3. authorized employees of the crematory corporation;
4. public officers acting in the discharge of their duties;
5. authorized instructors of the funeral directing schools;
6. licensed physicians or nurses; and
7. members of the immediate family of the deceased and their authorized agents and designated representatives.

§ 203.4  
**Identification of deceased human beings.**
(a) No crematory corporation shall accept the remains of any deceased human being without the accompanying cremation permit, required pursuant to section 4145 of the Public Health Law, which permit shall constitute presumptive evidence of the identity of the said remains.

(b) Upon good cause being shown rebutting the presumption of the identity of the said remains, the cremation shall not commence until reasonable confirmation of the identity of the deceased human being is made.

(c) The crematory corporation shall, by a written plan available for inspection by the Division of Cemeteries, assure that the identification established by the cremation permit accompanies the remains of the deceased human being through the cremation process and until the identity of the deceased is accurately and legibly inscribed on the container in which the cremated remains are placed.

§ 203.5 Opening of container holding the remains of the deceased human being.

(a) The casket, alternative container or external wrappings holding the remains of the deceased human being shall not be opened after delivery to the crematory corporation unless there exists good cause to confirm the identity of the deceased, or to assure that no material is enclosed which might cause injury to employees or damage to crematory property, or upon reasonable demand by members of the immediate family, or their authorized agents.

(b) In such instances in which the casket, alternative container or wrappings are opened after delivery to the crematory corporation, a record shall be made which shall include the reason for such action, and the signature of the person authorizing the opening thereof, and the name of the person opening the container and the witness thereof, which shall be retained in the permanent file of the crematory corporation. The opening operation shall be conducted in the presence of the witness and shall comply with all rules and regulations intended to protect the health and safety of crematory corporation personnel.

§ 203.6 Metal casket cremation - advance disclosure.

(a) In those instances in which the remains of deceased human beings are to be cremated in a metal casket, timely disclosure must be made to the person making the funeral arrangements that the metal casket lid will be removed, or that prior to cremation the remains of the deceased human being will be transferred to an alternative container.

(b) The crematory corporation shall obtain a signed acknowledgment of the authorizing person, that the timely disclosure has been made, and shall retain the same in its permanent records.

§ 203.7 Transferring remains.

(a) The remains of a deceased human being shall not be removed from the casket, alternative container or external wrappings in which it is delivered to the crematory corporation unless explicit signed authorization is provided by the person making funeral arrangements, or by a public officer discharging his statutory duty, which signed authorization shall be retained by the crematory corporation in its permanent records.

(b) When the remains of a deceased human being are to be transferred to an alternative container, the transfer shall be conducted in privacy with dignity and respect and in the presence of the licensed funeral director who delivered those remains. The transferring operation shall comply with all rules and regulations intended to protect the health and safety of crematory corporation personnel.

(c) The crematory corporation shall make a notation to be retained in its permanent records concerning the manner of disposition of the original container.

§ 203.8 Commingling human remains.

(a) The cremation of remains of more than one deceased human being in a retort at any one time is unlawful, except upon
the explicit signed authorization provided by the persons making funeral arrangements and the signed approval of the crematory corporation, which shall be retained by the crematory corporation in its permanent records.

§ 203.9 Cleaning of retort.

Upon the completion of the cremation of the remains of a deceased human being, the interior of the retort shall be thoroughly swept so as to render the retort reasonably free of all matter. The contents thereof shall be placed into an individual container and not commingled with other cremated remains. The cremation permit shall be attached to the individual container preparatory to final processing.

§ 203.10 Separating remains.

(a) A magnet and sieve, or other appropriate method of separation, may be used to divide the cremated remains from incidental or foreign material.

(b) The incidental and foreign material of the cremation process shall be disposed of in a safe manner in compliance with all sanitary rules and regulations as unrecognizable byproducts.

§ 203.11 Cremated remains.

The cremated remains shall be pulverized until no single fragment is recognizable as skeletal tissue.

§ 203.12 Container size.

The pulverized cremated remains shall be transferred to a sealable container whose inside dimension shall be of suitable size to contain the entire cremated remains of the person being cremated.

§ 203.13 Identity label.

The prescribed sealable container shall be accurately and legibly labeled with the identification of the human being whose cremated remains are contained in a manner acceptable to the Division of Cemeteries.

§ 203.14 Disposing of cremated remains.

The cremated remains, enclosed in the manner prescribed by sections 203.12 and 203.13 of this Part, shall be disposed of in strict accordance with the intention of the person contracting disposition of the remains, and in accordance with the provisions of section 4202(4) of the Public Health Law.

§ 203.15 Availability of records.

All crematory records, price lists, authorizations, and rules and regulations or other documents relative to the practice of cremation shall be open and available during regular business hours to inspection by the New York State Division of Cemeteries or its authorized representatives, in the discharge of their official duties.